Marine

Small Group Experiences
Expedition cruising • Galápagos cruising • River cruising • Sailing

What you
bring is
much more
than what
you pack.
When you’re experiencing all
the incredible wonders the world
offers, what you bring travels so
much further than the destination
itself. You bring who you are —
your personality, your dreams,
your stories — to the people
you meet and the cultures you
encounter. What you give is just
as life changing as what you get
back. To all of us, all over the
world. So get out there and show
our world what you’re all about.
We can’t wait to see what you
have to offer.

How will our
world shape
your story?
On our small group tours, you
come home with so much more
than photos and souvenirs —
you bring back everything you
discover from the places you
visit and the people you meet.
Whether it’s swimming with
white-tip reef sharks or hiking
through the desert at night, these
are the stories you’ll carry with
you for the rest of your life. And
the ones you’ll leave behind that
will fondly linger in the minds of
the people you met forever. Our
world is full of stories from people
like you who get out there and
experience it. How can we help
you write yours?

Share your story by tagging @gadventures.

At Sasane’s momo cooking class, mo’ momos mean less problems, as far as we’re concerned.

G for Good
From our company’s leader to the people who lead our tours, the experiences we share not
only impact our travellers, but the people, local communities, and places we visit as well.
G for Good is all of the social, moral, and ethical Good we create as a business. This includes
the social enterprises developed by the Planeterra Foundation, the introduction of industry
firsts like our Ripple Score and welfare guidelines, the initiation of our Plastics Partnership
Project, and so much more.
G for Good is what makes us, us throughout our beautiful world each and every day. With
your help, we can make travel the force for good we’ve known it can be since our company
was established almost three decades ago.

Plastics Partnership Project
While G Adventures has been working to reduce
our plastic footprint for years, the greatest impact
will happen with the support of our travellers, our
suppliers, and our employees. This year, we’re
introducing our Plastics Partnership Project to
engage as many of our partners as we can to
eliminate as much single-use plastic as possible.
Currently, 80% of our global accommodations
provide safe drinking water for reﬁllable bottles —
which prevents millions of unnecessary small
plastic bottles from going to landfills. It’s a
good start, but only the beginning, and just one
example of how much more impactful we can
be when we work together.

Discover how local crafts are made at the Moshi Mamas Handicraft Cooperative in Tanzania.

Ripple Score
Travel can be the greatest form of wealth
distribution the world has ever seen. This
score measures how well we’re living up to
our word. It lets you see the money spent
locally by us on all the services it takes to
run your tour. Look for it on your trip.

Planeterra Social Enterprises
Planeterra is our non-profit partner
dedicated to ensuring that people touched
by tourism beneﬁt from its opportunities.
It helps develop community and conserve
cultures with a focus on rural tourism
enterprises, Indigenous people, women,
at-risk youth, and the environment.

Project 100
In 2015, Planeterra and G Adventures
introduced our 50 in 5 campaign to create
50 social enterprises in ﬁve years. Having
successfully completed this ambitious
goal a year early, our new aim is to launch
100 community-owned and run small
businesses worldwide by the end of 2020.

Responsible Travel with
Indigenous People
Connecting travellers with Indigenous
communities is an essential part of what we
do. So is respecting the rights, history, and
cultures of Indigenous people. That’s why
we’re aiming to raise the bar for the entire
travel industry with practical global
guidelines and our own internal policy.

Child Welfare
G Adventures actively works to ensure
children are protected and respected in
the places you visit. With Child Safe
Movement, we’ve created Global Good
Practices Guidelines. And we have used
these guidelines to shape our own
internal Child Welfare Policy,

G Values Fund
Our CEOs are the best tour leaders the
world has to oﬀer. The G Values Fund helps
them further provide amazing experiences
to our travellers with low interest loans that
bring their travel business ideas to life.

Animal Welfare
G Adventures recognizes the importance of
animal welfare. That’s why we put together
a leading-edge animal welfare policy
building from guidelines developed by the
Association of British Travel Agents (ABTA)
and with the support of World Animal
Protection, the World Cetacean Alliance,
and The Jane Goodall Institute. Our vision
is to ensure that all animals encountered
on our tours are treated humanely.
Low-interest loans through the G Values
Fund help businesses like Kitchen With A
Cause in India bring tasty meals to life.

Our 2020 vision.

Crossing borders and making connections at the Panauti Community Homestay in Nepal.

Salaam Baalak Trust City Walk, a social enterprise in New Delhi.

The year 2020 will be big for us. A new decade.
A milestone anniversary. A next chapter.
Years like these can be the crossroads of our lives.
They give us pause to look left and right, peer into
the rearview mirror, and then shift forward toward
a purposeful tomorrow.
It was 1990 when I had a radical idea (for the time) that
our vacations could be our way of giving back. I felt we
could learn more, do more, and share more of ourselves
with the world, while helping make it a more equitable
and empathetic place.
Thirty years later, people are crossing borders with
more frequency than any time in history. We are
co-mingling, blending cultures, and witnessing tectonic
shifts in how we communicate and exchange commerce.
Tourism is becoming a main driver of GDP, while giving
economic opportunities to women, youth and Indigenous
communities who were previously locked out.
Some say we are more polarized, distrustful and divided
than at any time in our memory; fearful of the unknown
and dispassionate to people we perceive as others.
But I see something diﬀerent: signs of an emerging
curiosity between cultures about the ways each of us
lives, eats, works and plays. I see communities building
across tables and beyond borders.

This year, our new National Geographic Family Journeys
tours will help families step out into the world as
explorers together and in the process, strengthen our
bonds, stretch our worldviews.
Today, more than ever, I believe tourism can be a force
for good if we approach it in a responsible, sustainable
and inclusive way.
Even now, we continue learning, improving and making
travel better.
We’ve helped our accommodation partners become
as free from single-use plastics as possible. We’ve
scrutinized our suppliers to measure the ripple eﬀect
of our tours and gauge local impact. We have also
pushed back the ﬁnish line on our 50 in 5 corporate
challenge, toward an even bolder ‘Project 100’ that will
see 100 new, local, social enterprises embedded into
our tour experiences by the end of 2020.
At G Adventures, we say: Our world deserves more you.
Because in partnership with you, we are the change
makers. Together, we can spread wealth, build empathy
and open doors between nations.
Community tourism is gaining momentum, and we all
are key to its life-changing potential.
Here’s to the journey ahead.

I’ve long said that we are born explorers, but society
makes us tourists.
If the shifting tides of globalism can teach us anything,
it is that we should share more of ourselves with people
outside our comfort zones and build a tourism
community that honors the economic and social
beneﬁts of community tourism. And we should prepare
our children to do the same.

Bruce
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Your Moments

Simmone’s Discover Moment, catching a wave in Costa Rica.

Renée’s Hands-On Moment, learning traditional mosaic making.

Ali’s G for Good Moment, visiting Amba Estate’s organic tea plantation.
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Your Welcome Moment
Your opportunity to meet your CEO and fellow
travellers, and learn more about your tour. Opt
to join the group for a local meal afterwards.

Your G for Good Moment
See how G for Good runs through everything
we do, like community enterprise visits or small
businesses kick-started by the G Values Fund.

Your Foodie Moment
Connect to the ﬂavours and ingredients
behind local food and culinary traditions.

Your Discover Moment
Independent free time in cities where there’s
lots to do and see.

Your Local Living Moment
A taste of what it’s like to live locally through
a visit to a community member’s home.
Peter’s Foodie Moment, cooking traditional Myanmar (Burmese) food.

Your Hands-On Moment
Take a chance to learn a new hands-on skill.

Your Wellness Moment
A personal pause, a moment to relax and
rejuvenate during your travels.

Your First Night Out Moment
Connect with new friends on your ﬁrst night
out in a new destination. Only available on
18−to-Thirtysomethings tours.

Your Big Night Out Moment
A big night to party with your newest friends.
Only available on 18−to-Thirtysomethings tours.

On-tour experiences that
connect you to our world,
moment by moment.
Make hand-pulled noodles in Hanoi. Step into a hot
spring in rural Iceland. Sleep beneath the stars at a
Bedouin camp in Jordan. Your Moments are on every
tour to bring you closer to our world.

Your Journeys Highlight Moment
Behind-the-scenes access to local experts and
unique experiences in extraordinary locations. Only
available on National Geographic Journeys tours.

Your Family Journeys Moment
Discover the world together with unique family
experiences for both kids and adults. Only available
on National Geographic Family Journeys.
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The G Diﬀerence

Venture off the riverboat to explore the Amazon’s lush biodiversity.

Ideas that redefine travel.
As small group adventure travel pioneers, we’ve always
done things a little bit differently. To us, there’s no such
thing as “outside-the-box” thinking because we don’t
believe in boxes. Check out a few of the ways la différence
is vive’d daily around here.

The blue-footed booby: an iconic bird
of the Galápagos Islands.

Spend a night under the Antarctic skies by camping on the ice.

Satisfaction
We’re pretty proud of our customer
satisfaction record. 99% of our travellers
report satisfaction with the service we
offered them on their trip. We achieve that
by listening to them. It’s just one of the
many ways we lead with service.

24/7 service

Global network

When your business covers the whole
world like ours does, you have to be
available and accountable all the time.
If you’ve got a question about anything
at all, we’re here to help. Always.

With over two dozen sales and operations
offices worldwide, you’re never far from
one. And with a fleet of exclusive boats,
lodges, and vehicles at our disposal, we
can deliver a consistent G Adventures
experience from start to finish.

No single supplements
We treat single travellers to the same
benefits as the rest of the group, which is
why we don’t charge single supplements
on small group tours. We’ll even partner
you up with a same-sex roommate to
ensure you pay the same as everyone else.

100% Guaranteed Departures

Choice

Every G Adventures departure is guaranteed
to run, meaning once you’ve booked and
paid, you’re going. Your trip won’t be
cancelled by us for any reason (beyond
harsh weather or safety issues).

We offer the widest variety of destinations,
departure dates, Travel Styles, and Service
Levels in the business. No matter where,
when, how, or why you want to travel,
we’ve got the trip of a lifetime for you.

Lifetime Deposits™

Value

Our Lifetime Deposit policy protects you
from any unexpected events that may
cause you to cancel or delay your trip. You
can use it again for the same trip, transfer
it to a different one, donate it to Planeterra
for a G for Good initiative, pass it on to a
friend, or just hold onto it for now.

What you saw and did should be the most
memorable part of your trip, not the price
you paid for it. We offer unforgettable
travel experiences at the most competitive
prices you’ll find anywhere.

Private Groups
Sometimes you just want to keep your
tour experience between family and
friends. We’ll happily arrange a tour of
your choosing for your small group. Ask
our Private Groups team for a complete
list of options.

When you’re sailing in Thailand, there’s no shortage of
blue sea and sky.
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Hop on a Zodiac to spot an iceberg (or two) in Antarctica’s Cierva Cove.

71% of the planet,
100% incredible.
What’s a Marine tour like?
G Adventures Marine tours connect travellers to the
world’s greatest aquatic destinations aboard small,
intimate catamarans, yachts, and our G Expedition
ship. Each tour has been carefully designed to
deliver unparalleled access to out-of-the-way ports
and islands, and to foster meaningful connections
with local people and cultures in a way you simply
won’t get from a large cruise line.
The Toum Tiou II brings you to all the best spots for
sampling local ﬂavours along the Mekong River.
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GET SOCIAL
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube for smart tips, incredible
photos, inspiring thoughts, our latest travel deals, and all sorts of useful info about
travelling in this world. And when you’re on your tour, be sure to share photos, videos,
and stories using #gadventures so the whole G Adventures community can see them.

G ADVENTURES BLOG
Looking for more travel inspiration? Check out our blog, where you’ll ﬁnd helpful
tips, amazing photos, fascinating facts, and great stories about G Adventures
destinations from experienced travellers. gadventures.com/blog

Small ships
We keep our vessels on the small side
to get you places big ships can’t. Smaller
manifests mean the attention of the
expedition team, Naturalist Guides, or
skipper/CEO is split among fewer people,
making the experience better for everyone.

Global groups
The average group size varies according
to the vessel and the destination. Groups
are often a mix of solo travellers, friends
travelling together, and couples, all of
varying ages and from all over the world.
Come prepared to make some new
best friends.

True experts
We employ a diverse set of highly skilled
marine experts. So whether you’re with a
certiﬁed Galápagos Naturalist Guide, a
polar expedition leader, or a licenced
skipper, you’ll return home with a deep
appreciation for your destination.

Skilled staﬀ
Every single person that works on your
vessel is part of a host of skilled staﬀ,
from boat captain to on-board chefs to
housekeeping. In turn, each one is
responsible for making sure you’re
comfortable and ensuring your Marine
adventure goes oﬀ without a hitch.

Exclusive departures
We manage all of the vessels in our ﬂeet,
which means we exercise complete control
over who gets on them, how they’re
maintained, and where we take them.
Further, we won’t pool you together with
travellers from other companies.

Regional cuisine
We make an eﬀort to provide you with
meals that reﬂect the character of the
region you’re visiting, be it the Arctic or
down the Amazon. Our chefs prepare your
meals using fresh ingredients brought
aboard during port stops.

SEE TOUR PAGE REFERENCE
ON BACK FOLDOUT

› Is This Tour for Me?
› Tour Types
› Physical Rating

You couldn’t anchor a typical cruise ship this close to paradise.

› My Own Room
› Maps & Route
› Service Levels
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The
Ocean
Health
Fund

Working to protect our oceans
for generations to come.

Albatross have a wingspan of up to 11 feet, the largest of any bird.

Thanks to generous contributions from
thousands of travellers who have taken
a G Adventures Marine tour, our non-profit
partner Planeterra supports several ocean
conservation initiatives through the Ocean Health Fund.
Over the last five years, more than $400,000 CAD has
been invested through the fund into programs that
protect wildlife, combat ocean waste, conduct research,
and support communities that rely on this biome as a
main source of livelihood.
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PROJECT PROFILES

Galápagos Whale Shark Project
After years of being commercially ﬁshed, whale
shark sightings continue to decrease while
researchers are unclear on how many of these
gentle giants still exist. With funding from the
Ocean Health Fund, scientists can keep working to
identify, tag, and research the largest ﬁsh to ever
swim in our oceans — building a foundation for
conservation eﬀorts into the future.

Albatross Task Force

Gentoo penguins, the world’s third-largest penguins, make their homes
on the Antarctic peninsula and surrounding islands.

Each year, up to an estimated 360,000 seabirds
— like birdwatcher favourites albatrosses and
petrels — are killed through longline ﬁshing, a
technique used by commercial ﬁsheries. On board
the G Expedition, Planeterra raises funds towards
Albatross Task Force eﬀorts, to prevent seabird
bycatch. The Royal Society for the Protection
of Birds aims to reduce the number of accidental
seabird deaths and plastic waste used by
commercial ﬁshing practices, making for
healthier oceans.
To learn more, visit planeterra.org/oceans

The largest ﬁsh in the oceans, whale sharks are gentle giants that commonly use the Galápagos Islands as a migratory pit stop.
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Welcome aboard
the G Expedition.

You’ll be a fan of Antarctica after you visit its iceberg-studded coastline.

King penguins are always better in pairs.

Where the G Expedition can’t venture, the kayak can.

EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARCTIC, NORWAY
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Meet Susan Adie

A note from expedition
leader Susan Adie:

For the past 30 years, Susan has lectured
and led expeditions in places like the
Amazon, the Canadian Arctic, and
Greenland — just to name a few. Her work
hasn’t gone unnoticed. In 2016, Adie Cove,
an inlet on Antarctica’s western coast,
was named for Susan in recognition of her
work in responsible polar tourism and
conservation. Her work for G Adventures
has included collaborating with Planeterra
and the G Expedition’s on-board team to
develop the Ocean Health Fund, a program
that helps support organizations that work
to protect the health of our oceans.

It takes more than an open mind to travel on the
G Expedition. It takes an open heart too. That’s
because your time at sea is more than just a holiday
away — it’s a life-changing experience that brings you
up close and personal with one of the most fragile
ecosystems on our planet.
Every moment on the ship is designed to help you
learn about the places you’re exploring. Whether it’s
through chatting about glaciers over breakfast with
one of our expert guides, attending a morning lecture
about polar bears, or boarding one of our many Zodiac
excursions to shore, there’s no shortage of
opportunities to learn.
Within these pages, I hope you see the passion that
drives the G Expedition team each and every day.
We love helping our guests discover what lies at the
farthest reaches of our planet. And we strive to do it
with such care that, though you may arrive a stranger,
within hours you’ve become part of the family.
Susan Adie

Zooming in on Antarctica’s Gerlache Strait.

Expedition Operations Manager,
Expedition Leader, and Naturalist

Connect with the G Expedition
Stay up to date with the G Expedition‘s adventures
wherever you are using Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook.

g_expedition

g_expedition

gadvexpedition

All smiles from our Arctic expedition team.

Meet a few of your G Expedition team members:
Dr Alex Cowan

John Kernan

Lauren Farmer

Expedition Leader & Geologist

Naturalist & Marine Biologist

Expedition Leader

Alex trained as a geologist
researching volcanoes and
mining. His work revolves
around the use of expedition
cruise vessels in sea ice
research.

John has been in the industry
for the past 25 years as a
lecturer, naturalist, Zodiac
driver, and expedition leader.
He has led trips in more than
100 countries.

Lauren has travelled to the
North Pole nine times as an
expedition photographer,
and co-leads a number of
citizen science projects on
board expedition vessels.

Lyn Mair

Dr Marcelo Flores

Osi Shahaf

Ornithologist

Ornithologist

Naturalist

Born in Zimbabwe, Lyn has
been passionate about wild
places, animals, and birds
since a young age. She calls
Cape Town home.

Marcelo’s work specializes
in birds and mammals. At
home, his university teaching
focuses on marine biology
and ecotourism.

Osi left the corporate world
to pursue her true passion:
wildlife and conservation.
She is also greatly interested
in the wider human history
of Antarctica.

EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARCTIC, NORWAY

Get closer to the Arctic coast aboard a Zodiac.

Expedition team
Go with those
who know.
Experts in everything from geology to marine
biology and polar history, the members of
our expedition team are always eager to
share their infectious passion for the plants,
animals, and people you’ll encounter. And
with professional hotel staff and a seasoned
crew, you’ll be more than comfortable during
your adventure on the water.

Mark Dalpes

Paul Teolis

Kayak Master

Photographer-in-Residence

Originally from Colorado,
Mark spent a number of
years teaching wilderness
education. He now lives in
Alaska, where he loves to
be outdoors.

An award-winning
photographer and educator,
Paul helped launch the
Photographer-in-Residence
program aboard the
G Expedition in 2012.

Dr Annette Bombosch

Jonathan Green

Marine Biologist

Expedition Leader

Born in Germany, Annette
studied marine biology and
has a Masters in marine
conservation. She loves
spotting and photographing
whales from the G Expedition.

Jonathan has worked all over
the world leading expeditions
and expedition travel, and
recently appeared on BBC’s
Planet Earth II.

A ﬂoating classroom
On board the G Expedition, you’ll ﬁnd
plenty of opportunities for hands-on
learning. Take advantage of the Penguin
Library, chat with experts over dinner, or
participate in the CastAway Ocean
Science program (where you’ll get to
collect water samples out on the Zodiac
for later research), and you’ll be sure to
get top marks in this classroom.
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UPGRADED ENGINES
The new-and-improved G Expedition
consumes less fuel, generates fewer
emissions, and leaves a lighter footprint
on the planet.

The G Expedition in the Arctic. She’s a beaut, ain’t she?

Small ship,
enormous adventures.
Get even closer
to the perfect shot.
Equipped to handle the rigours of extreme-environment
cruising, the G Expedition provides a comfortable and
safe experience for all of her guests. Big enough to host
134 passengers comfortably, yet small enough to access
spots beyond the reach of the big liners, she’s a little
ship that feels surprisingly big.

Sneak in some downtime between your Antarctic adventures.

EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARCTIC, NORWAY

The G Diﬀerence
If you’re going to come all this way, you’d better
do so with the best. Here’s just some of what
sets us apart:
YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME
The G Expedition’s welcome is always warm no matter
the temperature. Your journey is enhanced through daily
lectures and by the friendly care of our on-ship staﬀ
and crew.

UNPARALLELED KNOWLEDGE
Our team of experts oﬀers more than 130 years of
cumulative expedition experience. Rest easy knowing
there’s always a steady hand on the tiller.

UNCOMMON EXPERIENCES
Sea kayaking brings you closer than you could ever
imagine to the beauty of polar paradise. Or make a
deeper connection with the land by camping out on
Antarctica’s ice ﬁelds.

ZODIACS: YOUR WAY TO THE SHORE
The ship is equipped with a large ﬂeet of Zodiac boats for
shore excursions, including hikes and wildlife-spotting.
And the crew is always ready to lend a hand.

EXPEDITION EQUIPMENT
The ship’s Zodiac platform and dedicated mudroom
make for easy boarding. Leave your boots at home; we’ll
provide you with a complimentary pair for the duration of
your cruise.

A PARKA MADE FOR ADVENTURIN’
We’ll help you bundle up. Polar travellers get their very
own parka to keep! See page 29 for details.

Getting some last-minute kayaking tips.

Room to move
Travellers tell us all the time about how
unexpectedly spacious they found the
ship’s cabins and common areas.

Swift and smooth
The ship’s advanced stabilizers take the
pitch and roll out of the ocean, ensuring
your stay on board is as smooth as
possible.

Top-notch sightlines
Between the 360° outdoor decks, the
raised observation platform, and broad
windows in common areas (and some
cabins, too!), you’ll never miss that
perfect shot.

Everyone can get a spot up front for maximum viewing.
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If you don’t return the books to the library, we’ll know where to ﬁnd you.

The hotel that floats.
Great amenities that go
wherever you do.
The G Expedition offers superbly appointed public
areas designed to educate, entertain, inspire, and
get you sweating (but not necessarily in that order).

Get the daily low-down at reception.

EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARCTIC, NORWAY

Warm up with a workout in the gym.

The Lounge
Framed on three sides by magniﬁcent
views, the large and inviting lounge oﬀers
enough padded sofas and chairs to
accommodate everyone comfortably. It’s
also where our on-ship lectures, brieﬁngs,
and recaps take place.

The G Expedition’s mudroom doesn’t live up to its
name (our mothers would be so proud).

The Penguin Library
Stocked with informational resources, the
library is the perfect place to contemplate
what you saw today and prepare for what
you’ll see tomorrow. Copies of the ship’s
daily paper are available at reception.

Polar Bear Pub
The warm heart of the ship, the Polar Bear
Pub oﬀers a cozy spot to unwind. With
music provided most nights by our
resident talent, a wide selection of drinks,
and entertaining bartenders serving them
up, it’s a happening spot.

The Lounge, where you’ll learn all about your upcoming adventures.

Gym/Sauna
Just because you’re at sea doesn’t mean
you can’t squeeze in a workout. The
on-board gym features new workout
equipment, all the towels you need, and
views to keep you motivated. A soothing
sauna located oﬀ the mudroom is perfect
for warming up after excursions.

Mudroom
The mudroom is your ﬁrst and last stop
when getting on or oﬀ the ship. Come here
to gear up for oﬀ-board excursions, where
its spacious size is perfect for large groups
getting ready to board Zodiacs. It’s also
heated — a plus for drying oﬀ wet clothes
and warming up after a long day outdoors.

Albatross Dining Room
Spacious enough to host all passengers
at once, the Albatross Dining Room serves
up a diverse array of gourmet fare three
times daily prepared by a team of skilled
chefs. We also oﬀer afternoon tea service
and complimentary snacks.
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The Polar Bear Pub, where drinks and smiles are always served.

Dining on board
the G Expedition.
Feast your eyes —
and your appetite.
Even if you’re exploring the ends of the earth, you can still enjoy
flavours from the middle of the globe aboard the G Expedition. From
a breakfast buffet complete with all your favourites, to on-deck
barbecues (weather depending), to settling in for tea time, what you
eat on board is always thoughtfully planned and prepared.

The beautifully designed Albatross Dining Room.

What’s better than an international buﬀet? One enjoyed on the
sundeck of the G Expedition.
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Warm and welcoming service aboard the G Expedition.

Fun with food
Let your taste buds travel too with
international theme nights. Enjoy Italian
cuisine one night and Mexican specialties
the next. Passing by Norway? Get a taste of
local dishes with a region-themed menu.

Fire up the grill
When the stars align and the weather is
nice, head out on deck for a barbecue with
your fellow travellers. It might not be the
kind of summer weather you’re used to, but
this is one barbecue you won’t soon forget.

Q: What’s the best part of your job?
A: Making the passengers happy. I like to make whatever
they need and we can cater to most special requests
and dietary needs. And I get to work around the world
with an amazing team.”
— Tony, Chef

Chef Tony, our resident culinary maestro.

Keep up with the view
Don’t miss out on the scenery even during
dinner. The Albatross Dining Room has
windows facing the bow, starboard, and
port sides so you can marvel at the scenery
and your perfectly cooked meal all at once.

Farm to ﬂoating table
As the ship stops en route, the expert crew
stock up on tasty local ingredients to create
a menu that’s as sustainable as it is
delicious. Fill up on fresh seafood from
Norway, Argentinian beef, and delicious
produce picked up along the way.
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Category 5 suite bedroom.

Cabins and suites
A new view
every day.
The ship’s large top-of-theline cabins provide a variety
of affordable twins, triples,
and quads, higher-end
cabins, and luxury suites.

Category 5 — Suites (30 m sq/323 sq ft)

Category 4 — Twin (15 m sq/161 sq ft)

Our suites feature separate living and sleeping areas
with queen-sized bed. Private en suite facilities have a
toilet, washbasin, and state-of-the-art full-body
misting shower. Two of the suites feature ﬂoor-toceiling windows, too. Located on Deck 4.

The twin cabins each feature a large window, two
lower berths, private en suite facilities with shower,
toilet, and washbasin. Located on Deck 4.

Category 2 — Twin (15 m sq/161 sq ft)

Category 1 — Triple (15 m sq/161 sq ft)

These twin cabins feature a porthole view, two
lower berths, private en suite facilities with shower,
toilet, and washbasin. Located on Deck 2.

The triple cabins feature a porthole view, two lower
berths, one upper berth, private en suite facilities with
shower, toilet, and washbasin. Located on Deck 2.
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DECK 6
DECK 5

In every cabin
Get acquainted with your home away
from home,long before you step aboard
the G Expedition.

DECK 4
DECK 3
DECK 2

BOW

STERN

DECK 6

Bathrooms in all cabins feature washbasins,
toilets and showers. (Category 5 cabins
feature state-of-the-art full-body misting
showers.)

BRIDGE

GYM

PRIVATE EN SUITE BATHROOMS

DECK 5

ALBATROSS
DINING ROOM

PORTSIDE
IT ROOM

410

406 404 402

STAFF
OFFICE

400

THE
PENGUIN
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EXPEDITION
LOUNGE

FORWARD

GIFT
SHOP

SPACIOUS LIVING QUARTERS
All suites are 30m sq (320 sq ft) and all cabins
are 15m sq (160 ft). All cabins come equipped
with wardrobes, drawers, nightstands, and
writing desks to make you feel as at-home
as possible.

DAILY CABIN SERVICE
Our friendly crew will make your beds, ﬂuﬀ
your pillows and tidy up your cabin while
you’re out, ensuring you return to a warm,
inviting room each night.
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411 409 407 405 403

VIEWING
PLATFORM

DECK 4

BAR

All cabins are outside-facing with ocean
views that frame some of the most
remarkable and remote landscapes on
Earth, and every cabin has its own porthole
or window.

SUN DECK

POLAR BEAR PUB

OCEAN VIEWS
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STARBOARD

DECK 3
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341 339 337 335 333 331 329 327 325 323 321 319 317 315 311 309 307

DECK 2

SAUNA

MUD ROOM

218 216 214 212 210 208 206

MUD ROOM

221 219 217 215 211 209 207

Cabin categories

Category 3 — Twin (15 m sq/161 sq ft)
These twin cabins feature a window, two lower
berths, private en suite facilities with shower, toilet,
and washbasin. Located on Deck 3.

Category 1a—Quad

Category 1—Triple

Category 2—Twin

› 2 upper, 2 lower berths
› Full en suite bathroom
› Porthole view

› 1 upper, 2 lower berths
› Full en suite bathroom
› Porthole view

› 2 lower berths
› Full en suite bathroom
› Porthole view

Category 3—Twin

Category 4—Twin

› 2 lower berths
› Full en suite bathroom
› Window view

› 2 lower berths
› Full en suite bathroom
› Large window views

Category 5—Suites
› Queen bed, lounge area
› Full en suite bathroom
› Large window views

Amenities

Technical speciﬁcations

The G Expedition has multiple large public areas to enjoy during

Built:

sea crossings and in between land excursions. Amenities include:

Denmark 1972 (2009)

› All cabins with private en suite and outside view

Ice class:

Swedish/Finnish 1B

› The Penguin Library

Length:

105 metres

› Medical clinic and expedition doctor

Breadth:

18 metres

› The Gear Shop

Max Draft:

4.71 metres

› Polar Bear Pub

Gross Tonnage:

6334 grt

› The Lounge

Cruising Speed:

13 knots

› Albatross Dining Room, serving international

Stabilizers:

Retractable ﬁns,

cuisine and large enough to accommodate all passengers
in one sitting
› Mudroom

gyro stabilized
Passenger Group Size:

134 max

Crew:

55 crew,

› Large aft deck with barbecue facilities

Category 1a — Quad (15 m sq/161 sq ft)
The quad cabins feature a porthole view, two lower
berths, two upper berths, private en suite facilities
with shower, toilet, and washbasin. Located on Deck 2.

Helsingor Skibsvaerft,

plus 14 expedition staﬀ

› Forward deck viewing platforms

Current Life Saving &

› Fitness centre/sauna

Rescue equipment:

› Large ﬂeet of Zodiacs with 4−stroke engines

Covered motor lifeboats
4 pcs capacity of 204
people and life rafts with a
total capacity 150 people

Communication:

Telephone, internet,
GMDSS, satellite C, B & M.
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Add to your experience.

Kayaks and Antarctica: a match made in heaven.

Push your cruise to the limit.
You’re already going to the edge of the Earth; go a bit further. Make
your voyage a little more yours (and a lot more amazing) by booking
extra activities. Explore bustling Buenos Aires before your cruise, kayak
through the ice floes, or camp out on the Antarctic ice itself. It’s your
trip; make it legendary.

Arctic and Antarctic
kayaking
Nothing connects you to the blissful
solitude and fragile beauty of the polar
regions like paddling through them in a
low-slung kayak. Kayaking excursions
depend on the weather, but we’ll try our
best to get you out as much as possible.
Participants should come with a working
knowledge of strokes, entries, and exits.

“When I was young, I had to hike uphill in snow for two hours,
both ways.”

Antarctic camping
Experience the sounds of heaving ice,
the fresh scent of the sea, and the crisp
air of Antarctica in the polar night by
camping out on the ice itself. We provide
all the tents, warm sleeping bags, and
other equipment. You simply have to lie
back and enjoy it (and you will). The only
thing we don’t include: hassles.

Tierra del Fuego
National Park visit
Explore this stunning coastal national
park extending 630 sq km (243 sq mi).
We’ll take care of the transport and park
entrance fee, before taking you to scenic
lookouts in the southern portion of the
park. Pass Valle Rio Pipo on the way to
Austral Fueguino train station, opt to take
the End of the World train before visiting
Lago Roca and Bahía Lapataia. Keep an
eye out for a variety of birdlife and
spectacular colours in the fall.

EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARCTIC, NORWAY
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Wear your
bragging
rights.

BOOK NOW
Camping and kayaking excursions
ﬁll up quickly and cannot be added
to your adventure after departure.
See pages 58 for details.

Tame the poles
and head home
with your very own
G Expedition parka.

Breathable
waterproof fabric

YOURS INCLUDED
WITH EVERY BOOKING
We wouldn’t send you all the
way to the ends of the Earth
without making sure you were
prepared for the weather. All
G Expedition passengers to
polar regions and Norway
receive their own exclusive
parka, included with their tour.

Zoom lens not long enough? A
Zodiac will get you closer for that
perfect shot of the Cierva Cove.

Removable hood
with microﬂeece
lining

COLD COMFORT
A high-performance parka
designed speciﬁcally for
adventuring in the polar
regions’ frozen climate, the
oﬃcial G Expedition parka
combines functional
cold-weather features like
breathable waterproof fabric,
a removable 5cm (2 in
ThinsulateTM liner,
reﬂective taping by 3M,
and a removable hood
with microﬂeece lining.
Swanky? Oh yes.

Reﬂective taping

Camping on Antarctica’s Rongé Island is in tents.

Antarctica hotel and
ﬂight package
Start your Antarctica adventure oﬀ right
and get your accommodation and
transport needs in Argentina sorted
up-front. Beginning a day before you join
your Antarctica cruise, this package
includes a pre-cruise night in an
upgraded service level Buenos Aires
hotel, ﬂights to and from Ushuaia, and all
your transfers to and from the airport.

Thinsulate
removable liner

Removable hood

Cuﬀ pocket
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EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA

Cruising Antarctica.

King penguins; deﬁnitely not the shyest creatures you’ll meet.
Proportions are put to the test when our ships meet icebergs oﬀ Cuverville Island, Antarctica.

Icebergs, small or large, never cease to amaze.

EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA

IAATO-APPROVED
G Adventures is committed to
sustainable travel. We ensure that
all of our marine expeditions adhere
to environmental practices above
and beyond the compliance regulations of the regions we
explore. Look after the planet and it’ll look after you, too.

Taking it one stroke at a time along the Antarctic landscape.

A world away from ordinary.
On December 14, 1911, Roald Amundsen and four fellow Norwegian
explorers became the first men to reach the South Pole, beating the
ill-fated British team headed by Captain Robert F Scott by just more than
a month. One hundred years later, Antarctica remains a continent of
superlatives that will leave your mind searching for words to describe it.

The G Diﬀerence
Antarctica is so otherworldly it can be easy to
forget that you’re actually still on Earth. Here’s
how our adventures down here keep that
out-there feeling alive:
COLD, HARD FACTS
For a place without any Indigenous cultures, Antarctica
has a fascinating human history. Stop in at a scientiﬁc
research station to learn more about how this harsh land
was tamed.

JOIN THE ANTARCTIC SWIM TEAM
Want the ultimate unbeatable travel anecdote? Strip down
to your skivvies (or a swimsuit), dive into the ice-cold
waters at the bottom of the world, and earn bragging
rights for life.

SAIL THE DRAKE PASSAGE

Seeing wildlife this close really seals the deal.

The waters that separate Argentina and Antarctica are the
stage upon which some of exploration’s most dramatic
tales were set. Follow the path blazed by brave mariners
and make a little personal history of your own.
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EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARGENTINA

TOP
SELLER

Antarctica Classic
Highlights

shopping, explore the town, or visit the surrounding countryside. Embarkation on the G Expedition

›› Set foot on Antarctica — the world’s least-visited continent
›› Watch majestic albatross soar by the ship while crossing the Drake Passage
›› Opt to brave the chill of a polar plunge
›› Witness immense icebergs and magnificent glaciers
›› Have your questions answered by Antarctica experts

What’s Included

begins in the afternoon at the port in Ushuaia. Enjoy the evening sailing through the Beagle Channel.
(1B, 1D) DAYS 3-4 DRAKE PASSAGE The adventure begins with an 800km (500 mi) crossing of the
passage named in honour of the 16th-century English sea captain and privateer, Sir Francis Drake.
Take in daily lectures from the expedition team and keep an eye out for the first sightings of icebergs,
whales, and albatrosses following in the G Expedition’s wake. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 5-8 ANTARCTIC
PENINSULA/SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS Experience some of the most unique wildlife viewing
and inspiring scenery in the world as you set foot on the Antarctic continent. Attempt two shore

9 nts aboard the G Expedition. 1 nt hotel in Ushuaia. Arrival and departure transfers. Zodiac

landings per day (weather permitting) and observe gentoo, chinstrap, and Adélie penguin

boots supplied for USA sizes 4 - 16. Expedition parka. ACCOMMODATIONS Twin-share hotel

cold Antarctic waters. During the voyage, learn about the peninsula’s remarkable history. (4B, 4L,

bathrooms and porthole or window, 9 nts). Please note that all cabins consist of twin-size

highlights of the Antarctic experience with the lecturers and staff. Keep your eyes open on the

Zodiac, private bus, walking. GROUP LEADER One expedition team member per 10 guests.

G Expedition after breakfast. (1B)

excursions with our expert expedition team. Lectures and educational programs. Waterproof

rookeries; Weddell, crabeater, and leopard seals; and orca, humpback, and minke whales in the

(1 nt), aboard the G Expedition in quad-, triple-, twin-share cabins, or suites (all with en suite

4D) DAYS 9-10 DRAKE PASSAGE Begin the journey north to the home port of Ushuaia. Review the

berths and are ocean-facing. Suites have one queen-size bed. TRANSPORT G Expedition,

observation deck for some last-minute whale sightings. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAY 11 USHUAIA Disembark the

MEALS 10 breakfasts, 8 lunches, 9 dinners. Allow USD25-35 for meals not included. Drinks
and tips on board not included.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
ANTARCTICA CAMPING: Spend a night ashore and see this land’s splendors first-hand – the

ITINERARY
The Antarctic Peninsula is anything but a world of white desolation. Join us on a true adventure to a
world of immense scale and visual splendour. Passing huge icebergs in the flat calm of a polar morning
will reshape the way you look at your world. Encounter huge whales, enormous rookeries of penguins,
and stunning landscapes few have ever witnessed. This 11-day expedition will introduce you to the
magic of the South Shetland Islands and the Antarctic Peninsula.
DAY 1 USHUAIA Arrive in Ushuaia at any time. Arrival transfer included. Enjoy the sights and sounds of
the world’s most southerly city. DAY 2 USHUAIA Enjoy a free morning in Ushuaia. Do any last-minute

sounds of heaving ice and the stars await. See Personalize your tour on page 58.
ANTARCTICA KAYAKING: See some of the world’s most impressive, icy landscapes aboard a
kayak where you’ll get an authentic seal’s eye view. See Personalize your tour on page 58.

|

Guaranteed Departures		 This tour has four
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

special departures.

Nov 21 - Dec 1, 2020 • Dec 11 - Dec 21, 2020
Jan 1 - Jan 11, 2021 • Mar 13 - Mar 23, 2021

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARGENTINA

WHY THIS TOUR?

Antarctica, bite-sized
A great option for travellers short on time, this tour
offers convenient departures throughout the season
at a variety of prices, and offers four full days of
Antarctic excursions.

EXPEDITION
CRUISING
11 DAYS — USHUAIA TO USHUAIA

7999

FROM

$

Valid for Mar 13, 2021 departure. Based on
Category 1a cabins. For triple and twin cabins,
as well as suites, see page 59.

TOUR CODE: XVCASX

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 134
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

AR GE NTINA

Ushuaia
Drake
Passage

ANTARC TIC
CIRCLE

Antarctic Peninsula &
South Shetland Islands

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

ANTA R CTICA

G FOR GOOD PROJECT
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARGENTINA

Antarctica Classic in Depth
Highlights

ship is at home in this part of the Southern Ocean. Take in daily lectures from the expedition team and

›› Spend six full days exploring the Antarctic Peninsula and South Shetland Islands
›› Conquer the notorious Drake Passage
›› Learn from polar experts about the wonders of the Antarctic region
›› Come face-to-face with amazing polar wildlife
›› Marvel at immense icebergs
›› Spend time on deck watching soaring albatross

What’s Included

keep an eye out for icebergs and albatrosses following in the G Expedition’s wake. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS
5-10 ANTARCTIC PENINSULA/SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS With a total of six nights to explore the
world’s most southerly ecosystem, there’s more time to encounter the unique wildlife and awe-inspiring
scenery of the Antarctic. Attempt two shore landings per day (weather permitting) to observe penguin
rookeries and get a good look at the variety of seal and whale species. During the voyage, learn about
some of the most important and dramatic expeditions to this remote corner of the world. Take an
optional polar plunge, visit an abandoned whaling station or a working scientific research station, and
gain a new perspective on this part of the world. (6B, 6L, 6D) DAYS 11-12 DRAKE PASSAGE Begin

11 nts aboard the G Expedition. 1 nt hotel in Ushuaia. Arrival and departure transfers. Zodiac

the journey north to the home port of Ushuaia. Review the highlights of the Antarctic experience with

boots supplied for USA sizes 4 - 16. Expedition parka. ACCOMMODATIONS Twin-share hotel

(2B, 2L, 2D) DAY 13 USHUAIA Disembark the G Expedition after breakfast. (1B)

excursions with our expert expedition team. Lectures and educational programs. Waterproof
(1 nt), aboard the G Expedition in quad-, triple-, twin-share cabins, or suites (all with en suite
bathrooms and porthole or window, 11 nts). Please note that all cabins consist of twin-size

berths and are ocean-facing. Suites have one queen-size bed. TRANSPORT G Expedition,

Zodiac, private bus, walking. GROUP LEADER One expedition team member per 10 guests.

MEALS 12 breakfasts, 10 lunches, 11 dinners. Allow USD20-30 for meals not included. Drinks
and tips on board not included.

the lecturers and staff. Keep a look out on the observation deck for some last-minute whale sightings.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
ANTARCTICA CAMPING: Spend a night ashore and see this land’s splendors first-hand – the
sounds of heaving ice and the stars await. See Personalize your tour on page 58.
ANTARCTICA KAYAKING: See some of the world’s most impressive, icy landscapes aboard a
kayak where you’ll get an authentic seal’s eye view. See Personalize your tour on page 58.

ITINERARY
Like our “Antarctica Classic” tour, this 13-day expedition introduces you to the magic of the South
Shetland Islands and the Antarctic Peninsula, but adds on two additional days to better explore its

|

Guaranteed Departures		 This tour has two
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

majesty. Part of the reward of arriving in Antarctica is the challenge of negotiating the Drake Passage

special departures.

Nov 10 - Nov 22, 2020 • Nov 30 - Dec 12, 2020

— and the G Expedition will bring you there safely. Encounter leopard seals lazing on ice floes and
immense rookeries of penguins surrounded by towering glaciers. The G Expedition’s expert guides and
lecturers offer knowledge and insight that really bring the nature and history of the region to life,
creating the adventure of a lifetime.
DAY 1 USHUAIA Arrive in Ushuaia at any time. Arrival transfer included. Enjoy the sights and sounds of
the world’s most southerly city. DAY 2 USHUAIA Enjoy a free morning in Ushuaia. Do any last-minute
shopping, explore the town, or visit the surrounding countryside. Embarkation on the G Expedition
begins in the afternoon at the port in Ushuaia. Enjoy the evening sailing through the Beagle Channel.
(1B, 1D) DAYS 3-4 DRAKE PASSAGE The adventure begins with an 800km (500 mi) crossing of the
passage named in honour of 16th-century English sea captain and privateer, Sir Francis Drake. The

GO TO GIVE BACK
By choosing sustainable travel, you can live the adventure of a
lifetime without worrying about burning up karma. The money you
spend on your tour benefits the people of the communities we visit.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARGENTINA

WHY THIS TOUR?

Springtime in Antarctica
Antarctica’s ice begins to recede in November, which
means the penguins become more active, building
nests and mating. The snow is at its freshest and most
beautiful at this time of year, too. And with six full days,
there’s more time to explore this region.

EXPEDITION
CRUISING
13 DAYS — USHUAIA TO USHUAIA

8999

FROM

$

Valid for Nov 10, 2020 departure. Based on
Category 1a cabins. For triple and twin cabins,
as well as suites, see page 59.

TOUR CODE: XVAESX

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 134
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

AR GE NTINA

Ushuaia
Drake
Passage

ANTARCTIC
CIR CL E

Antarctic Peninsula &
South Shetland Islands

A NTARCT I CA

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARGENTINA

Quest for the Antarctic Circle
Highlights

begins in the afternoon at the port in Ushuaia. Enjoy the evening sailing through the Beagle Channel.

›› Spend seven full days exploring the Antarctic Peninsula
›› Go farther south than most have ever gone
›› Spend time on deck searching for whales and watching soaring albatross
›› Get up close and personal with a variety of penguin species
›› Discover the intricacies of the Antarctic region through our on-board
lecture program

(1B, 1D) DAYS 3-4 DRAKE PASSAGE The adventure begins with an 800km (500 mi) crossing of the

What’s Included

Adélie penguin rookeries; Weddell, crabeater, and leopard seals; and orca, humpback, and minke

passage named in honour of 16th-century English sea captain and privateer, Sir Francis Drake. The
ship is at home in this part of the Southern Ocean. Enjoy daily lectures from the expedition team and
keep an eye out for sightings of icebergs, whales, and albatrosses following in the G Expedition’s
wake. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 5-6 ANTARCTIC PENINSULA/SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS Encounter
some of the region’s unique wildlife and awe-inspiring scenery as you set foot on the Antarctic
continent. Attempt two shore landings per day (weather permitting) and observe gentoo, chinstrap, and

12 nts aboard the G Expedition. 1 nt hotel in Ushuaia. Arrival and departure transfers. Zodiac

whales in the cold Antarctic waters. The peninsula also has a remarkable human history; during the

boots supplied for USA sizes 4 - 16. Expedition parka. ACCOMMODATIONS Twin-share hotel

world. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 7-8 ANTARCTIC CIRCLE Set off southward along the western coast of the

bathrooms and porthole or window, 12 nts). Please note that all cabins consist of twin-size

9-11 ANTARCTIC PENINSULA/SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS Turn north for the first time to continue

Zodiac, private bus, walking. GROUP LEADER One expedition team member per 10 guests.

PASSAGE Begin the journey to the home port of Ushuaia. Review the highlights of your Antarctic

and tips on board not included.

last-minute whale sightings. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAY 14 USHUAIA Disembark the G Expedition after

excursions with our expert expedition team. Lectures and educational programs. Waterproof
(1 nt), aboard the G Expedition in quad-, triple-, twin-share cabins, or suites (all with en suite

voyage, learn about some of the most important and dramatic expeditions to this remote corner of the
Antarctic Peninsula, passing colossal icebergs and countless colonies of penguins. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS

berths and are ocean-facing. Suites have one queen-size bed. TRANSPORT G Expedition,

exploring the Antarctic Peninsula and South Shetland Islands. (3B, 3L, 3D) DAYS 12-13 DRAKE

MEALS 13 breakfasts, 11 lunches, 12 dinners. Allow USD25-35 for meals not included. Drinks

experience with the lecturers and staff, and keep your eyes open on the observation deck for some
breakfast. (1B)

ITINERARY
A massive rookery of penguins shuffles across a frozen shore; a pod of whales glides through frigid
waters; dramatic landscapes float off in the distance — welcome to Antarctica. Join us on a voyage of
discovery to our planet’s last frontier — a mysterious and virtually pristine paradise. Our icestrengthened expedition ship is ideally suited to cruising this icy wilderness, and her expert staff are on
hand to ensure you’ll fully appreciate all the majesty you encounter. Sail the Drake Passage past the
South Shetland Islands, then really explore the western coast of the Antarctic Peninsula. Prepare
yourself for an adventure like no other — more like a private expedition than a traditional cruise.
DAY 1 USHUAIA Arrive in Ushuaia at any time. Arrival transfer included. Enjoy the sights and sounds of
the world’s most southerly city. DAY 2 USHUAIA Enjoy a free morning in Ushuaia. Do any last-minute
shopping, explore the town, or visit the surrounding countryside. Embarkation on the G Expedition

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
ANTARCTICA CAMPING: Spend a night ashore and see this land’s splendors first-hand – the
sounds of heaving ice and the stars await. See Personalize your tour on page 58.
ANTARCTICA KAYAKING: See some of the world’s most impressive, icy landscapes aboard a
kayak where you’ll get an authentic seal’s eye view. See Personalize your tour on page 58.

|

Guaranteed Departures		 This tour has three
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

special departures.

Dec 20, 2020 - Jan 2, 2021 • Jan 29 - Feb 11, 2021
Mar 1 - Mar 14, 2021

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARGENTINA

WHY THIS TOUR?

Into the deep, deep south
This tour goes farther into Antarctica than most,
exploring the lesser-visited areas of the peninsula
and crossing the Antarctic Circle. Departures occur
during peak wildlife season, when whale encounters
are most common.

EXPEDITION
CRUISING
14 DAYS — USHUAIA TO USHUAIA

12199

FROM

$

Valid for Mar 1, 2021 departure. Based on
Category 1a cabins. For triple and twin cabins,
as well as suites, see page 59.

TOUR CODE: XVQCSX

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 134
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

AR GE NTINA

Ushuaia
Drake
Passage
Antarctic Peninsula &
South Shetland Islands
ANTA RCTIC
CIRCLE

A NTARCT I CA

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARGENTINA, FALKLAND ISLANDS

TOP
SELLER

Spirit of Shackleton
Highlights

Antarctic region. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 4-5 FALKLAND ISLANDS The Falkland Islands provide a rare

›› Meet hardy locals and spot unique wildlife in the Falkland Islands
›› Explore abandoned whaling stations and visit Shackleton’s grave
›› Walk quietly amongst king penguins and watch them surf onto the beach
›› Learn about the environment and ecology from industry experts
›› Spot whales and seals while cruising past icebergs aboard Zodiacs
›› Set foot on the continent of Antarctica

opportunity to witness the biological diversity and extraordinary scenery of the southern islands.

What’s Included

former whaling stations and boasts plenty of wildlife. Visiting a huge colony of king penguins is a

Penguins and albatrosses are abundant here, and the Falklands have the largest black-browed
albatross colony in the world. In Stanley, meet the hardy local inhabitants whose colourful houses
provide contrast to the long, dark winters. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 6-7 AT SEA Sailing east, set course for
South Georgia. Days at sea are filled with lectures to prepare for landings. Keep your eyes peeled for
the many whales that inhabit these waters. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 8-11 SOUTH GEORGIA Home to many
interesting sites (including the grave of polar explorer Ernest Shackleton), South Georgia has several

19 nts aboard the G Expedition. 1 nt hotel in Ushuaia. Arrival and departure transfers. Zodiac

major highlight of this part of the journey. Weather permitting, spend four full days exploring the

boots supplied for USA sizes 4 - 16. Expedition parka. ACCOMMODATIONS Twin-share hotel

backwards on course towards Elephant Island and the Antarctic Peninsula. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS

bathrooms and porthole or window, 19 nts). Please note that all cabins consist of twin-size

world while setting foot on the Antarctic continent. Attempt two shore landings per day (weather

Zodiac, private bus, walking. GROUP LEADER One expedition team member per 10 guests.

leopard seals; and orca, humpback, and minke whales in the cold Antarctic waters. The peninsula

and tips on board not included.

important and dramatic expeditions to this remote corner of the world. (5B, 5L, 5D) DAYS 19-20

ITINERARY

Ushuaia. Keep a careful lookout for a last chance to spot whales. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAY 21 USHUAIA

excursions with our expert expedition team. Lectures and educational programs. Waterproof

island. (4B, 4L, 4D) DAYS 12-13 AT SEA Sail for two days, retracing Shackleton’s route

(1 nt), aboard the G Expedition in quad-, triple-, twin-share cabins, or suites (all with en suite

14-18 ANTARCTICA Experience some of the most unique wildlife and awe-inspiring scenery in the

berths and are ocean-facing. Suites have one queen-size bed. TRANSPORT G Expedition,

permitting), and observe gentoo, chinstrap, and Adélie penguin rookeries; Weddell, crabeater, and

MEALS 20 breakfasts, 18 lunches, 19 dinners. Allow USD25-35 for meals not included. Drinks

also has a remarkable human history; during the voyage we will learn about some of the most
DRAKE PASSAGE Reflect on a memorable adventure and take in some final lectures on route back to

Experience vast penguin rookeries and seal colonies on this awe-inspiring voyage to Antarctica,

Disembark in the morning. (1B)

South Georgia, and the Falkland Islands. This 21-day voyage illuminates Ernest Shackleton’s legend
and recounts his courageous exploration of Antarctica. You’ll visit historical sites of past explorers,
as well as Shackleton’s final resting place — the wildlife-rich island of South Georgia. Antarctica is
beyond comprehension and sure to amaze any traveller seeking a true adventure to the world’s most
remote wilderness.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
ANTARCTICA CAMPING: Spend a night ashore and see this land’s splendors first-hand – the
sounds of heaving ice and the stars await. See Personalize your tour on page 58.
ANTARCTICA KAYAKING: See some of the world’s most impressive, icy landscapes aboard a

DAY 1 USHUAIA Arrive in Ushuaia at any time. Arrival transfer included. Enjoy the sights and sounds of
the world’s most southerly city. DAY 2 USHUAIA Enjoy a free morning in Ushuaia. Do any last-minute
shopping, explore the town, or visit the surrounding countryside. Embarkation on the G Expedition
begins in the afternoon at the port in Ushuaia. Enjoy the evening sailing through the Beagle Channel.
(1B, 1D) DAY 3 AT SEA As the G Expedition makes passage east, become acquainted with the ship.
Begin lectures and information sessions about the extraordinary human and natural history of the

kayak where you’ll get an authentic seal’s eye view. See Personalize your tour on page 58.

|

Guaranteed Departures		 This tour has two
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

special departures.

Jan 10 - Jan 30, 2021 • Feb 10 - Mar 2, 2021

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARGENTINA, FALKLAND ISLANDS

WHY THIS TOUR?

Ultimate Antarctica and
Subantarctic Islands
This is the ideal tour for those seeking the very best
Antarctic experience possible. Setting sail in late
January and February, this tour captures the penguins
at their most active, includes visits to the Falklands
and South Georgia Island, and takes advantage of
Antarctica’s best weather months.

EXPEDITION
CRUISING
21 DAYS — USHUAIA TO USHUAIA

19599

FROM

$

Valid for Feb 10, 2021 departure. Based on
Category 1 cabins. For quad and twin cabins
as well as suites, check online.

TOUR CODE: XVSHSX

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 134
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

ARG ENTINA

Falkland Islands

Ushuaia

South
Georgia

Drake
Passage
ANTA RCTIC
CIRC LE

Antarctic Peninsula &
South Shetland Islands

ANTA R CTICA

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARGENTINA, FALKLAND ISLANDS, URUGUAY, SOUTH GEORGIA

Falklands, South Georgia & Antarctica
Highlights

colourful houses provide contrast to the long, dark winters. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 8-9 AT SEA With a

›› Meet hardy locals and see unique wildlife in the Falkland Islands
›› Explore abandoned whaling stations and visit Shackleton’s grave
›› Walk quietly amongst king penguins and watch them surf onto the beach
›› Learn about the environment and ecology from industry experts
›› Spot whales and seals while cruising through icebergs on Zodiacs

course set for South Georgia, days at sea are filled with historical and biological lectures to prepare for

What’s Included

newly-birthed southern elephant pups. Weather permitting, enjoy 3-4 days free to explore this island.

20 nts aboard the G Expedition. 1 nt hotel in Montevideo. Arrival and departure transfers.

landings. Look out for the many whales that inhabit these waters. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 10-13 SOUTH
GEORGIA Home to many interesting sites (including the grave of polar explorer Ernest Shackleton),
South Georgia has several former whaling stations and boasts plenty of wildlife. Visit a huge colony of
king penguins, a major highlight of this part of the journey. South Georgia is also the home of over half
of the world’s enormous southern elephant seals, the largest of all seals. Keep an eye out for
(4B, 4L, 4D) DAYS 14-15 AT SEA Plotting a southwesterly course across the Scotia Sea, sail for two

Zodiac excursions with our expert expedition team. Lectures and educational programs.

days, retracing Shackleton’s route backwards. Head towards Elephant Island and the Antarctic

Twin-share hotel (1 nt), aboard the G Expedition in quad-, triple-, twin-share cabins, or suites

the most unique wildlife and awe-inspiring scenery in the South Shetland Islands, just north of the

of twin-size berths and are ocean-facing. Suites have one queen-size bed. TRANSPORT

chinstrap, and Adélie penguin rookeries; Weddell, crabeater, and leopard seals. The ship will attempt to

per 10 guests. MEALS 21 breakfasts, 19 lunches, 20 dinners. Allow USD25-35 for meals not

remarkable human history. Learn about some of the most important and dramatic expeditions to this

Waterproof boots supplied for USA sizes 4 - 16. Expedition parka. ACCOMMODATIONS

Peninsula. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 16-19 SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS/ANTARCTICA Experience some of

(all with en suite bathrooms and porthole or window, 20 nts). Please note that all cabins consist

Antarctic Peninsula. Attempt two shore landings per day (weather permitting), and observe gentoo,

G Expedition, Zodiac, private bus, walking. GROUP LEADER One expedition team member

reach the Antarctic Peninsula for a landing, weather and ice permitting. The peninsula also has a

included. Drinks and tips on board not included.

remote corner of the world. (4B, 4L, 4D) DAYS 20-21 DRAKE PASSAGE Reflect on a memorable

ITINERARY

Disembark in the morning. (1B)

adventure and take in some final lectures en route to Ushuaia. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAY 22 USHUAIA

Challenge. Desolation. Unlimited wonder. It’s not difficult to grasp what attracted the great explorers to
Antarctica. Get a personal appreciation for the struggle to tame the bottom of the world on this 22-day
adventure to the land that entranced Ernest Shackleton and countless others since. You’ll explore the
Falkland Islands, encounter abandoned whaling stations on South Georgia Island, and pay your
respects at Shackleton’s grave. Elsewhere, you’ll catch up with penguins (king, chinstrap, gentoo, and
Adélie varieties), learn about them through daily lectures, get close to whales and cavorting seals from
a Zodiac boat, and look for towering icebergs and massive glaciers. Prepare to be astonished.
DAY 1 MONTEVIDEO Arrive in Montevideo at any time. Arrival transfer included. Enjoy the sights and
sounds of Uruguay’s capital city. DAY 2 MONTEVIDEO Embarkation on the G Expedition begins in the

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
ANTARCTICA KAYAKING: See some of the world’s most impressive, icy landscapes aboard a
kayak where you’ll get an authentic seal’s eye view. See Personalize your tour on page 58.

|

Guaranteed Departures		 This tour has one
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

special departure.

Oct 21 - Nov 11, 2020

afternoon at the port of Montevideo. (1B, 1D) DAYS 3-5 AT SEA With course set southeast, become
acquainted with the ship. Enjoy the lecture and educational sessions about the extraordinary human

JANE GOODALL COLLECTION

and natural history of the Antarctic region. (3B, 3L, 3D) DAYS 6-7 FALKLAND ISLANDS The Falkland

A selection of wildlife-focused tours endorsed by world renowned ethologist
Dr. Jane Goodall. Your purchase of a Jane Goodall Collection tour helps
G Adventures support the Jane Goodall Institute’s mission to protect and
empower local communities.

Islands provide a rare opportunity to witness the biological diversity and extraordinary scenery of the
southern islands. Penguins and albatrosses are abundant here, and the Falklands have the largest
black-browed albatross colony in the world. In Stanley, meet the hardy local inhabitants whose

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARGENTINA, FALKLAND ISLANDS, URUGUAY, SOUTH GEORGIA

WHY THIS TOUR?

Calling all explorers
This tour to the islands is your perfect ticket to check
out these amazing wildlife havens — plus the earlyseason tour allows amazing views of the vistas down
south. This is also the only chance you’ll get to see bull
elephant seals, so keep one eye out and one finger on
your camera’s shutter button.

EXPEDITION
CRUISING
22 DAYS — MONTEVIDEO
TO USHUAIA

14599

FROM

$

Valid for Oct 21, 2020 departure. Based on
Category 1a cabins. For triple and twin cabins,
as well as suites, see page 59.

TOUR CODE: XVGFSX

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 134
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT
UR UGUAY

Montevideo

ARG ENTINA

Falkland Islands

Ushuaia
Drake
Passage

South Georgia

Antarctic Peninsula &
South Shetland Islands

ANTARCTICA

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Cruising the Arctic.

These Arctic polar bears sure know how to chill out.
These are some ivories you shouldn’t be tickling.

In Longyearbyen, it’s crucial to get along with your
neighbours — there aren’t many to choose from.

EXPEDITION › ARCTIC, NORWAY, SVALBARD

AECO-APPROVED
G Adventures is committed
to sustainable travel. We
ensure that all of our marine
expeditions adhere to environmental practices above and
beyond the compliance regulations of the regions we
explore. Look after the planet and it’ll look after you, too.

Furry hats are optional in Svalbard but they’ll help keep your ears warm.

Into the Great White North.
The vast expanse of the Arctic conjures up images of sparse and
inhospitable snow-covered lands. However, when summer arrives, this
region springs to life with a magnificent bounty of wildlife and aweinspiring natural wonder. In the high Arctic, you’ll find the polar bears
hunting seals on the open ice and encounter colonies of seabirds
enjoying short summers of abundance on the tundra.

The G Diﬀerence
Sure, it’s a little cold up in the Arctic, but when you
travel with us, the welcome is always warm. Here’s
how we make this frozen kingdom come alive:
YOUR OWN PERSONAL ICE AGE
Sail right up to the edge of the Arctic ice pack at 80°N
and keep an eye out for polar bears. It doesn’t get much
more quintessentially Arctic than this.

SPOT THAT BEAR!
Improve your odds of catching a glimpse of Ursus maritimus
from the bridge of the G Expedition. Someone’s on watch
24 hours a day, so you’ll always be among expert company.

ENJOY THE SILENCE

Our Zodiacs are motorized but beneﬁt from some human power at the start.

You may not think of it as such, but the arctic tundra is
considered the planet’s smallest forest. The disarming
quietude of this place is indescribable. Just stand still
and let it envelop you.
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EXPEDITION › ARCTIC, NORWAY, SVALBARD

TOP
SELLER

Realm of the Polar Bear
Highlights

and glaciers. Spend time exploring the natural wilderness searching for polar bears hunting seals. Look

›› Spend time on deck searching for polar bears and whales
›› Cruise through breathtaking fjords and admire massive glaciers
›› Experience the midnight sun
›› Learn about Arctic history and ecology from our expert guides
›› Brave the Arctic waters and take the polar plunge
›› Enjoy the silence of the Arctic tundra

out for Arctic foxes or Svalbard’s unique reindeer at one or more stops. The G Expedition staff’s goal is

What’s Included

available to the Longyearbyen airport for all travellers, including the 2:30am flights. (1B)

7 nts aboard the G Expedition. Arrival transfer. Zodiac excursions with our expert expedition

team. Lectures and educational programs. Insulated, waterproof boots supplied for USA sizes
4 - 16. Expedition parka. ACCOMMODATIONS Aboard the G Expedition in quad-, triple-,
twin-share cabins, or suites (all with en suite bathrooms and porthole or window, 7 nts).

Please note that all cabins consist of twin-size berths and are ocean-facing. Suites have one
queen-size bed. TRANSPORT G Expedition, Zodiac, local bus, walking. GROUP LEADER
One expedition team member per 10 guests. MEALS 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches, 7 dinners.
Allow USD25-35 for meals not included. Drinks and tips on board not included.

to give travellers the best possible opportunity to see wildlife in and around the Svalbard archipelago
(dependent on weather conditions). Early-season voyages often provide the greatest opportunity to
see large ice floes in the Arctic pack ice, which usually means excellent wildlife viewing. Later in the
season, the G Expedition will cover more territory, exploring more of the archipelago. This can lead into
the less explored regions or the continental edges, where large whales are attracted by nutrient-rich
upwellings. (6B, 6L, 6D) DAY 8 LONGYEARBYEN On the departure day, there will be transfers

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
ARCTIC KAYAKING: Nothing connects you to the fragile beauty of the polar regions quite like
paddling through them in a low-slung kayak. See Personalize your tour on page 58.

|

Guaranteed Departures		 This tour has four
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

special departures.

June 12 - June 19, 2020 • June 19 - June 26, 2020
July 06 - July 13, 2020 • July 23 - July 30, 2020

ITINERARY
From close-up encounters with icebergs and glaciers to the region’s plentiful wildlife, this is a voyage
of non-stop highlights. Always on the lookout for wildlife that live in this polar wilderness, you’ll explore
this landscape not only by ship but also on foot and via Zodiac. Roaming polar bears, lounging seals,
grazing reindeer, and colonies of birds all co-exist in this harsh land we dare only to explore a few
months of the year.
DAY 1 LONGYEARBYEN Transfer from Longyearbyen to the G Expedition for a 4pm embarkation. (1D)
DAYS 2-7 SVALBARD/SPITSBERGEN Visit ice-sculpted fjords with breathtaking mountain scenery

JANE GOODALL COLLECTION
A selection of wildlife-focused tours endorsed by world renowned ethologist
Dr. Jane Goodall. Your purchase of a Jane Goodall Collection tour helps
G Adventures support the Jane Goodall Institute’s mission to protect and
empower local communities.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

EXPEDITION › ARCTIC, NORWAY, SVALBARD

WHY THIS TOUR?

Wildlife enthusiasts wanted
This tour runs during summer on the western edge of the
Spitsbergen archipelago, which means the ice provides
better chances of encountering the animals that hunt upon
it. June departures feature more ice (and more navigating
through it!); July to August tours have decreased ice for
easier navigation and more tundra colour.

EXPEDITION
CRUISING
8 DAYS — LONGYEARBYEN
TO LONGYEARBYEN

4999

FROM

$

Valid for Jun 12, 2020 departure. Based on
Category 1a cabins. For triple and twin cabins,
as well as suites, see page 59.

TOUR CODE: XVRPNX

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 134
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT
Svalbard
Archipelago/
Spitsbergen

Longyearbyen
NORWAY

ICE, WEATHER &
WILDLIFE CONDITIONS
PERMITTING

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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EXPEDITION › ARCTIC, NORWAY, SVALBARD

Realm of the Polar Bear in Depth
Highlights

exploring pack ice edges in search of polar bears hunting seals. At one or more of the stops, it’s

›› Take a turn on “polar bear watch” with a member of the expedition staff
›› Opt to challenge yourself with a polar plunge
›› Capture a herd of Svalbard reindeer in your viewfinder
›› Enjoy spectacular vistas under the midnight sun
›› Learn from lectures on history and natural sciences

possible to encounter Svalbard’s Arctic fox and the region’s unique reindeer. The G Expedition staff’s

What’s Included

viewing. Later in the season, the G Expedition will cover more territory, possibly exploring more of the

goal is to give travellers the best possible opportunity to see wildlife in and around the Svalbard
archipelago. Ice conditions sometimes allow sailing through the Hinlopenstretet towards the east coast
of Spitsbergen, then through Freemansundet towards the south. On some departures, explore
alternative routes to maximize time in this remote destination. Early season voyages often provide the
greatest opportunity to see large ice floes in the Arctic pack ice, which usually means excellent wildlife

10 nts aboard the G Expedition. Arrival transfer. Zodiac excursions with our expert expedition

archipelago. This can lead into the less-explored continental edges where large whales are attracted by

4 - 16. Expedition parka. ACCOMMODATIONS Aboard the G Expedition in quad-, triple-,

transfers available to the Longyearbyen airport for all travellers, including the 2:30am flights. (1B)

team. Lectures and educational programs. Insulated, waterproof boots supplied for USA sizes
twin-share cabins, or suites (all with en suite bathrooms and porthole or window, 10 nts).

Please note that all cabins consist of twin-size berths and are ocean-facing. Suites have one
queen-size bed. TRANSPORT G Expedition, Zodiac, local bus, walking. GROUP LEADER

One expedition team member per 10 guests. MEALS 10 breakfasts, 9 lunches, 10 dinners.
Allow USD25-35 for meals not included. Drinks and tips on board not included.

nutrient-rich upwellings. (9B, 9L, 9D) DAY 11 LONGYEARBYEN On the departure day, there will be

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
ARCTIC KAYAKING: Nothing connects you to the fragile beauty of the polar regions quite like
paddling through them in a low-slung kayak. See Personalize your tour on page 58.

|

Guaranteed Departures		 This tour has four

ITINERARY
Similar to our “Realm of the Polar Bear” tour, but with three additional days of exploring. Scour the ice
and tundra in search of the elusive polar bear and encounter even more icebergs, glaciers, and unique
wildlife than you ever thought possible on this 11-day expedition. Search for lounging seals, grazing

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

special departures.

June 26 - July 06, 2020 • July 13 - July 23, 2020
July 30 - Aug 09, 2020 • Aug 09 - Aug 19, 2020

reindeer, and colonies of birds under the midnight sun.
DAY 1 LONGYEARBYEN Get a first glimpse of the midnight sun in Longyearbyen, Spitsbergen’s
capital. Transfer from the city to the G Expedition for an afternoon embarkation. (1D) DAYS 2-10
SVALBARD/SPITSBERGEN Each day is planned to take advantage of local ice and weather
conditions. Svalbard is one of the few places on the planet to offer such a plethora of natural and
historical extravaganzas. Spend the next nine days exploring the remote polar regions. Visit
ice-sculpted fjords with breathtaking mountain scenery and glaciers crashing into the sea. Spend time

100% GUARANTEED DEPARTURES
That’s right. We’re the first travel company to guarantee every
single one of our departures. 1. Book 2. Pay. 3. Confirm. 4. Pack.
5. Go. Done and done!

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

EXPEDITION › ARCTIC, NORWAY, SVALBARD

WHY THIS TOUR?

More ice, more animals
Ice and weather conditions dictate how far into the
Spitsbergen Archipelago’s wildlife-rich eastern side the
G Expedition can go, but the expanded length of this tour
affords the best possible wildlife experiences in the Arctic.

EXPEDITION
CRUISING
11 DAYS — LONGYEARBYEN
TO LONGYEARBYEN

6699

FROM

$

Valid for Jun 26, 2020 departure. Based on
Category 1a cabins. For triple and twin cabins,
as well as suites, see page 59.

TOUR CODE: XVRDNX

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 134
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Svalbard
Archipelago/
Spitsbergen

Longyearbyen
N ORWAY

ICE, WEATHER &
WILDLIFE CONDITIONS
PERMITTING

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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EXPEDITION › ARCTIC, ICELAND, GREENLAND, NORWAY

Arctic Highlights
Highlights

awe-inspiring landscape and compelling history. (3B, 3L, 3D) DAYS 5-6 GREENLAND SEA Keep an

›› Explore the edges of an ice floe by Zodiac
›› Walk on the tundra searching for birds
›› Keep an eye out for a variety of whale species
›› Learn about the Arctic from lectures and on-site briefings
›› Sail through magnificent fjords and visit a local Greenland
community in Ittoqqortoormiit

eye out for majestic whales, which are known to feed here in the summer months. Spot orca,

What’s Included

Ittoqqortoormiit for a look at how these most northerly people live. (6B, 6L, 6D) DAYS 13-14

14 nts aboard the G Expedition. Arrival transfer. Transfer from meeting point to ship

humpback, and minke whales. Enjoy lectures by expedition staff. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 7-12
NORTHEAST GREENLAND NP/ITTOQQORTOORMIIT Spend these days exploring the massive fjord
system of Northeast Greenland National Park, which includes portions of Ittoqqortoormiit. These
intricate fjord systems are everything from wide and unimaginable to narrow and steeply spectacular
with some of the best mountain scenery in the world. Walking over lush areas of colourful autumn
tundra may lead to opportunities to see muskox grazing nearby. Visit the tiny settlement of
DENMARK STRAIT Enjoy the lecture series while watching the seas for whales. Head towards Iceland

(Longyearbyen). Zodiac excursions with our expert expedition team. Lectures and educational

and the steaming hot springs of Reykjavík. The view is often complemented by soaring fulmars,

flight). Waterproof boots supplied for USA sizes 4 - 16. Expedition parka. ACCOMMODATIONS

disembark in Reykjavík. Disembarkation is scheduled for 8am at Miðbakki, which is within walking

programs. Visit to a local community (Greenland). Departure transfer (Reykjavík, depending on
Aboard the G Expedition in quad-, triple-, twin-share cabins, or suites (all with en suite

bathrooms and porthole or window, 14 nts). Please note that all cabins consist of twin-size

berths and are ocean-facing. Suites have one queen-size bed. TRANSPORT G Expedition,
Zodiac, local bus, walking. GROUP LEADER One expedition team member per 10 guests.

kittiwakes, gannets, guillemots, and razorbills. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAY 15 REYKJAVÍK Shortly after breakfast,
distance of downtown Reykjavík. Book all departing flights after noon. (1B)

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

MEALS 14 breakfasts, 13 lunches, 14 dinners. Allow USD25-35 for meals not included. Drinks

Aug 31 - Sept 14

and tips on board not included.

ITINERARY
Sailing from Spitsbergen to Greenland, follow the ice’s edge with an eye peeled to the horizon for
wildlife. Navigating south, you’ll explore this remote landscape not only by ship but also on foot and via
Zodiac. This journey highlights the contrast and change in the Arctic as you move south, finally ending
in Iceland, “the Land of Fire and Ice.” An Inuit village, unique wildlife, and remote destinations are just
some of the highlights on this truly unforgettable voyage through the Arctic.
DAY 1 LONGYEARBYEN Embark aboard the G Expedition in the afternoon and depart Longyearbyen
in the evening. (1D) DAYS 2-4 SPITSBERGEN Taking advantage of local ice and weather conditions,
explore the Northwest Spitsbergen National Park, one of those rare places on Earth blessed with both

|

Guaranteed Departures		 This tour has one

WE’RE HERE 24/7
As a global adventure travel company, we realize that
questions can come up anywhere and at any time. Our
commitment to top-level service means that our GCOs
are on standby 24/7.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

special departure.

EXPEDITION › ARCTIC, ICELAND, GREENLAND, NORWAY

WHY THIS TOUR?

Remoteness incarnate
For those looking to explore the remote wilderness of
Greenland and visit a local community, this tour introduces
travellers to the culture and diversity of Svalbard,
Greenland, and Iceland through their desolate and
spectacularly beautiful landscapes.

EXPEDITION
CRUISING
15 DAYS — LONGYEARBYEN
TO REYKJAVÍK

8699

FROM

$

Valid for Aug 31, 2020 departure. Based on
Category 1a cabins. For triple and twin cabins,
as well as suites, see page 59.

TOUR CODE: XVAHNX

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 134
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT
Svalbard Archipelago/
Spitsbergen
NORWAY
G REENLAND

Longyearbyen
East Greenland
& Ittoqqortoormiit
Denmark Strait
I CELAND

Reykjavík
THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Cruising Norway.

Anchors drop at Geirangerfjord village for a taste of local culture.

Hop oﬀ and hike along the Torghatten Granite Mountain.

Step back into time at Kirkwall’s
St Magnus Cathedral.

EXPEDITION › ARCTIC, NORWAY, SCOTLAND

AECO-APPROVED
G Adventures is committed
to sustainable travel. We
ensure that all of our marine
expeditions adhere to environmental practices above and
beyond the compliance regulations of the regions we
explore. Look after the planet and it’ll look after you, too.

Do go chasing waterfalls, especially when at Norway’s Geirangerfjord.

Europe’s northern frontier.
The mist clears as you lay your eyes on it — the first of the many fjords
you’ll see from the deck of the G Expedition. Cruise your way up the
Norwegian coast to cooler temperatures and even cooler views. Icebergs
quietly appear through the mist like primordial, ghostly apparitions,
reminding you of Earth’s ancient history in a way you’ll never quite forget.

The G Diﬀerence
Norway is the home of cool temperatures, epic
Viking history, and landscapes that have stood
the test of time. Here’s how we’ll help you explore
all of that, and more:
WORLD WONDERS
Discover mystical and magical lands that trace Norway’s
ancient history through stops at UNESCO World Heritage
Sites like the Geirangerfjord and picturesque Vega Island.

GET MOVING
Travelling by boat is more than a passive experience. Shore
excursions (weather-permitting) let you explore pack ice
edges, hike through nature reserves, and walk to glaciers.

DO GOOD
Give back to the lands you’re visiting by participating in
Norwegian coastline cleanup eﬀorts with your travel mates.

FRIENDLY EXPERIENCES
You can’t a-fjord to miss this view of Geirangerfjord.

Like a ﬂoating hotel, adventures on the G Expedition are
an opportunity to get to know your fellow travellers and
dedicated crew in a family-like atmosphere.
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EXPEDITION › ARCTIC, NORWAY, SCOTLAND

NEW
TOUR

Cruise the Norwegian Fjords
Highlights

the cliffs. Head ashore in Svolvaer to explore the Lofoten Islands by coach. Visit Nusfjord, one of

›› Cruise through some of Norway’s most famous fjords
›› Wander through fishing villages and appreciate the slow pace of life
›› Search cliffs for trolls
›› Enjoy some of the world’s most beautiful scenery along
Norway’s rugged coastline
›› Discover the unique mix of Scottish and Scandinavian culture in Lerwick

Norway’s quaint fishing villages, and enjoy a Norwegian-style smorgasbord lunch in a local restaurant.

What’s Included

out for Norway’s mythical trolls. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 7-8 TRONDHEIM/ÅNDALSNES Continue on to

(2B, 2L, 2D) DAY 5 SVARTISEN/LOVUND/VIKINGEN Visit Svartisen, Lovund, and Vikingen, for
beautiful glaciers and a globe sculpture which marks Vikingen as a point directly on the Arctic Circle.
(1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 6 VEGA/TORGHATTEN The rugged coastline of central Norway features some of the
world’s most beautiful scenery. Head to the quaint and picturesque Vega Island, a UNESCO site.
Wander the fishing villages, go on a guided nature hike, and appreciate the slow pace of life. In the
afternoon, hike up to the famous hole in the mountain, with fantastic views of the region. Keep an eye

12 nts aboard the G Expedition. Meeting point to ship transfer. Zodiac and land excursions

Trondheim. Choose between hiking in Bymarka Nature Reserve before visiting the Sverresborg Folk

Local village visit (Lofoten Islands). Svartisen glacier excursion. Vega Island visit. Trondheim

Explore the town of Eresfjord or join an optional hike for amazing views. Board the Rauma Railway

Orkney Islands guided tour of ancient ruins. Waterproof boots supplied for USA sizes 4 - 16.

GEIRANGERFJORD Sail deep into one of Norway’s most beautiful, and most visited fjords,

cabins, or suites (all with en suite bathrooms and porthole or window, 12 nts). Please note that

ÅLESUND Spend the morning exploring the beautiful Art Nouveau district of Ålesund, or take the 418

TRANSPORT G Expedition, Zodiac, local bus, coach, walking. GROUP LEADER One

SHETLAND ISLANDS Continue southwards to the remote Shetland Islands. Opt to visit Jarlshof or join

with our expert expedition team. Lectures and educational programs. Nordkapp excursion.

Museum, or enjoying a city tour including the Folk Museum and the elaborate Nidaros Cathedral.

visit. Rauma Railway excursion. Geirangerfjord visit. Ålesund visit. Shetland Islands visit.

taking you into the dramatic scenes of the Romsdalen mountains. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAY 9

Expedition parka. ACCOMMODATIONS Aboard the G Expedition in quad-, triple-, twin-share

Geirangerfjord. Enjoy soaking in the views at this UNESCO World Heritage Site. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 10

all cabins consist of twin-size berths and are ocean-facing. Suites have one queen-size bed.

steps up to Fjellstua for the views of the city, islands and bay. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 11-12 ORKNEY &

expedition team member per 10 guests. MEALS 12 breakfasts, 11 lunches, 12 dinners.

the Puffin Bus to focus on puffins and seabird photography at Sumbrugh Head. Enjoy additional time

ITINERARY

Standing Stones of Stenness, the intriguing Ring of Brodgar, and the village of Skara Brae. (2B, 2L, 2D)

to explore Lerwick. Visit historic and mystical sites by coach on this remote island, and explore the

Venture into the magical and mysterious lands along the coast of the Norwegian Sea to the Scottish

DAY 13 EDINBURGH Cruise overnight to Edinburgh’s Port of Leith, then disembark the G Expedition in

Isles for close encounters with glaciers and gorgeous fjordscapes. Perfect for explorers with worldly

the morning. It’s highly recommended to book extra time to visit Edinburgh. (1B)

ambitions, this 13-day expedition brings you to important sites of Norway’s ancient history, UNESCO
World Heritage Sites, and some of the most incredible nature you’ll ever see. The tail end of the trip
takes you through some of Scotland’s beautiful islands before you disembark in Edinburgh. This
journey will leave you full of wonder for years to come.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

|

This tour has one
special departure.

May 17 - May 29, 2020

DAY 1 TROMSØ Welcome to Tromsø, the capital of northern Norway, known as the Gateway to the
Arctic. Embark the G Expedition in the evening. Consider arriving early to Tromsø to explore. (1D) DAY
2 NORDKAPP Explore one of the most northern points in Europe. A popular spot to watch the
midnight sun during the summer months, as the sun never sets between the middle of May to late
August, this cape is the location where the Atlantic and Arctic Oceans meet. Explore the barren
landscape, quaint fishing villages, and stop by the Northern Cape Plateau standing 307m (1007 ft)
above the sea. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 3-4 TROLLFJORD/LOFOTEN ISLANDS Enjoy a day at sea, taking
in the stunning scenery of the Arctic. Keep a sharp eye while on deck to try and spot marine wildlife.
Spend the early morning at the short, yet dramatic Trollfjord. Try to spot the mythical creatures along

WANT TO SEE MORE SCOTLAND?
Extend your tour and get two extra days in Edinburgh and the Highlands,
at the end of your cruise.
Cruise the Norwegian Fjords with
Scottish Highlands
16 Days | Tour Code: XCTENX

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

FROM

6749

$

Valid for May 17, 2020 departure

EXPEDITION › ARCTIC, NORWAY, SCOTLAND

WHY THIS TOUR?

Short on time, big on
adventure
Set sail from Tromsø, the capital of northern Norway
and tuck in for breathtaking scenery, ancient history,
quaint fishing villages, and some of the world’s most
spectacular fjords. This tour ends in Edinburgh which
is ideal for those looking to explore Scotland’s vibrant
capital further.

EXPEDITION
CRUISING
13 DAYS — TROMSØ TO EDINBURGH

5399

FROM

$

Valid for May 17, 2020 departure. Based on
Category 1a cabins. For triple and twin cabins,
as well as suites, see page 59.

TOUR CODE: XVTLNX

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 134
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Norwegian Sea
Nordkapp
Lofoten Islands,
Svolvaer & Trollfjord

Tromsø

Vega
NORWAY

Lerwick
Shetland
Kirkwall
Orkney

Svartisen & Vikingen

Torghatten
Trondheim
Åndalsnes
Geiranger
Ålesund

Edinburgh
SCO TL AND

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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EXPEDITION › ARCTIC, NORWAY, SCOTLAND

NEW
TOUR

Explore the Norwegian Fjords
Highlights

and time permitting, stop in Olden for a short bus ride to the Birksdal area and a walk to a glacier. Sail

›› Explore the Standing Stones of Stenness on the remote island of Kirkwall
›› Enjoy a city tour of Bergen
›› Hop on the Flåm Railway to reach the scenic fjord of the Flåm district
›› Wander through fishing villages and appreciate the slow pace of life

deep into one of Norway’s most beautiful and most visited fjords. Enjoy soaking in the views at this

What’s Included

central Norway features some of the world’s most beautiful scenery. Hike up to the famous hole in the

UNESCO World Heritage Site, or opt for a mountain hike. (3B, 3L, 3D) DAY 8 TRONDHEIM Continue
on to Trondheim. Choose between hiking in Bymarka Nature Reserve before visiting the Sverresborg
Folk Museum, or enjoying a city tour including the Folk Museum and the elaborate Nidaros Cathedral,
built between 1070 and 1300. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 9 TORGHATTEN/VEGA The rugged coastline of

12 nts aboard the G Expedition. Meeting point to ship transfer. Zodiac and land excursions

mountain, with fantastic views of the region. Keep an eye out for Norway’s mythical trolls. In the

(Orkney Islands). Shetland Islands visit. Bergen city tour. Flåm Railway excursion. Olden visit.

the fishing villages and appreciate the slow pace of life. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 10-11 LOFOTEN ISLANDS

Tromsø city tour. Insulated, waterproof boots supplied for USA sizes 4 - 16. Expedition parka.

as a point directly on the Arctic Circle. The Lofoten archipelago is an enchanting area of picturesque

(all with en suite bathrooms and porthole or window, 12 nts). Please note that all cabins consist

visiting the Tørrfiskmuseum to learn about traditional work of the islands. Then on to Nusfjord, one of

G Expedition, Zodiac, local bus, coach, walking. GROUP LEADER One expedition team

Henningsvær to see local art or explore the quaint fishing village. Cruise into one of Norway’s most

with our expert expedition team. Lectures and educational programs. Ancient ruins guided tour

afternoon, head to the quaint and picturesque Vega Island, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Wander

Geirangerfjord visit. Trondheim excursion. Vega Island visit. Local village visit (Lofoten Islands).

Visit Svartisen, Lovund, and Vikingen for beautiful glaciers, and a globe sculpture which marks Vikingen

ACCOMMODATIONS Aboard the G Expedition in quad-, triple-, twin-share cabins, or suites

villages by the sea backed with jagged peaks. Go ashore by Zodiac for a day trip to the area. Start by

of twin-size berths and are ocean-facing. Suites have one queen-size bed. TRANSPORT

Norway’s oldest and best-preserved fishing villages for lunch at a local restaurant. Stop in

member per 10 guests. MEALS 12 breakfasts, 11 lunches, 12 dinners.

ITINERARY

famous fjords, the short yet dramatic Trollfjord. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAY 12 TROMSØ Tromsø, the capital of
northern Norway, is known as the “Gateway to the Arctic” as it was the embarkation point for many
Arctic expeditions. Learn about past Arctic expeditions and opt for some hiking or to explore the city

Go deeper into the otherworldly fjords of Norway on this unique journey from Scotland, across the
Norwegian Sea to the fjords of Norway. Discover wonderous UNESCO World Heritage Sites like the
Standing Stones of Stennes and the mystical Ring of Brodgar, visit archaeological sites, witness the
curious clash of cultures in the Shetland Islands, and marvel at the stunning forests and waterfalls that
line the fjords. Even after you come home, a part of you will remain here forever.
DAY 1 EDINBURGH The G Expedition departs in the evening, sailing towards Kirkwall. (1D) DAY 2
KIRKWALL Visit historic and mystical sites by coach on this remote island. Explore the Standing
Stones of Stenness, the intriguing Ring of Brodgar, and the village of Skara Brae. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 3
SHETLAND ISLANDS Continue northwards to the remote Shetland Islands. Opt to visit Jarlshof and
explore more of the islands. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 4 BERGEN Opt for a historical walking tour of the city, or
enjoy a funicular ride for amazing views of Bergen, then explore on your own for the afternoon. (1B, 1L,
1D) DAYS 5-7 EXPLORE THE FJORDS (FLÅM, OLDEN, GEIRANGER) Hop on the Flåm Railway,
travelling through valleys and mountain passes to reach the scenic fjord of the Flåm district. Weather

on your own. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 13 TROMSØ Disembark the G Expedition in the morning. (1B)

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

|

This tour has one
special departure.

May 5 - May 17, 2020

WANT TO SEE MORE SCOTLAND?
Extend your tour and get two extra days in Edinburgh and the Highlands,
before your cruise.
Explore the Norwegian Fjords
and Scottish Highlands
16 Days | Tour Code: XCETNX

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

FROM

7349

$

Valid for May 2, 2020 departure

EXPEDITION › ARCTIC, NORWAY, SCOTLAND

WHY THIS TOUR?

The edge of the Arctic
This tour heads northward from Edinburgh, through the
historic and mythical islands of coastal Scotland to reach
the stunning fjords of Norway’s west coast. On the way,
pass by picturesque islands and traditional villages before
reaching Tromsø, the capital of northern Norway, ending at
the “Gateway to the Arctic”.

EXPEDITION
CRUISING
13 DAYS — EDINBURGH TO TROMSØ

5999

FROM

$

Valid for May 5, 2020 departure. Based on
Category 1a cabins. For triple and twin cabins,
as well as suites, see page 59.

TOUR CODE: XVLTNX

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 134
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Tromsø
Lofoten Islands,
Svolvaer & Trollfjord
Vega
NORWAY

Lerwick
Shetland
Kirkwall
Orkney

Svartisen & Vikingen
Torghatten

Trondheim
Geiranger
Olden
Flam

Bergen

Edinburgh
SCO TLAND

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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EXPEDITION › ARCTIC, NORWAY, SCOTLAND, SVALBARD

NEW
TOUR

Norwegian Arctic Encompassed
Highlights

by the fjord”. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAY 6 TRONDHEIM Continue on to Trondheim. Choose between hiking in

›› Explore the Standing Stones of Stenness on the remote island of Kirkwall
›› Wander through fishing villages and appreciate the slow pace of life
›› Search cliffs for trolls
›› Enjoy some of the world’s most beautiful scenery along
Norway’s rugged coastline
›› Sail past mist-shrouded Bjørnøya — a bird watcher’s paradise
featuring spectacular views

Bymarka Nature Reserve before visiting the Sverresborg Folk Museum, or enjoying a city tour including

What’s Included

Lofoten archipelago is an enchanting area of picturesque villages by the sea backed with jagged

the Folk Museum and the elaborate Nidaros Cathedral, built between 1070 and 1300. (1B, 1L, 1D)
DAY 7 TORGHATTEN/VEGA The rugged coastline of central Norway features some of the world’s
most beautiful scenery. Hike up to the famous hole in the mountain, with fantastic views of the region.
Keep an eye out for Norway’s mythical trolls. In the afternoon, head to the quaint and picturesque Vega
Island, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Wander the fishing villages and appreciate the slow pace of
life. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 8-9 LOFOTEN ISLANDS Visit Svartisen, Lovund, and Vikingen for beautiful
glaciers, and a globe sculpture which marks Vikingen as a point directly on the Arctic Circle. The

14 nts aboard the G Expedition. Meeting point to ship transfer. Zodiac and land excursions

peaks. Go ashore by Zodiac for a day trip to the area. Start by visiting the Tørrfiskmuseum to learn

tour of ancient ruins. Shetland Islands visit. Ålesund visit. Rauma Railway excursion. Trondheim

fishing villages for lunch at a local restaurant. Stop in Henningsvær to see local art or explore the quaint

city tour. Wildlife spotting opportunities. Hornsund excursion. Bellsund visit. Insulated,

2L, 2D) DAY 10 TROMSØ Tromsø, the capital of northern Norway, is known as the Gateway to the

Aboard the G Expedition in quad-, triple-, twin-share cabins, or suites (all with en suite

history of past expeditions and exploring Norway’s largest northern city. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 11 AT SEA

berths and are ocean-facing. Suites have one queen-size bed. TRANSPORT G Expedition,

views. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 12-14 SVALBARD Explore this archipelago of deep fjords, mountains, and

10 guests. MEALS 14 breakfasts, 13 lunches, 14 dinners.

polar bears. Soak in the sights and sounds of Svalbard. Glaciers, nesting birds, sea mammals like

ITINERARY

region home. (3B, 3L, 3D) DAY 15 LONGYEARBYEN Disembark the G Expedition in the morning. (1B)

with our expert expedition team. Lectures and educational programs. Orkney Islands guided

visit. Vega Island visit. Svartisen glacier excursion. Local village visit (Lofoten Islands). Tromsø

about traditional work of the islands. Then on to Nusfjord, one of Norway’s oldest and best-preserved
fishing village. Cruise into one of Norway’s most famous fjords, the short yet dramatic Trollfjord. (2B,

waterproof boots supplied for USA sizes 4 - 16. Expedition parka. ACCOMMODATIONS

Arctic as it was the embarkation point for many Arctic expeditions. Spend the day learning about the

bathrooms and porthole or window, 14 nts). Please note that all cabins consist of twin-size

Sail past mist-shrouded Bjørnøya (Bear Island) — a bird watcher’s paradise featuring spectacular

Zodiac, local bus, coach, walking. GROUP LEADER One expedition team member per

massive ice sheets. Keep your eyes open for walruses, seals, reindeer, Arctic foxes and, of course,

Set sail from Scotland and its beautiful isles en route to the Norwegian fjords and the remote shores of
Svalbard on this dazzling 15-day odyssey along the fjord coastline of Norway. Explore the glaciers that
carved the stunning landscapes, visit arctic islands by Zodiac in search of wildlife, walk through history
at UNESCO World Heritage Sites, and so much more. Every day of this journey reveals a new icy
wonderland on the water.
DAY 1 EDINBURGH The G Expedition departs in the evening, sailing towards Kirkwall. (1D) DAYS 2-3
ORKNEY & SHETLAND ISLANDS Visit historic and mystical sites by coach on this remote island.
Explore the Standing Stones of Stenness, the intriguing Ring of Brodgar, and the village of Skara Brae.
Continue northwards to the remote Shetland Islands. Opt to visit Jarlshof and explore more of the
islands. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 4-5 ÅLESUND/ÅNDALSNES Cross the famous North Sea to reach
Norway. Spend the afternoon exploring the beautiful Art Nouveau district of Ålesund, or take the 418
steps up to Fjellstua for the best view of the city, islands and bay. Board the Rauma Railway taking you
into the dramatic scenes of the Romsdalen mountains, or explore on foot in Åndalsnes “The Alp town

walruses and whales, plus land mammals like polar bears, the Arctic fox, and reindeer all call this

|

Guaranteed Departures		 This tour has one
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

special departure.

May 29 - Jun 12, 2020

WANT TO SEE MORE SCOTLAND?
Extend your tour and get two extra days in Edinburgh and the Highlands,
before your cruise.
Norwegian Arctic and Scottish
Highlands Encompassed
18 Days | Tour Code: XCELNX

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

FROM

9149

$

Valid for May 26, 2020 departure

EXPEDITION › ARCTIC, NORWAY, SCOTLAND, SVALBARD

WHY THIS TOUR?

The best of both worlds
For those seeking a deeper dive into coastal northern
Scotland and Norway’s fjords, this tour is our longest
sailing covering both countries. Among massive ice sheets
and quaint islands, you’ll have the chance to see walruses,
seals, reindeer, Arctic foxes, all manner of birds, and, of
course, polar bears in Svalbard.

EXPEDITION
CRUISING
15 DAYS — EDINBURGH
TO LONGYEARBYEN

7799

FROM

$

Valid for May 29, 2020 departure.Based on
Category 1a cabins. For triple and twin cabins,
as well as suites, see page 59.

TOUR CODE: XVLLNX

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 134
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Isfjorden
Bellsund

Longyearbyen
Hornsund
Tromsø

Lofoten Islands,
Svolvaer & Trollfjord
Vega
N O RWAY

Lerwick
Shetland
Kirkwall Orkney

Svartisen & Vikingen
Torghatten
Trondheim
Åndalsnes

Ålesund

S C O T L A N D

Edinburgh

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Pricing & departures
Your cruise, your way.
Small ship cruising is one of the most pleasant
ways to explore our world. But if you’re under
the impression that you need loads of cash to
cruise, we’re happy to inform you you’re wrong.
The G Expedition was designed to cater to
adventurers of all ages, interests, and income
levels, and she’s got an adventure that’s
just right for you.

Personalize your tour
Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure
a little more yours. Here are some optional add-ons you
can book in advance, for those days on your tour that
have free time built in.
ANTARCTICA CAMPING
Our camping experience includes time to enjoy the
beauty of Antarctica near your campsite with ample
photography options. Experience the sounds of
heaving ice, the scent of the sea, and the stars.

$

449

ANTARCTICA & ARCTIC KAYAKING

ANTARCTICA FROM

Nothing connects you to the fragile beauty of the
polar regions quite like paddling through them
yourself in a low-slung kayak. Admire the scenery from
the water’s surface while keeping an eye out for
wildlife and birds passing overhead.

ARCTIC FROM

ANTARCTICA HOTEL & FLIGHT PACKAGE
When you travel with G Adventures, we make sure
that getting from A to B is always smooth sailing.
That’s why we oﬀer a Buenos Aires hotel and ﬂight
package, which takes care of your accommodation in
Buenos Aires, ﬂights to and from Ushuaia, and your
transfers to and from the airport.

TIERRA DEL FUEGO NATIONAL PARK VISIT

Two sets of paddles are better than one when kayaking in Antarctica.

FROM

Explore this stunning coastal national park extending
630 sq km. We’ll take care of the transport, the park
entrance fee, and bring you to scenic lookouts in the
southern portion of the park. Pass Valle Rio Pipo on
the way to Austral Fueguino train station, opt to take
the End of the World train.

1299

$

999

$

FROM

1329

$

FROM

77

$

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities
carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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EXPEDITION › ANTARCTICA, ARCTIC, NORWAY
DECK 4
4
DECK
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400
400

IT ROOM
IT ROOM

THE
THE
PENGUIN
PENGUIN
LIBRARY
LIBRARY
BAR
BAR

STAFF
STAFF
OFFICE
OFFICE

406 404 402
406 404 402
INFO
INFO
OFFICE
OFFICE

MEDICAL
MEDICAL
CLINIC
CLINIC

GIFT
GIFT
SHOP
SHOP

415
415

411 409 407 405 403
411 409 407 405 403

EXPEDITION
EXPEDITION
LOUNGE
LOUNGE

FORWARD
FORWARD

VIEWING
VIEWING
PLATFORM
PLATFORM

PORTSIDE
PORTSIDE

410
410

401
401

STARBOARD
STARBOARD

Category 1a — Quad

DECK 3
3
DECK

Category 1 — Triple

338 336 334 332 330 328 326 324 322 320 318 316 314 312 310 308
338 336 334 332 330 328 326 324 322 320 318 316 314 312 310 308

Category 2 — Twin
Category 3 — Twin

341 339 337 335 333 331 329 327 325 323 321 319 317 315 311 309 307
341 339 337 335 333 331 329 327 325 323 321 319 317 315 311 309 307

Category 4 — Twin

DECK 2
2
DECK

SAUNA
SAUNA

Boats, ’bergs, and unbelievable sights aboard
the G Expedition in Antarctica.

MUD ROOM
MUD ROOM

218 216 214 212 210 208 206
218 216 214 212 210 208 206

MUD ROOM
MUD ROOM

221 219 217 215 211 209 207
221 219 217 215 211 209 207

Category 5 — Suites

A variety of cabins, aﬀordable prices
Whether you’re going with a friend, solo, or bringing the whole family, the G Expedition
is ready and able to accommodate you. Our twin-, triple-, and quad-share cabins may be
smaller than the higher-end twin cabin and luxury suites, but every one aﬀords you with
the comfort and privacy you’d expect.

Antarctica

Start

End

Antarctica Classic

Nov 21, 2020

XVCASX | 11 Days | Pg 32

Dec 11, 2020

Add-ons*

Cat 1a

Cat 1

Cat 2

Cat 3

Cat 4

Cat 5

Dec 1, 2020

$8,699

$9,499

$10,999

$12,199

$13,499

$14,699

Dec 21, 2020

$8,999

$9,699

$11,399

$12,999

$14,499

$15,999

Jan 1, 2021

Jan 11, 2021

$10,199

$11,299

$12,999

$13,799

$15,299

$16,999

Mar 13, 2021

Mar 23, 2021

$7,999

$8,799

$10,599

$11,599

$12,999

$13,999

Antarctica Classic in Depth

Nov 10, 2020

Nov 22, 2020

$8,999

$9,999

$11,799

$12,399

$13,799

$15,599

XVAESX | 13 Days | Pg 34

Nov 30, 2020

Dec 12, 2020

$9,499

$10,799

$12,499

$13,499

$14,999

$16,799

Quest for the Antarctic Circle

Dec 20, 2020

Jan 2, 2021

$12,799

$13,599

$15,299

$16,399

$17,699

$19,399

XVQCSX | 14 Days | Pg 36

Jan 29, 2021

Feb 11, 2021

$12,599

$13,499

$15,399

$16,599

$17,999

$19,799

Mar 1, 2021

Mar 14, 2021

$12,199

$12,999

$14,999

$15,999

$17,199

$18,999

Spirit of Shackleton

Jan 10, 2021

Jan 30, 2021

$19,999

$20,999

$25,699

$28,799

$31,999

$34,399

XVSHSX | 21 Days | Pg 38

Feb 10, 2021

Mar 2, 2021

$18,599

$19,599

$24,599

$26,799

$29,999

$31,999

Falklands, South Georgia & Antarctica

Oct 21, 2020

Nov 11, 2020

$14,599

$16,499

$18,599

$20,299

$20,799

$22,999

The Arctic

Start

End

Cat 1a

Cat 1

Cat 2

Cat 3

Cat 4

Cat 5

Realm of the Polar Bear

June 12, 2020

June 19, 2020

$4,999

$5,699

$6,999

$7,799

$9,199

$10,299

XVRPNX | 8 Days | Pg 44

June 19, 2020

June 26, 2020

$4,999

$5,699

$6,999

$7,799

$9,199

$10,299

July 6, 2020

July 13, 2020

$4,999

$5,999

$7,299

$7,999

$9,499

$10,699

July 23, 2020

July 30, 2020

$5,199

$5,999

$6,999

$7,999

$9,499

$10,499

Realm of the Polar Bear in Depth

June 26, 2020

July 6, 2020

$6,699

$7,599

$8,999

$9,799

$10,999

$11,999

XVRDNX | 11 Days | Pg 46

July 13, 2020

July 23, 2020

$6,699

$7,599

$8,999

$9,799

$10,999

$11,999

July 30, 2020

Aug 9, 2020

$6,999

$7,999

$9,299

$9,999

$11,399

$12,399

Aug 9, 2020

Aug 19, 2019

$6,999

$7,999

$9,299

$9,999

$11,399

$12,399

Aug 31, 2020

Sep 14, 2020

$8,699

$9,999

$11,799

$12,999

$14,599

$15,999

XVGFSX | 22 Days | Pg 40

Arctic Highlights

Add-ons*

XVAHNX | 15 Days | Pg 48

Norway

Start

End

Cat 1a

Cat 1

Cat 2

Cat 3

Cat 4

Cat 5

Cruise the Norwegian Fjords

May 17, 2020

May 29, 2020

$5,399

$5,999

$8,199

$8,999

$10,599

$11,999

May 5, 2020

May 17, 2020

$5,999

$6,599

$8,999

$9,799

$11,499

$12,999

May 29, 2020

June 12, 2020

$7,799

$8,599

$10,999

$12,199

$13,399

$14,699

Add-ons*

XVTLNX | 13 Days | Pg 52

Explore the Norwegian Fjords
XVLTNX | 13 Days | Pg 54

Norwegian Arctic Encompassed
XVLLNX | 15 Days | Pg 56

*Camping and kayaking add-ons must be purchased at time of booking and cannot be added, cancelled or rescheduled. Talk to a GCO or consult your travel agent for details.
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Welcome to the
Galápagos Islands.
Dive into nature’s workshop.
Situated 965km (600 mi) off the coast of Ecuador, this isolated
haven of biodiversity remains nature’s greatest science
laboratory, home to a dazzling array of birds, reptiles, fish,
and mammals that you won’t find anywhere else. With no
known predators, the wildlife here exhibit almost no fear of
humans. It’s a place that must be seen to be believed.
Sea lions on Santa Fe beach are known to catch some
rays on their bellies.

GALÁPAGOS › ECUADOR

The G Diﬀerence
G Adventures explores the Galápagos a little
diﬀerently. Small groups and dedicated CEO
Naturalist Guides are just the beginning. Take
a deeper dive into how we get around out here:
SMALLER IS BETTER
We keep our group sizes intentionally small. In the
Galápagos, it’s usually 16 or 20 travellers — in order to
deliver a more personal experience.

GREAT GUIDES
Each vessel features its own CEO Naturalist Guide who
knows the islands and their inhabitants like the back of
their well-tanned hands.

EVERYTHING’S INCLUDED
Unlike other travel companies, we include the cost
of your return airfare between Quito and the Galápagos.
Transition smoothly in and out of adventure mode at a
comfortable hotel in Quito before and after your tour.

UNBEATABLE VARIETY
With ﬁve yachts, two service levels and 7, 8, 10, and
17-day itineraries, we’ve got a Galápagos adventure that
aligns perfectly with your budget and timetable.
“Scuse me. Coming through.”

COMBINE PERU & THE GALÁPAGOS
Combine any Peru itinerary with any Galápagos cruise
and we’ll pick up the cost of your ﬂight between Lima
and Quito. See page 102 for full details.

Bartolomé Island, a sight for sore eyes.

In the Galápagos, the next natural wonder is always
just a short kayak trip away.

“Nobody told me to wear white. I’m outta here.”
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Galápagos Islands,
explained.

Lettuce talk about this hungry tortoise munching on a piece of lettuce.

What lives where and
what to look for.

The outlook is rocky for these crustaceans.

The Galápagos Islands are a natural treasure for the
whole world to enjoy. Spread across 13 principal islands,
three smaller ones, and dozens of tiny islets, are the
creatures that inspired a young Charles Darwin to pen
his theory of natural selection, which promptly turned
the scientific community on its head.

GALÁPAGOS › ECUADOR
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THE SOUTH ISLANDS

Floreana & Española
The south Galápagos Islands are home to
top-notch snorkelling and quirky tradition.
Volcanic bays and unusual land formations
provide shelter for its birds and ﬁsh, and
the charming simplicity of Post Oﬃce Bay
always raises a grin or two.
Things to do
› Relax on the white-sand beaches of Gardner

THE WEST ISLANDS

Bay or scale the volcanic landforms

Isabela & Fernandina
The largest of the Galápagos Islands, the
less-visited west islands, contain some of
the archipelago’s largest colonies of birds
and marine iguanas and boundless
snorkelling opportunities. If you’re looking
for wildlife, come here ﬁrst.
Things to do
› Hike to the Sierra Negra volcano
› Visit massive colonies of seabirds and

marine iguanas
› Hike over lava ﬁelds and black lava ﬂows
› See the ﬁve largest volcanoes in the

Galápagos
THE NORTH ISLANDS

Genovesa
It’s hard to tear your eyes away from the
water here, but you’ll want to look skyward
on Genovesa. Home to some outstanding
bird life, this tiny rock is just as incredible
under the waves, boasting a rich variety of
aquatic animals that rival their winged
neighbours.
Things to do
› Snorkel the sunken crater of a volcano while

keeping an eye out for sea turtles and reef
sharks
› Hike the trail that leads to El Barranco for a

top-notch vantage point, passing massive
colonies of seabirds along the way
› Explore the largest nesting colonies of

red-footed boobies and frigatebirds

› Post a letter from Post Oﬃce Bay, the

THE CENTRAL ISLANDS

Santiago, Santa Cruz &
surrounding islands
The Galápagos’ central islands are
probably the best spot to witness the full
scope of the diversity here, both on land
and under the sea. Each of these small
islands evolved in isolation from its
neighbours, spawning an amazing
collection of plants and animals.
Things to do
› Come face-to-face with 100-year-old

Galápagos tortoises in the lush green
highlands of Santa Cruz
› Enjoy the stunning view of Pinnacle Rock on

visitor-supported hand-delivery mail system
› Discover exotic marine life at Champion Islet,

a snorkeller’s paradise
THE EAST ISLANDS

San Cristóbal
You’ll ﬁnd just about every kind of creature
imaginable (including snorkellers and
scuba divers) in the clear waters oﬀ San
Cristóbal. The land and sky are equally
amazing, too, playing host to colonies of
boobies, frigatebirds and volcanic
landscapes.
Things to do
› Sail through mysterious Kicker Rock and dive

Bartolomé Island
› Explore hidden snorkelling spots and

into the waters to check out the aquatic life
› Hike at Punta Pitt in search of three distinct

white-sand beaches on Santiago
› Swim with playful sea lions in the waters oﬀ

species of booby
› Relax on the white-sand beaches of Cerro

North Seymour

Sea lion photos: a good reason to splurge on that waterproof camera.

Brujo with the sea lions
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“My left side always photographs better than the right,” said the blue-footed booby.

Shore excursions
A different world on every shore.
Nobody comes to the Galápagos just to loaf around on deck all
day. You’re here to explore, and we do our best to get you off the
ship as much as possible. We’ll make two landings every day at
different sites to keep things fresh and interesting.

No need to pinch yourself — sally lightfoot
crabs are abound in the Galápagos.

GALÁPAGOS › ECUADOR

Meet your Galápagos Team
GALÁPAGOS LAND & SEA
All G Adventures Galápagos tours are a minimum
of seven days (four nights in the Galápagos). We
know that you need at least that long to enjoy
what the islands have to oﬀer. Look for this title in
all of our available tours, and you’ll be choosing
to spend a night on shore in Santa Cruz either
before or after your cruise.

Patricia, Operations Manager
Q: What sets the G Adventures Galápagos
program apart from the competition?
A: “For me, the diﬀerentiating element is the
personalized service, the CEO engagement,
and high level of service that our travellers
experience. It highlights how passionate
the CEOs’ are about what they do.”
Omar, CEO Naturalist Guide
Q: What’s the best part of your job?
A: “Sharing my knowledge about the
Galápagos Islands and being an
ambassador for G Adventures. It’s great
to be able to lead responsible trips based
on a solid corporate social philosophy in
order to reach the satisfaction of our
customers overall. It’s about trying to
reach excellence.”
Jose, CEO Naturalist Guide
Q: What’s does “Lead with Service”
mean to you?

Get your feet wet on a beach shore excursion.

A: “It means getting to know every
traveller and creating a real connection.
The more you know your group, the better
you’ll know what experiences they’re
looking for from one moment to the next.”

Hiking and wildlife spotting
Not all of the Galápagos’ natural
attractions swim, scuttle, or ﬂy. Active
volcanoes abound here, and you’ll get
the chance to get up close and
personal with one during a hike on
Isabela Island’s Sierra Negra volcano
and trekking across volcanic beaches.

Snorkelling
Getting out to swim and snorkel with
the islands’ exotic creatures —
including sea turtles, hammerhead
sharks, and sea lions — is one of the
most amazing experiences you can
have out here. We do our best to
ensure you spend as much time in the
water as you can.

Uncommon experiences
The Galápagos Islands lend themselves
to truly unique experiences. Drop oﬀ
some mail at Post Oﬃce Bay on
Floreana, study tortoises at the Charles
Darwin Research Station on Santa Cruz
Island, and pass through majestic
Kicker Rock oﬀ San Cristóbal Island.
(And we’re just getting started.)

All smiles returning from a Zodiac excursion in Ecuador.
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Our
Galápagos
fleet
A ship for every
traveller, guaranteed.
In a place as unpredictable and forever changing as
the Galápagos, no single expedition is alike. Neither are
our ships. Get a feel for which vessel is right for you
before you go with our handy ship comparison chart.

More blue than meets the eye from the side deck of the Yolita.

Disembarking a Zodiac in
the Galápagos is a good way
to get your feet wet.

Reina Silvia Voyager

Yolita

Monserrat

Brand new, high end,
custom built catamaran

Lots of space,
inside and out

The best passengerto-expert ratio

› Available kayaks for use in permitted areas
› Spacious cabins, with most offering
private balconies
› Sundeck with covered area, barbecue
area, and Jacuzzi
› Includes all meals, wetsuits, and
snorkelling equipment

› Fully renovated with large
cabins and full windows
› Sundeck for relaxing or
watching wildlife
› Wraparound decks and
sizeable common areas
› Includes all meals, wetsuits,
and snorkelling equipment

› Two CEO Naturalist Guides
› A larger vessel with more
opportunities to meet people
› Observation deck with an
outdoor bar
› Includes all meals, wetsuits,
and snorkelling equipment

Service Level

Upgraded

Upgraded

Standard

Capacity

16 passengers

16 passengers

20 passengers

Cabins

›
›
›
›

› Eight spacious cabins with
queen or twin beds
› All cabins have air conditioning
and private bathrooms

› Six upper-deck queen or
twin cabins with window
› Four lower-deck queen or
twin cabins with porthole
› All cabins have air conditioning
and private bathrooms

Group Leader

8 crew, one CEO/Naturalist Guide

7 crew, 1 CEO Naturalist Guide

7 crew, 2 CEO Naturalist Guides

For tours, see page 71

For tours, see page 75

For tours, see page 79

Four main deck twin cabins with balcony
One double cabin without balcony
Two upper deck twin cabins with balcony
Two upper deck single cabins with
balcony

(CEO) / Crew

GALÁPAGOS › ECUADOR

Xavier III

Eden

Estrella del Mar

A memorable cruising
experience

Roomy, relaxing, and
ready to go

Aﬀordable, comfortable,
wonderful

› Spacious common areas with a bar
and dining room
› Indoor-outdoor seating areas to
observe the surroundings
› Large lounge to relax or listen to
daily briefings
› Includes all meals, wetsuits and
snorkelling equipment

› Ample common areas for relaxing
between excursions
› Large upper deck lounge with
forward sun deck
› Two-level wraparound deck for
taking in the views
› Includes all meals, wetsuits, and
snorkelling equipment

› Best value without sacrificing
the experience
› Two-level wraparound deck for
observation
› Outdoor lounge space and
top-level sundeck
› Includes all meals, wetsuits, and
snorkelling equipment

Standard

Standard

Standard

16 passengers

16 passengers

16 passengers

› Four upper-deck twin-share
cabins with window
› Four lower-deck twin-share
cabins with porthole
› All cabins have air conditioning
and private bathrooms

› Three upper deck twin-share
(bunks) cabins
› One main deck double bed cabin
› Four lower deck twin-share
(lower berths) cabins
› All cabins have air conditioning
and private bathrooms

› Four upper-deck twin cabins
(bunks) with window
› Four lower-deck twin cabins
(bunks) with porthole
› All cabins are bunks and have air
conditioning and private bathrooms

7 crew, 1 CEO Naturalist Guide

8 crew, 1 CEO Naturalist Guide

7 crew, 1 CEO Naturalist Guide

For tours, see page 85

For tours, see page 89

For tours, see page 93

It’s a bird! It’s a plane! Actually, just a bird.
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Welcome aboard the
Reina Silvia Voyager.

The Reina Silvia Voyager looks majestic from all sides.

As evolved as the species
you’ll encounter.

A squeaky clean bathroom to get you
squeaky clean.

With wildlife widely undisturbed by humans, Galápagos cruising can
sometimes feel like stepping backwards in time, but aboard a modern
vessel like our custom-built Reina Silvia Voyager catamaran, the
experience feels entirely 21st century. Sixteen passengers can cruise
together and let the CEO Naturalist Guide introduce you to all the
wonders of these islands. Enjoy the view from a spacious sun deck,
a private balcony (available with most cabins), or from the Jacuzzi.
This is the Galápagos like Darwin never could have imagined.
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Plenty of time to wine and dine.

Layout
Custom built to provide comfort and ample space
for 16 passengers. This catamaran also oﬀers a large
sun deck with a barbecue area and Jacuzzi.

Amenities
Snorkelling gear, wetsuits, two-person kayaks,
walking sticks, and beach towels are included at no
extra charge. Comprehensive breakfast and tasty
local and international cuisine prepared fresh, daily.
All meals included onboard.

Sweet dreams ahead in our twin double room.

UPPER DECK

SUN DECK

BALCONY

BARBECUE

LOUNGE

WC

JACUZZI

BRIDGE

LOUNGE

WC

CABIN

CABIN
BALCONY

MAIN DECK
BALCONY

BALCONY

DINING ROOM
WC

BAR

CABIN
BALCONY

CABIN

WC
WC

CABIN

CABIN
WC

LOUNGE

CABIN

WC

WC

CABIN
WC

Kick back and relax in the salon while you’re between adventures in the Galápagos.

CABIN

WC

With eight dedicated G Adventures crew members
and one CEO Naturalist Guide certiﬁed by the
Galápagos National Park Service, there’s always
someone available to answer your questions.

CABIN
WC

Crew

BAR

BALCONY

Reina Silvia Voyager
at a glance
Capacity: 16 passengers.
Cabins: 4 main deck twin cabins (twin side-by-side
beds) with balcony, 1 double cabin (double bed) no
balcony, 2 upper deck twin cabins (twin side-byside beds) with balcony, 2 upper deck single cabin
(single bed each) with balcony.
Boat Layout: All cabins on the main and upper
decks. Spacious indoor dining area and lounge with
TV and DVD player for brieﬁngs. Covered bar and
seating area on the upper deck as well as a spacious
sundeck with a covered area, seats, and lounge
chairs, as well as a barbecue area and Jacuzzi.
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Our CEOs don’t always colour-coordinate their shirts with incoming Zodiacs, but it sure makes for a nice photo opp.

Galápagos aboard the
Reina Silvia Voyager.
Explore nature’s wonderland at
its most colourful.
Set off on the Reina Silvia Voyager and learn about the place that’s
inspired nature enthusiasts everywhere. Between snorkelling
excursions, watch frigatebirds soar overhead as you spot a sea lion
or two splashing among the waves. Wrap up your day with a soak in
the on-board Jacuzzi, or by watching the sunset from your very own
private balcony (included with most cabins) as the catamaran takes
you to tomorrow’s shores.
She sees sea lions by the seashore.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

GALÁPAGOS › ECUADOR
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WHY THE REINA SILVIA VOYAGER?

Elevated exploration
With included kayaks, a covered sun deck, Jacuzzi,
and private balconies in most cabins, the Reina
Silvia Voyager is the surest way to see the islands’
wildlife in both comfort and style.
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Galápagos Islands
aboard the Reina Silvia Voyager
F LO R É A N A

SEV10RB

E S PA Ñ O L A

SEV08RB
SEV10RA
SEV08RA

West & Central
Islands

West & Central
Islands (Cruise only)

Central & East
Islands

Central & East
Islands (Cruise only)

10 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

8 DAYS — BALTRA TO BALTRA

10 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

8 DAYS — BALTRA TO BALTRA

8399

7599

8399

7599

FROM

FROM

FROM

FROM

Valid for Aug 21, 2020 departure. Based on main
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Aug 22, 2020 departure. Based on main
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Aug 28, 2020 departure. Based on main
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Aug 15, 2020 departure. Based on main
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

$

$

$

$

TOUR CODE: SEV10RB

TOUR CODE: SEV08RB

TOUR CODE: SEV10RA

TOUR CODE: SEV08RA

›› Spend seven nights cruising Galápagos

›› Start and end your tour directly in the

›› Spend seven nights cruising Galápagos

›› Start and end your tour directly in the

National Park

›› Mingle with marine iguanas and flamingoes in
Punta Cormorant

›› Hop on a Zodiac through mangroves to spot
turtles and seabirds

›› Swim alongside sea turtles and sunfish while
snorkelling

›› See sally lightfoot crabs and iguanas on
Bachas Beach

›› Take a wildlife walk in North Seymour to spot
sea lions and blue-footed boobies

Galápagos, giving you the flexibility to make
your own arrangements before and after

National Park

›› See giant tortoises at the Charles Darwin
Research Station

the cruise

›› Spend seven nights cruising Galápagos

›› Go snorkelling in Santa Fé
›› Use the onboard kayaks to explore the waters

National Park

›› Mingle with marine iguanas and flamingoes

›› Spot sea lion colonies is Isla Lobos
›› Stroll on the white coral sand beaches of

in Punta Cormorant

›› Hop on a Zodiac through mangroves to spot

Darwin Bay

›› Hike to a saltwater lagoon on Rábida

turtles and seabirds

›› Swim alongside sea turtles and sunfish while

Galápagos, giving you the flexibility to
make your own arrangements before and
after the cruise

›› Spend seven nights cruising Galápagos
National Park

›› See giant tortoises at the Charles Darwin
Research Station

›› Spot sea lion colonies is Isla Lobos
›› Stroll on the white coral sand beaches
of Darwin Bay

snorkelling

Tortoises in a half shell. Tortoise power!

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: UPGRADED
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE
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Get on board the Yolita.

All aboard the Yolita.

Spacious, speedy,
and at your service.

A good place to dream up your next adventure.

As pretty as her name sounds, the 16-passenger Yolita allows you
to soak up as much of the Ecuadorian sun as you need — whether
that’s from your spot on the top deck or through your spacious
suite’s window. Enjoy gourmet international cuisine made with fresh
ingredients, go snorkelling with complimentary equipment, and
finish up the day at the bar. She’s surprisingly roomy but, not
surprisingly, awesome.
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The outside deck is the perfect place to kick back.

Layout
The Yolita makes the most of its interior dimensions,
combining roomy cabins and spacious exterior
spaces that make you feel at home when you’re not
out exploring the islands and their waters.
Whether it’s a local dish or a little taste of home,
yum is guaranteed.

Amenities
Snorkelling equipment, wetsuits, and beach towels
included at no extra charge. Gourmet Ecuadorian
and international cuisine prepared fresh daily. All
meals on board included.

SUNDECK

Crew

TERRACE

UPPER DECK
CAPTAIN
CABIN

CABIN

CABIN

BRIDGE

CABIN

CABIN

WC

CABIN

WC
WC

SHADED
OUTSIDE
DECK

WC
WC

With seven dedicated G Adventures crew members
and one CEO Naturalist Guide certiﬁed by the
Galápagos National Park Service, there’s always
someone available to answer your questions.

BAR

CABIN

WC

KITCHEN

WC

RECEPTION AREA

MAIN DECK
CABIN

DINING ROOM

WC

CREW
CABIN

WC

CREW
CABIN

WC

WC

CABIN

CABIN

LOWER DECK
CREW
CABIN

WC

CREW
CABIN

WC

TK upper deck sunbeds.

CREW
CABIN

CREW
CABIN

ENGINE ROOM
LAUNDRY

Yolita at a glance
Capacity: 16 passengers.
Cabins: Eight spacious cabins with queen or twin
side-by-side beds all with en suite bathroom, A/C,
and large windows.
Boat Layout: Large aft porch with couches and
lounge chairs. An elegant dining room, lounge and
bar for meals and brieﬁngs. Observation deck
boasts outstanding sightlines.
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Iguana remember this moment in the Galápagos for a long time.

Galápagos
aboard the Yolita.
Your gateway to discovery.
Step aboard our well-equipped 16-passenger ship and make yourself
at home in surprisingly spacious cabins. Spend your days exploring
the wildlife of the islands in the company of an expert CEO Naturalist
Guide, and keep active by snorkelling, hiking, and so much more. Plus,
there are plenty of sun-dappled beaches for relaxing and taking in the
sea air in the company of friendly sea lions and exotic birds. It’s
paradise, redefined.
You are the wind beneath this bird’s wings.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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WHY THE YOLITA?

Go west, Galápagos traveller
If you’re keen to explore Isabela and Fernandina on
the Galápagos’ western edge, the Yolita is your ship.
Her spacious cabins give you more room to spread
out and relax after heading ashore to hike or snorkel.
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Galápagos Islands
aboard the Yolita
SEVL07YB

F LO R É A N A
E S PA Ñ O L A

SEV07YB
SEV10YA
SEV17YA

Land & Sea – Central
& South Islands

South & East
Islands

North, West &
Central Islands

Complete
Galápagos

7 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

7 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

10 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

17 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

4139

4559

6439

11239

FROM

FROM

FROM

FROM

Valid for Mar 10, 2020 departure. Based on main
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Mar 7, 2020 departure. Based on main
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Mar 14, 2020 departure. Based on main
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Mar 14, 2020 departure. Based on main
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

$

$

$

$

TOUR CODE: SEVL07YB

TOUR CODE: SEV07YB

TOUR CODE: SEV10YA

TOUR CODE: SEV17YA

›› Spend three nights cruising Galápagos

›› Spend four nights cruising Galápagos

›› Spend seven nights cruising Galápagos

›› Spend 14 nights cruising Galápagos

National Park and one night in a Puerto
Ayora hotel

›› See schools of tropical fish while snorkelling
at Devil’s Crown

›› Explore the unique landscape of Chinese
Hat and view penguins and sea lions

›› Look out for sea turtles while going through

National Park

›› Find land iguanas feeding in the cactus
forests on Santa Fé Island

›› Snorkel with playful sea lions in Gardner
Bay on Española Island

›› Come face-to-face with 100-year-old
giant tortoises

the mangrove lagoon in Black Turtle Cove

National Park

›› Watch red-footed and masked boobies
from Darwin Bay

›› Explore Bartolomé island and its dramatic
volcanic features

›› Hike Sierra Negra volcano and enjoy
the spectacular view

›› Visit the red sand beach at Rábida and
cruise through the mangroves while

National Park

›› Search for penguins in Elizabeth Bay
›› Wander with giant tortoises in their
natural habitat

›› Enjoy multiple snorkelling opportunities
›› Find land iguanas feeding in the cactus
forests on Santa Fé Island

›› Hike Sierra Negra volcano and enjoy
the spectacular view

watching sea turtles

There has been a spike in visitors to this cacti forest in the Galápagos.

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: UPGRADED
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Ripple Score

100
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Welcome aboard
the Monserrat.

Postcard-perfect: The Monserrat at sea.

Coziness with a personal touch.
With plenty of room to move about and the best passenger-toguide ratio in our fleet, the Monserrat is value incarnate. Kick back
and relax in comfortable cabins and common areas, roomy outdoor
spaces, and a top deck perfect for a little sun worship. Cap that off
with a CEO Naturalist Guide for every 10 travellers, and you’ve got
a top-notch blend of comfort and service.
The upper deck bar has some pretty elevated views.
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We take our top shelf seriously at the upper deck bar of the Monserrat.

Layout
Featuring a comfortable dining room, a lounge
area for brieﬁngs, and a spacious top deck with an
outdoor bar and lounge chairs, the Monserrat’s
common spaces are as roomy as her cabins.

When I dip, you dip, we dip.

Amenities
Snorkelling equipment, wetsuits, and beach towels
included at no extra charge. Outstanding local and
international cuisine served on board.

SUN DECK

OPEN AREA

BAR

COVERED AREA

Crew
UPPER DECK
WC

CABIN

CABIN

WC

WC

WC

CABIN

CABIN

WC

WC

With nine dedicated crew members, and a pair of
CEO Naturalist Guides certiﬁed by the Galápagos
National Park Service, there’s always someone
available to answer your questions.

CABIN

CPN’ CABIN

BRIDGE

CABIN

GUIDE
CABIN

MAIN DECK
BAR
LOUNGE

DINING ROOM
KITCHEN

LOWER DECK

WC

WC

CABIN

WC

WC

Enjoy the lovely view from your cabin.

CABIN

CABIN

CABIN

Monserrat at a glance
Capacity: 20 passengers.
Cabins: Six upper-deck twin/double bed cabins
with oceanview window. Four lower-deck twin/
double bed cabins with porthole. All with en suite
bathrooms and air conditioning.
Boat Layout: Spacious main deck. Lounge, bar and
dining room. Large forward sundeck with lounge
chairs. Observation deck with great sightlines and
an outdoor bar.
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The ﬂoor is lava! Really…

Galápagos
aboard the Monserrat.
Cruising in style.
If you’re looking to see the Galápagos up close, the Monserrat is your
floating chariot. Whether it’s the nesting sites of exotic birds, a giant
tortoise breeding centre, or snorkelling among sea lions in Champion
Islet, animal encounters await at every turn.

Get used to seeing plenty of these smiles during
your time in the Galápagos.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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WHY THE MONSERRAT?

Get deeper into the islands
The Monserrat sails eight diﬀerent Galápagos
itineraries, making it super easy for you to ﬁnd the
adventure that’s just for you. Tours aboard this ship
also feature two CEOs, providing the highest
passenger-to-staﬀ ratio in our Galápagos program.
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Galápagos Islands
aboard the Monserrat
F LO R É A N A

SEVL07NB

E S PA Ñ O L A

SEV07NB
SEV10NA
SEV10NB

Land & Sea –
Central Islands

South & East
Islands

West, Central &
East Islands

Central, South &
East Islands

7 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

7 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

10 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

10 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

3659

3999

5779

5779

FROM

FROM

FROM

FROM

Valid for Mar 10, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Mar 7, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Mar 14, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Mar 7, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

$

$

$

$

TOUR CODE: SEVL07NB

TOUR CODE: SEV07NB

TOUR CODE: SEV10NA

TOUR CODE: SEV10NB

›› Spend three nights cruising Galápagos

›› Spend seven nights cruising Galápagos

›› Spend seven nights cruising Galápagos

›› Spend four nights cruising Galápagos

National Park and enjoy one night in a
Puerto Ayora hotel

›› Enjoy a hike to Tortuga Bay along with
some kayaking

›› Hike over the dramatic volcanic flows to
a viewpoint on Bartolomé

›› Snorkel with sea lions and sea turtles
›› Find marine iguanas sunning themselves on

National Park

›› Visit a breeding centre on San Cristóbal
to see giant tortoises

›› Spot exotic birds along the hike at
Punta Cormorant

›› Visit the Charles Darwin Research Station
›› Visit Cerro Dragón to spot land iguanas,
flamingos, and various species of birds

National Park

›› Hike the Sierra Negra volcano, home to the
largest basaltic caldera in the Galápagos

›› Travel to Chinese Hat for snorkelling and to
see Galapágos penguins

›› Take a guided walk of Rábida to see a sea lion

National Park

›› Visit a giant tortoise breeding centre and
the sea lions on Lobos Island

›› Hike Punta Cormorant to view nesting sites
of exotic birds and turtles

›› Snorkel Champion Islet from the boat

colony, marine iguanas, and views of the

and spot a multitude of colourful fish

island’s volcano

and sea lions

›› Seek out photo opportunities of nesting sea

the rocks and sea lions playing in the surf

birds and young chicks on North Seymour

MORE TRIPS ABOARD THE MONSERRAT
We also have alternate routes for our 7 and 10-day trips:
Land & Sea – Central & East Islands
7 days | See trip SEVL07NA online.

West & Central Islands
10 days | See trip SEV10NC online.

West & Central Islands
7 days | See trip SEV07NA online.

South & East Islands
10 days | See trip SEV10ND online.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 14
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Ripple Score

100

Introducing a new way for families
to discover the world together.

National Geographic Family Journeys
with G Adventures is a new line of
trips for adventure-loving families in
search of a meaningful way to discover
the world together.

WHAT MAKES FAMILY JOURNEYS UNIQUE?
• Thoughtfully crafted itineraries that combine engaging
experiences and leisure time designed specifically for
families with children ages seven and up
• Pre-departure resources and materials from National
Geographic to inform and excite every member of the
family about their upcoming adventure
• T
 wo dynamic CEOs (Chief Experience Officers)
who are specially trained to engage with young
travellers
• Comfortable and convenient accommodations
• Kid-friendly meal options throughout the trip,
where possible
• Dedicated customer service consultants, known as
Family Trip Specialists, to help families with travel
preparation and planning from the moment they book
• A group of 20 or fewer like-minded family travellers
• 100% guaranteed departures: once you book,
you’re going

2

HOW WILL YOUR FAMILY SEE THE WORLD?
Every trip features interactive activities inspired by
National Geographic’s unique legacy and expertise in
photography and storytelling, wildlife and conservation,
history and culture, and exploration.

1

PHOTOGRAPHY
& STORYTELLING

Customized National Geographic
resources for kids and adults provide
inspiration to see the world with new eyes,
make real-world connections, and craft
compelling travel tales during the trip.

2

WILDLIFE &
CONSERVATION

On many Family Journeys, on-trip
wildlife and conservation experiences
will provide information and
inspiration for travellers to remain
engaged in wildlife conservation
efforts long after returning home.

3

HISTORY
& CULTURE

Family Journeys reveal the richness
of local cultures in its many forms, whether
through language and music, art and
architecture, cuisine, clothing, and more.

4

EXPLORATION

Family Journeys seek to cultivate
tomorrow’s explorers—people who are
infinitely curious about our planet,
committed to understanding it, and
passionate about helping make it better.
For more details, visit gadventures.com/familyjourneys
3

ICELAND FAMILY JOURNEY:
GEYSERS, GLACIERS, AND FJORDS
• Step into Viking realms on a visit to a
traditional turf house
• Set out on a whale-watching excursion to
try and spot minke and humpback whales,
dolphins, and porpoises
• Taste traditional Icelandic bread fresh from
a geothermal bakery

4

From glittering glaciers to black-sand beaches,
Iceland’s wild landscapes will surprise and inspire
travellers of all ages. Explore this subarctic isle’s
natural and cultural treasures alongside our
dynamic guides as you step behind the curtain of
a spectacular waterfall or hike to the edge of a
volcanic crater. Descend inside a lava tunnel,
delve into Viking history, or opt to try your hand
at riding hardy Icelandic horses.

ALASKA FAMILY JOURNEY:
WILDERNESS EXPLORER
• Visit the Alaska SeaLife Center for a look at sea
otters, puffins, and octopi
• Watch champion sled dogs train for the upcoming
racing season at Husky Homestead
• Cruise Kenai Fjords National Park and see three
different kinds of glaciers, their surrounding
waters, and lots of wildlife

Epic wildlife, soaring summits, and tundra stretching
as far as the eye can see: everything is bigger in
Alaska. Journey to the far north—where the sun
never quite sets in the summer—and make the most
of long days of hiking, learning about the Alaskan
wilderness, and, if you wish, kayaking and
flightseeing excursions. Explore Denali and the
Kenai Fjords National Parks, where kids will set out
on educational adventures to claim their Junior
Ranger badges.

ITALY FAMILY JOURNEY:
VENICE TO ROME
• Explore Venice’s maze-like canals and create
your own Venetian mask
• Experience the genius of Leonardo da Vinci
at a museum in Florence
• Follow in the footsteps of gladiators at the
Roman Colosseum

Home to ancient ruins, artistic masterpieces,
gelato, and pizza, Italy is an enchanting
destination for all ages. Discover the country’s
top highlights on a journey from Venice
through the heart of Tuscany to Rome. Explore
fresco-adorned churches and Renaissance
palaces, climb medieval towers, and get
immersed in Italian culture with art classes
and cooking lessons.

JAPAN FAMILY JOURNEY:
FROM ANCIENT TO MODERN TIMES
• Take part in a traditional taiko drumming class
• Meet a former sumo wrestler to train in Japan’s
unique national sport
• Watch wild snow monkeys bathe in thermal
pools near Nagano

Japan is a feast for the senses, from its electrifying
neon-lit neighborhoods to tranquil hilltop temples.
Experience an intriguing mix of modernity and
tradition as we explore dazzling Tokyo, imperial
Kyoto, and the mountain town of Nagano. Wander
Buddhist and Shinto shrines, practice sumo
wrestling and samurai swordplay, and sample
wasabi-infused culinary concoctions. In this
fascinating land of anime, snow monkeys, and
high-speed trains, there is something to delight
every member of the family.
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PERU FAMILY JOURNEY:
MACHU PICCHU TO THE AMAZON
• Venture into mysterious Machu Picchu, exploring
Inca ruins and the surrounding slopes
• Discover the biodiversity of the Peruvian Amazon
• Learn about the constellations of the Southern
Hemisphere through telescopes at the Cusco
Planetarium

Introduce your family to the wonders
of Peru, from the mysteries of the
Inca to the amazing creatures of the
Amazon. Venture into the colorful
swirl of village markets and
experience Andean traditions
firsthand. Ride a train high into the
mountains to explore the “lost” city
of Machu Picchu, investigating its
ancient ruins. Cap off the trip with
a wild Amazon adventure, spying
monkeys, sloths, butterflies, and
toucans while staying at an
eco-lodge nestled in the rainforest.

8

COSTA RICA FAMILY JOURNEY:
FROM RAINFOREST TO COAST
• Channel your inner Tarzan as you soar
through the jungle on zip lines
• Join a naturalist on a night walk through
the cloud forest
• Jump into a natural mud bath, and swim
in pools heated by area volcanoes

Blanketed in pristine rainforest, lined by
golden sands, and brimming with curiouslooking creatures, Costa Rica is the ultimate
family playground. Explore inland jungles
and volcanic wonders in every way possible:
soaring on a zip line, riding on horseback,
and hiking misty trails. Then head for the
Gold Coast on the Pacific Ocean for some
sun, surf, and adventures out at sea.
9

MOROCCO FAMILY JOURNEY:
ANCIENT SOUKS TO THE SAHARA
• Explore a maze of narrow alleys in the walled
village of Aït Ben Haddou
• Discover a sea of sand on an expedition
into the dunes of Erg Chebbi
• Experience Morocco’s rich Berber heritage
during evenings of desert stargazing and
storytelling around a bonfire

10

Discover the magic of Morocco on a journey
that takes you from bustling markets to soaring
desert dunes. Meet enchanting musicians and
storytellers steeped in Berber heritage, and try
your hand at cooking up colourful local dishes.
Hike past stunning rock formations, climb
windswept sands, and uncover ancient secrets
in green oases and grand palaces.

FRANCE FAMILY JOURNEY:
FROM PARIS TO NORMANDY AND BEYOND
• Experience the magic of medieval cities and
majestic châteaus from the streets of Paris to
the peak of Mont-Saint-Michel
• Touch, taste, and hear the history of
World War II and D-Day at a hands-on activity
• Glide down the Cher River to the Château de
Chenonceau, where a winding hedge maze
awaits intrepid puzzle-solvers

Explore the wonderful history, art, and culture of
France on an adventure from iconic monuments
in Paris to amazing cave dwellings in the Loire
Valley. Find secret spots in the splendid gardens
at Giverny and Versailles, study the strategy
behind World War II operations, and solve ancient
mysteries in the halls of historic castles and
cloisters. From crepes to cathedrals, discover the
many treasures this incredible country holds for
travellers of all ages.

TANZANIA FAMILY JOURNEY:
A SERENGETI SAFARI
• Spot amazing wildlife on safari
in Tanzania’s Ngorongoro
Conservation Area and Serengeti
National Park
• Unearth the history of human
evolution at Olduvai Gorge, where
National Geographic archaeologists
Mary and Louis Leakey made
world-famous discoveries
• Paint alongside traditional artisans
at their workshops in Mto wa Mbu,
and learn about village life while
exploring lush banana farms and
rice paddies

Adventure is calling from the wild African
savanna! Head out on safari in Tanzania’s
world-renowned national parks to see
huge herds of wildebeests and zebras,
playful elephants, and cunning hunters
such as lions, cheetahs, and Nile
crocodiles. From Arusha to Mto wa Mbu,
taste bananas and coffee beans fresh
from the farm, learn about traditional
crafts, and hear how locals are working
to protect the cultures and creatures of
their remarkable homeland.

12

SOUTHERN AFRICA FAMILY JOURNEY:
IN SEARCH OF THE BIG FIVE
• Look for lions, leopards, elephants,
and zebras on a thrilling safari in Kruger
National Park
• Visit rescued chimpanzees at a sanctuary
founded by the Jane Goodall Institute
• Feel the thundering power of Victoria Falls
on a guided tour

Boasting jaw-dropping scenery and some
of the planet’s most iconic wildlife, southern
Africa makes for an unforgettable family
adventure. On this action-packed journey,
venture to South Africa to seek out the
legendary “big five” on safari, soak up the
charms of cosmopolitan Cape Town, and
see penguins march along Boulders Beach.
Then top off your journey in Zimbabwe with
a tour of thundering Victoria Falls.
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NATIONAL PARKS FAMILY JOURNEY:
YELLOWSTONE AND GRAND TETON
• Set out on a wildlife safari through
Yellowstone’s Lamar Valley
• Marvel at the bubbling mud pots,
exploding geysers, and steaming hot
springs that reveal the wild underground
world of the Yellowstone supervolcano
• Complete an educational odyssey as you
work to earn your junior ranger badges
from both parks

14

Discover the heart of the American West
during a week spent exploring Grand Teton
and Yellowstone National Parks. Follow in the
footsteps of great explorers as you encounter
towering Teton peaks and the dramatic geysers
spouting from Yellowstone’s spectacular
caldera. From vast canyons to alpine lakes,
discover rich habitats harbouring grizzlies,
bison, elk, and elusive gray wolves.

SOUTHEAST ASIA FAMILY JOURNEY:
VIETNAM TO CAMBODIA
• Hop on a bicycle taxi for an action-packed
tour of Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City
• Sail aboard a traditional wooden boat in
Lan Ha Bay
• Show off your acrobatic skills at a
workshop with a Cambodian circus

Mythical palaces, colourful markets,
and warm turquoise waters inviting you
for a swim—Southeast Asia is a dream
for adults and kids alike. On this trip,
explore the jungle-shrouded ruins of
Angkor, delight in a fascinating water
puppet show, somersault with Cambodian
circus performers, and more. Brimming
with history and adventure, Southeast
Asia will dazzle your mind and enthrall
the imagination.

19

WE’RE ALL FAMILY.
Contact us or your preferred travel agent to
learn more about exploring the world together.
gadventures.com/familyjourneys
1 866 732 5885 or contact your local travel agent.

“

Travel opens one’s eyes to the glorious
diversity of cultures and wildlife, and the
urgent need to protect our beautiful planet.

Founder, the Jane Goodall Institute
UN Messenger of Peace
World Traveller

The Jane Goodall Institute protects endangered great apes, empowers
communities, and inspires young people to make a better world for
people, animals and the environment.
Please join us. Help save the wild you see.
JaneGoodall.ca

”
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Get on board the
Xavier III.

The Xavier III. Three times the awesomeness.

A world of discovery
comes standard.
When it comes to our stellar fleet of Galápagos vessels, the Xavier III
is made for both great value and great service. Imagine all the luxury
of fresh gourmet food, daily excursions to explore the islands, and
picturesque views from the upper deck — all this with an unbelievable
price to boot. Get on board.
Photographers, the observation deck has your
name on it.
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The table is set and ready for a memorable meal.

Layout
Spacious is the name of the game for the Xavier III
— there’s plenty of room to relax in the bar, dining
room, or back deck of the yacht with beautiful views.
At the same time, it’s not so large that you won’t
make plenty of friends.
Lounge with the best of them.

Amenities
Snorkelling equipment, wetsuits, and beach towels
included at no extra charge. Gourmet Ecuadorian
and international cuisine prepared fresh daily. All
meals on board included.

CABIN

WC

WC

CABIN

CREW
CABIN

WC

CABIN

OBSERVATION DECK

With seven dedicated G Adventures crew members
and one CEO Naturalist Guide certiﬁed by the
Galápagos National Park Service, there’s always
someone available to answer your questions.

BRIDGE

CABIN

WC

Crew

UPPER DECK

MAIN DECK
BAR

KITCHEN
DINING

LOUNGE

LOWER DECK
CABIN

WC

WC

CABIN

CABIN

CABIN

WC

WC

BATH

Twinsies! Twin-occupancy upper deck cabins, we mean.

CABIN

WC

CREW
CABIN

Xavier III at a glance
Capacity: 16 passengers.
Cabins: Four upper-deck twin side-by-side bed
cabins with window. Four lower-deck twin
side-by-side bed cabins with porthole. All with en
suite bathrooms and air conditioning.
Boat Layout: Main deck features the lounge, bar
and dining room with a coﬀee station. Covered
deck and upper deck cabins. Interior lounge on
main deck with TV & DVD player for daily brieﬁngs
and presentations.
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Helping hands aplenty during Zodiac landings.

Galápagos
aboard the Xavier III
Eye-opening discoveries,
served fresh every day.

This tortoise is looking good for its age.

Spend your days making the most out of your time in the Galápagos,
by learning everything you can from the expert CEO Naturalist
Guide on board the Xavier III. Swim with sea lions, snorkel deep-blue
waters, and cruise for days through evolutionarily famous Galápagos
National Park. In the evenings, return to the ship’s air-conditioned
cabins to reflect on the day’s adventure under a canopy of stars.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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WHY THE XAVIER III?

Roomy yet aﬀordable
For high value, look no further than the Xavier III. This ship takes you
through Galápagos National Park in search of the best possible views
from the ship’s top deck, and allows plenty of time to snorkel underwater
to get a diﬀerent view of the islands.
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Galápagos Islands
aboard the Xavier III
SEVL07MA

F LO R É A N A

SEV07MA

E S PA Ñ O L A

SEV10MB
SEV10MA

Land & Sea –
Central Islands

South
Islands

Central & East
Islands

South & Central
Islands

7 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

7 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

10 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

10 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

3619

3959

5719

5719

FROM

FROM

FROM

FROM

Valid for Mar 14, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Mar 3, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Mar 7, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Mar 14, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

$

$

$

$

TOUR CODE: SEVL07MA

TOUR CODE: SEV07MA

TOUR CODE: SEV10MB

TOUR CODE: SEV10MA

›› Spend three nights cruising Galápagos

›› Spend four nights cruising Galápagos

›› Spend seven nights cruising Galápagos

›› Spend seven nights cruising Galápagos

National Park and enjoy one night in a
Santa Cruz hotel

›› Spot nesting seabirds on North
Seymour Island

›› Snorkel with turtles in Sullivan Bay
›› Stroll the beach of Mosquera Island
and see the vast sea lion colonies

National Park

›› Visit a tortoise ranch in the highlands of
Santa Cruz and get up close and personal
with the ancient creatures

›› Walk on Rábida Island and check out a
salt-water lagoon, home to wading
flamingos

›› Excursion to Bachas Beach to see the sea
lions and plentiful bird life

Feeling fresh and fruity for dessert.

›› Step back in history with a tour of charming

National Park

›› Snorkel at Kicker Rock, home to an incredibly
diverse set of marine life

›› Stop by the Charles Darwin Research Station
›› Panga excursion to witness the extensive
mangrove system and waterway canals

›› Snorkelling and hiking at Cerro Brujo while
surrounding yourself with friendly wildlife

›› Visit Daphne Island to see masked boobies,
Galápagos martins, and frigatebirds

National Park

›› Visit Lobos Island to see the sea lions and
walk on the beach

›› Visit North Seymour to observe the birdlife,
including frigatebirds and blue-footed
boobies

›› Visit Sullivan Bay on Santiago Island to
check out the giant lava formations

›› Stop by the Charles Darwin Research Station
›› Hike at Punta Suarez for incredible views

Post Office Bay on Floreana Island

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE

MORE TRIPS ABOARD THE XAVIER III
We also have alternate routes for our 7 and 10-day trips:
Land & Sea – Central & East Islands
7 days | See trip SEVL07MB online.

South, Central & East Islands
10 days | See trip SEV10MC online.

Central Islands
7 days | See trip SEV07MB online.

Central Islands
10 days | See trip SEV10MD online.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Ripple Score

100
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Welcome aboard
the Eden.

Ready to set sail aboard the Eden.

Your gateway to the Galápagos.
The Eden may be one of the newer vessels to join our fleet, but
that doesn’t mean she won’t know her way around paradise. Climb
aboard to find room for 16 passengers, an expert CEO Naturalist
Guide, and two top-deck lounge areas — perfect for relaxing after
a day of exploring the Galápagos.

Soup’s on!
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Catch some rays on the Eden’s sundeck.

Layout
With eight cabins and ample room to relax on the
top deck, the Eden makes for a cozy and comfortable
home away from home.

The ocean’s waves make for a surprisingly soothing
night’s sleep.

Amenities
Snorkelling equipment, wetsuits, and beach towels
are included at no extra charge. Enjoy breakfast and
tasty local and international cuisine prepared fresh
daily. All meals on board included.

WC

WC

CABIN

BRIDGE

CABIN

MAIN DECK
BAR
WC

KITCHEN

With eight dedicated crew members and one CEO
Naturalist Guide familiar with the local ﬂora and
fauna, and certiﬁed by the Galápagos National Park
Service, there’s always someone available to answer
your questions.

CABIN

WC

SUNDECK

WC

Crew

UPPER DECK

LOUNGE

DINING

CABIN

LOWER DECK
WC

CABIN

CABIN

WC

CABIN

WC

WC

Kick back in the cozy salon.

CABIN

Eden at a glance
Capacity: 16 passengers.
Cabins: Three upper deck twin-share (bunks)
cabins. One main deck double bed cabin. Four
lower deck twin-share (lower berths) cabins.
Boat Layout: Large upper deck lounge area with
forward sun deck. The main deck boasts a lounge,
bar, and dining room. A two-level wraparound deck
helps you take advantage of the glorious views.
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Slow and steady wins this race between a tortoise and a family of travellers.

Galápagos
aboard the Eden.
Discover a boatload of paradise.
Climb aboard the Eden to explore some of the planet’s most
colourful nature. By day, see eye-to-eye with playful sea lions,
schools of tropical fish, and a sea turtle or two. Watch the sunset
from one of two top-deck lounge areas while magnificent
frigatebirds soar overhead. End the day by sitting back to count
the evening’s infinite stars as they begin to peek out one by one.

“That shade of blue really brings out your eyes.”
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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WHY THE EDEN?

Room to relax
The Eden boasts a variety of cabin types to host
you on your excursion through the Galápagos. Add
in two top-deck lounge areas, and you’re ready to
explore the islands well-rested and ready to go.
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Galápagos Islands
aboard the Eden
SEV07DA

F LO R É A N A
E S PA Ñ O L A

SEV08DA
SEV10DB
SEV17DA

North & Central
Islands

South & East
Islands

East, Central &
West Islands

Complete
Galápagos

7 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

8 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

10 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

17 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

3899

4439

5599

9959

FROM

FROM

FROM

FROM

Valid for Jun 13, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Aug 26, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Mar 14, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Jun 13, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

$

$

$

$

TOUR CODE: SEV07DA

TOUR CODE: SEV08DA

TOUR CODE: SEV10DB

TOUR CODE: SEV17DA

›› Spend four nights cruising Galápagos

›› Spend five nights cruising Galápagos

›› Spend seven nights cruising Galápagos

›› Spend 14 nights cruising Galápagos

National Park

›› Spot Sally Lightfoot crabs on Bachas Beach
›› Marvel at birds gathering along Darwin Bay
›› Visit El Barranco (one of two locations to
see red-footed boobies)

›› Walk along volcanic formations on
Bartolomé Island

National Park

›› See giant tortoises in the highlands
of Santa Cruz

›› Spot nocturnal barn owls roosting
in volcanic tubes

›› See napping reef sharks at the bottom
of Gardner Bay

›› Visiting contrasting green and white sand
beaches on Española

National Park

National Park

›› Visit friendly sea lions in Isla Lobos

›› Watch sea lions frolic on Gardner Bay

›› Mingle with iguanas on Santa Fe Island

›› Discover the green sand beach of Española

›› Watch sea turtles and penguins swim in

›› Spot waved albatross on Punta Suárez

Elizabeth Bay

›› Take in views over saltwater craters and
volcanoes on Isabela Island

(April to November)

›› Watch turtles and penguins swim in
Elizabeth Bay

›› See giant tortoises in the highlands of
Santa Cruz

Countless ‘likes’ to come on this traveller’s social media feeds.

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 - AVERAGE

Ripple Score

100
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Welcome aboard
the Estrella del Mar.

Star of the ocean: Pretty appropriate name, no?

Comfort and style:
the perfect shipmates.
The Estrella del Mar is as beautiful as her name. With room for
16 travellers and a CEO Naturalist Guide aboard her modest-yetsurprisingly-roomy confines, this ship is everything you could
imagine for a price you won’t believe.
Dinner stories are even better when you’re still
living them.
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Enjoy the view, the sun, and a little time to chill on the sun deck.

Layout
The Estrella del Mar might be a compact craft, but
she doesn’t quite feel like one. There’s more than
enough room for everyone on board, and that goes
double for her glorious spacious decks and upper
wraparound deck.

Lower deck twin-occupancy cabin.

Amenities
Snorkelling equipment, wetsuits, and beach towels
included at no extra charge. Gourmet Ecuadorian
and international cuisine prepared fresh daily. All
meals on board included.

SUN DECK

OPEN AREA

Crew
UPPER DECK
CABIN

CABIN

WC

CABIN

CABIN

WC

WC

SUNDECK

BRIDGE
WC

With seven dedicated G Adventures crew members
and one CEO Naturalist Guide certiﬁed by the
Galápagos National Park Service, there’s always
someone available to answer your questions.

MAIN DECK

PORCH

Thirst for adventure, let the on-board bar handle the rest.

DINING ROOM

BAR

LOUNGE

LOWER DECK
WC

CABIN

CABIN

CREW AREA
WC

CABIN

CABIN

WC
WC

Estrella del Mar at a glance
Capacity: 16 passengers.
Cabins: Four upper-deck twin bed cabins with oceanview
windows. Four lower-deck twin bed cabins with porthole.
All with en suite bathrooms and air conditioning, featuring
upper and lower berths (bunk beds).
Boat Layout: Two-level wraparound deck with outdoor
seating area, interior dining room, and bar on main deck
with TV & DVD player for entertainment use.
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We ain’t lyin’ when we say you’ll see lions, I mean, sea lions, in the Galápagos.

Galápagos aboard
the Estrella del Mar
Make memories aboard our star
of the sea.

That’s one way to get sand between your scales.

Cruise aboard the comfortable Estrella del Mar to come face-to-fin
with sea life. Snorkel to your heart’s content (with all complimentary
gear) and take advantage of the onboard expert CEO Naturalist
Guide who’ll help you make sense of this beautiful and strange place.
After swimming with sea life and walking among the birds on the
beach, sip on deck-side drinks and reflect on your day. It all adds up
to an adventure you won’t soon forget.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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WHY THE ESTRELLA DEL MAR?

Low price, high value
The Estrella del Mar opens the wonders of the Galápagos up to
price-conscious travellers. Focused primarily on Fernandina and
Isabela (the archipelago’s more remote western islands), itineraries
aboard this ship match up seamlessly with adventures elsewhere
in the islands, too.
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Galápagos Islands
aboard the Estrella del Mar
SEVL07LB

F LO R É A N A

E S PA Ñ O L A

SEV07LB
SEV10LA
SEV17LA

Land & Sea —
North & Central Islands

South &
Central Islands

West, Central
& East Islands

Complete
Galápagos

7 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

7 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

10 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

17 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

3339

3659

5279

9259

FROM

FROM

FROM

FROM

Valid for Mar 4, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Mar 1, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Mar 8, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

Valid for Mar 8, 2020 departure. Based on lower
deck–twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.
Add US$100. for Galápagos National Park visitor fee.

$

$

$

$

TOUR CODE: SEVL07LB

TOUR CODE: SEV07LB

TOUR CODE: SEV10LA

TOUR CODE: SEV17LA

›› One night in Puerto Ayora

›› Four nights cruising the Galápagos National

›› Seven nights cruising the Galápagos Islands

›› 14 nights cruising in the Galápagos Islands

›› Enjoy an afternoon hike to Tortuga Bay
along with a kayak

Park aboard the Estrella

›› Snorkel in the caldera of a collapsed volcano

aboard the Estrella

›› Explore the least visited islands of Isabela and

›› Explore the least visited islands of Isabela and

– one of the Galápagos’ most famous sites

Fenandina to see massive bird colonies and

Fenandina to see massive bird colonies and

›› Three nights cruising Galápagos
National Park aboard the Estrella

aboard the Estrella

›› Explore the marine wonderland of Kicker Rock
›› Search for pink flamingos at Punta Cormorant
›› Learn about about the biological history of the

and search for marine life on Genovesa

›› Hike over the dramatic volcanic rock
formations on Bartolomé

islands from your Naturalist Guide

impressive volcanos

›› Relax on Santiago Island’s white-sand beach

›› Hike to the top of the Sierra Negra volcano the

›› Hike to the top of the Sierra Negra volcano the

most recently active volcano in the Galápagos

›› Go snorkelling with sea lions and search for
turtles and rays

Our Zodiacs get you from boat to shore in a breeze.

impressive volcanoes

›› Relax on Santiago Island’s white-sand beach

most recently active volcano in the Galápagos

›› Go snorkelling with sea lions and search for
turtles and rays

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Ripple Score

100
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Combine
Peru & the
Galápagos.

FREE FLIGHT BETWEEN PERU & GALÁPAGOS
Combine any small-group Peru itinerary with a
Galápagos tour and we’ll pick up the ﬂight between
Lima and Quito. Strike both Machu Picchu and the
Galápagos oﬀ your list. Talk to a Sales GCO or travel
agent to learn more.

Mix ‘n’ match,
South American-style.
The Galápagos Islands and the Inca Trail: so close,
and yet, so far! We hear it from travellers all the
time: “We’d love to do both, but we just don’t have
the time to take two tours back-to-back.” There’s
no worse feeling than returning home from an
adventure knowing you missed out on something
great. Oh, if only some enterprising little travel
company were to combine these two destinations
into a single tour…

Absolute Peru & Galápagos
Central Islands
Highlights

›› Cruise the Galápagos for four nights
aboard the Xavier III
›› Snorkel with sea lions
›› Spot rare birds in secluded lagoons
›› Find land iguanas feeding in the
cactus forests on South Plaza Island
›› Visit Lake Titicaca and opt to fly over
the Nazca Lines
›› Trek the Inca Trail to Machu Picchu
›› Encounter wildlife in the
Amazon Jungle

CLASSIC

Highlights

27 DAYS — LIMA TO QUITO

8099

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 8, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: SPH07MB

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Galápagos Central Islands
& Inca Discovery

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

›› Cruise the Galápagos for four nights
aboard the Xavier III
›› Snorkel with sea lions and
discover spectacular marine life
in protected bays
›› Visit El Chato Reserve to spot giant
tortoises in their natural environment
›› Soak in the views and culture of
the Sacred Valley
›› Climb the Inca Trail to Machu Picchu

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

14 DAYS — QUITO TO CUSCO

5599

FROM

$

Valid for Mar 10, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: SED07MB

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

CLASSIC

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

100

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ripple Score

100

GALÁPAGOS › ECUADOR, GALÁPAGOS, PERU
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Even our professional photos can’t compare to seeing Machu Picchu ﬁrsthand. And they’re, like, professional and stuﬀ.

Amazon to the Andes &
Galápagos South & Central
Islands
Highlights

›› Cruise the Galápagos for seven
nights aboard the Xavier III
›› Explore the Sacred Valley
›› Trek the Inca Trail to Machu Picchu
›› Spot wildlife in the Amazon
›› Hike along cliffs and spot exotic
birds and sunning marine iguanas
›› Snorkel in the deep-blue waters
packed with tropical fish and
curious sea lions

CLASSIC

21 DAYS — LIMA TO QUITO

8699

FROM

$

Seal-ing the deal in the Galápagos.

Valid for Jan 7, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: SPA10MA

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Hiking through Peru.
See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100
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River cruising
Get deeper into the destination.
Sure, the wide-open ocean is a nice setting for a cruise, but what
about those inland destinations far from the coast? Fear not,
sailor. Our river cruising program opens up the interior of some
of the world’s greatest places via inventive itineraries down fabled
waterways like the Amazon, the Mekong, and the canals that
feed France’s wine country. The water may be shallow, but the
potential for adventure runs deep.
Getting the G Adventures welcome aboard the
Danièle in France’s Burgundy region.

RIVER CRUISING › MULTI-COUNTRY

The G Diﬀerence
Come along with us and get deeper into these
regions than you’d ever get on dry land:
REMOTE ACCESS
Explore the protected jungles and isolated communities
of world-famous rivers. Seek out rare moments in nature
on guided excursions, and get to know what life on the
riverside is like from those who live there.

LOCAL ENCOUNTERS
Rivers were the highways of the ancient world, yet
remain home to some of the most isolated communities.
Discover how civilizations survive and thrive here by
exploring with local experts.

STELLAR CEOS AND GUIDES
Each cruise features a G Adventures CEO or Naturalist
Guide, locally trained and focused on developing your
understanding of the wildlife, cultures, and ecosystems
of the surrounding area.

AUTHENTIC RIVER CRUISING FEEL
Each boat was speciﬁcally designed for cruising its
unique environment. They come with windows in every
cabin, large open decks, and, depending on where you
are, a ﬂeet of skiﬀs for excursions.

UNPACK ONCE
Your hotel goes everywhere you do. There’s no need to
think about where you’ll be staying next, and when to
re-pack your bags.
Light your way through the Amazon on the Amatista.

Is there anything better than fresh fruit?
(Besides bacon, you know, bacon?).

We like our coﬀee with sugar and a stunning view of the Mekong.
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RIVER CRUISING › AMAZON, PERU

Amazon river cruising

What’s better than exploring the Amazon on the Amatista? Hopping into a canoe to get even closer to the sights, of course.

Let the mysteries of the
Amazon unwind before you.
For millennia, the Amazon has been reluctant to reveal its secrets to
outsiders; to this day, science still can’t fully explain the staggering
biodiversity of this lush tropical forest. Step aboard the Amatista,
our purpose-built riverboat, and journey from the source of the
mighty Peruvian Amazon to Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve in
search of answers.
“There be incredible wildlife!”

RIVER CRUISING › AMAZON, PERU

Our local jungle swamp guides get knee deep into all the action.

The G Diﬀerence
Polly want an Amazon river adventure?

Our Amazon riverboat program puts its
immensity on a personal level, and once you’ve
cruised it with us, you’ll never be the same.
Here’s why:
REMOTE ACCESS
Explore the channels and tributaries of South America’s
most mystical of rivers to meet the region’s inhabitants
in their isolated riverside communities — places you’d
never ﬁnd on your own.

River skiﬀs navigate the Amazon’s intimate waterways.

MEET THE LOCAL COMMUNITY
Step oﬀ the riverboat and experience what life along
the Amazon is really like. Visit the markets, try out
the local cuisine, and reinvigorate yourself through a
special shaman-led spiritual healing session.

MAKE MORE OF YOUR DOWNTIME
Our riverboat is a comfortable ride, blessed with loads of
outdoor spaces to unwind and watch life along the river
drift past. A bevy of onboard experts are on-hand to add
to your experience through engaging lectures on local
wildlife and river culture.
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RIVER CRUISING › AMAZON, PERU

Welcome aboard
the Amatista.

Welcome to your base camp for exploring the Amazon.

Explore the Amazon in
style and comfort.

In between excursions, take time to relax in the reading lounge.

Our purpose-built riverboat grants you the freedom to
explore the Amazon in comfort. Boasting roomy public
spaces, a bright upper deck, and stunning, take-it-all-in
sightlines, the ship’s outdoor spaces are the perfect spot
from which to survey the greener-than-green rainforest
and the dazzling array of colourful birdlife that inhabit it.

RIVER CRUISING › AMAZON, PERU
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OBSERVATION DECK

READING
LOUNGE

COVERED
OBSERVATION
DECK

BAR

OPEN OBSERVATION
DECK & PLATFORM

UPPER DECK
CABIN

CABIN

WC

WC

WC

CABIN

DINING

WC
CABIN

CABIN

CABIN

WC

WC

WC

CABIN

MAIN DECK
CABIN

CABIN

WC

WC

WC

CABIN

WC
CABIN

Designed for life on the Amazon, the Amatista oﬀers a
comfortable ﬂoating home away from home with great
sightlines, spacious dining facilities, a roomy observation
deck, and river views in each cabin.

CABIN

CABIN

WC

A hotel that goes where you do

WC

Get front row seats to the sound of the rainforest from the Amatista’s
observation deck.

WC

CABIN

Amatista at a glance
Capacity: 28 passengers.
Cabins: Seven upper-deck twin/double bed
cabins with a window. Eight main-deck twin/
double bed cabins with a window. All with en suite
bathrooms.
Boat Layout: Interior bar lounge, reading lounge,
dining room, observation decks including one
covered, one observation platform, lateral
passageways.

Expert crew
The Amatista’s crew is handpicked for their knowledge of
the Amazon River, its people and wildlife. Formal lectures
and informal chats open up the conversation about the
diverse and fragile ecosystem that surrounds you.

Top-notch cuisine
Meals are served buﬀet-style and oﬀer a healthy mix of
international cuisine and Peruvian fare prepared from
fresh local ingredients. The Amatista’s dining room seats
all passengers at once at tables of four to six.

Room for two and plenty of adventure in our double bed cabins.

The dining room: where views and meals are served in tandem.

At the end of a day of exploring your cozy cabin awaits.
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Amazon Riverboat Adventure
Highlights

RIVER
CRUISING

The cuisine on-board is regional and provides a unique and delicious

7 DAYS — LIMA TO LIMA

›› Explore the Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve —
the largest national park in Peru
›› Dine on food fresh from the jungle
›› Spot pink dolphins on the Amazon River
›› Interact with members of the local community
›› Learn the intricacies of Amazon wildlife

window into local culture. Gain a rare glimpse of how life “on the river” is

FROM

What’s Included

the Amazon River. In the afternoon, enjoy a jungle walk and learn about

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet Your CEO and Group. Local Living:
Local Indigenous Family Visit, Pacaya Samiria National Reserve.

Wellness: Local Shaman Visit, Pacaya Samiria National Reserve.
(To learn more, see page 8)

riverboat adventure.
DAY 1 LIMA Arrive at any time, an arrival transfer is included. DAY 2 LIMA/
NAUTA Take an early morning flight to Iquitos and transfer to Nauta. Before

Valid for Jun 1, 2020 departure. Based on main-deck
twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.

boarding the boat, explore the town of Nauta before starting to cruise down

TOUR CODE: SP5AR

medicinal plants, search for monkeys and keep an eye out for reptiles. (1B,
1L, 1D) DAYS 3-5 PACAYA SAMIRIA NATIONAL RESERVE Explore the
Reserve. In the constantly changing Amazon we offer flexible itineraries, as
the naturalists on board tailor each departure to the surroundings and water

Arrival transfer. Cruise aboard the Amatista Amazon Riverboat (4 nts).
expert naturalist team. Internal flights. All transport between

lectures, a visit to a local shaman, an indigenous village, and the incredible

Aboard the Amatista Amazon riverboat (4 nts), upgraded hotels

RESERVE In the morning, explore the shoreline by motorized skiff, keeping

LEADER 2 Certified Amazon Reserve naturalist guides and support

river behind and stop at the manatee rescue centre before catching a flight

MEALS 6 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 4 dinners. Allow USD115-150 for

time. (1B)

ITINERARY

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

Orientation tour of Iquitos. Launches and land excursions with our

next few days, enjoy shore excursions, night excursions, educational

destinations and to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS

wildlife of this lush area. (3B, 3L, 3D) DAY 6 PACAYA SAMIRIA NATIONAL

(2 nts). TRANSPORT Amazon riverboat, plane, private bus. GROUP

your eyes out for birds, monkeys, and sloths. Leave the peacefulness of the

staff aboard the Amatista, local G Adventures representative in Lima.

back to Lima. Enjoy the evening in the city. (1B) DAY 7 LIMA Depart at any

Hop aboard a riverboat and experience the Amazon in style. Led by an
Amazon Reserve naturalist guide, your cruise will include daily excursions
by motorized skiff designed to reveal the exotic wildlife that calls the
rainforest home — with any luck you’ll spot sloths, toucans, or pink

|

Guaranteed Departures		

Number of
departures / month.

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
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J
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SERVICE LEVEL: UPGRADED
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Nauta

P ERU

Lima

3

1

J

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE

Iquitos

■■■■■■■■■■■■
2

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 28

Amazon River and some of its tributaries in the Pacaya Samiria National

levels to ensure you get the most out of your Amazon adventure. Over the

meals not included. Drinks and tips on board not included.

2099

$

lived and experience the magic of the Amazon on this once-in-a-lifetime

1

N

dolphins! And, with plenty of time for exploration in Pacaya–Samiria
National Reserve, you’ll have the chance to experience the jungle up close.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

D

Ripple Score

100
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RIVER CRUISING › AMAZON, PERU

Amazon Riverboat Adventure In Depth
Highlights

›› Explore the Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve —
the largest national park in Peru
›› Dine on food fresh from the jungle
›› Spot pink dolphins on the Amazon River
›› Interact with members of the local community
›› Learn the intricacies of Amazon wildlife
›› Spend 6 nights aboard the Amatista to experience
the Amazon in depth

What’s Included

RIVER
CRUISING

riverboat. The river exploration begins with two boat excursions by

9 DAYS — LIMA TO LIMA

motorized skiff, one during the day and one at night. Watch as the jungle

FROM

comes alive with nocturnal species at nighttime. During free time, relax on
board and soak in the natural beauty. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 3-7 PACAYA
SAMIRIA NATIONAL RESERVE Head out into the Pacaya Samiria Reserve
on a boat excursion and search for monkeys, sloths, and macaws. Take a
walk through the jungle and visit a local community to learn about their
traditions. Explore the town of Nauta before continuing to cruise down the
Amazon River. Enjoy a jungle walk and learn about medicinal plants, search
for monkeys, and keep an eye out for reptiles. Visit a village to meet a local
shaman and discover the mystical world of spiritual healing. Get off the boat

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet Your CEO and Group. Local Living:

and meet a local Indigenous family, enjoy a home-cooked meal, and get a

Wellness: Local Shaman Visit, Pacaya Samiria National Reserve.
(To learn more, see page 8)

search for tree frogs, kinkajou, nocturnal birds, and monkeys. (5B, 5L, 5D)

Arrival transfer. Cruise aboard the Amatista Amazon Riverboat (6 nts).
Orientation tour of Iquitos. Launches and land excursions with our
expert naturalist team. Internal flights. All transport between

destinations and to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS

Aboard the Amatista Amazon riverboat (6 nts), upgraded hotels (2 nts).
TRANSPORT Amazon riverboat, plane, private bus. GROUP LEADER
2 Certified Amazon Reserve naturalist guides and support staff

aboard the Amatista. G Adventures Representative in Lima. MEALS

8 breakfasts, 6 lunches, 6 dinners. Allow USD115-150 for meals not
included. Drinks and tips on board not included.

glimpse of their way of life. Once it gets dark, head out on an excursion to

Valid for Jun 20, 2020 departure. Based on main-deck
twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.

TOUR CODE: PVIIA

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 28
SERVICE LEVEL: UPGRADED
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

DAY 8 IQUITOS/LIMA In the morning, explore the shoreline by motorized
skiff, keeping your eyes out for birds, monkeys, and sloths, before leaving
the peacefulness of the river behind. Stop at the manatee rescue centre
DAY 9 LIMA Depart at any time. (1B)

|

Guaranteed Departures		
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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Nauta
Pacaya-Samiria
National Reserve

4

2

J

Maranon River

Lima

4

Iquitos

PERU

before catching a flight back to Lima. Enjoy the evening in the city. (1B)

ˇ

Local Indigenous Family Visit, Pacaya Samiria National Reserve.

2899

$

N

D

PERU

Ucayali River

Lima

ITINERARY
Hop aboard a riverboat and experience the Amazon in style. Led by an
Amazon Reserve naturalist guide, your cruise will include daily excursions
by motorized skiff designed to reveal the exotic wildlife that calls the
rainforest home — with any luck you’ll spot sloths, toucans, or pink
dolphins! And, with plenty of time for exploration in Pacaya–Samiria
National Reserve, you’ll have the chance to experience the jungle up close.
The cuisine on board is regional and provides a unique and delicious
window into local culture. Gain a rare glimpse of how life “on the river” is
lived and experience the magic of the Amazon on this riverboat adventure.
DAY 1 LIMA Arrive at any time. Arrival transfer included. DAY 2 IQUITOS/
AMAZON RIVER Catch an early flight to Iquitos and transfer to the Amazon

WANT TO SEE IT ALL?
Picking between the Amazon and Machu Picchu is a
choice no one should have to make. With this combo,
you won’t have to. The magic of Machu Picchu and the
Inca Trail awaits — after the trek, climb aboard our comfy
riverboat and cruise through the Amazon.

Amazon Riverboat &
Machu Picchu Adventure
16 days | Trip Code: SPLAR

FROM

4749

$

Valid for Jan 6, 2020 departure.
Based on main deck–twin cabin.
For other cabins, check online.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ripple Score

100
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RIVER CRUISING › CAMBODIA, VIETNAM

The Toum Tiou II cruising down the Mekong.

Mekong river cruising
Exploring the last
great wild river.

Please keep all hands inside the vessel (except this one time).

A thriving trade route for six different countries for thousands of
years, the Mekong remains one of the few big underexplored
rivers. Rich with wildlife (only the Amazon is more biologically
diverse) and lined with everything from small towns to compelling
temples, the Mekong’s many twists and turns have helped it
retain its wild character.

RIVER CRUISING › CAMBODIA, VIETNAM

The G Diﬀerence
The Mekong riverboat makes navigating this
great and winding river a vibrant yet leisurely
experience. With the help of your local expert
Chief Experience Oﬃcer (CEO), catch riverside
views that combat anything you’d ﬁnd in a
travel book, along with:
HANDMADE HISTORY
The ﬁshing port of Kampong Chhnang is known for its
earthenware, made the same way for centuries. Stop
here at a brick factory to witness the production process
and a pottery-making demonstration from skilled local
artisans.

PHNOM PENH BY CYCLO
Cambodia’s capital is one of the busiest cities in all of
Southeast Asia, and there’s no better way to move
through it than by cyclo. Settle into a traditional cycle
rickshaw and move through the streets with the help of
a driver provided by a local NGO that assists the city’s
disadvantaged communities.

CULTURE APLENTY
From the pier of My Tho, you’ll leave the riverboat and
travel to Thoi Son Island with the help of local boats. The
island is best known for its coconut trade, and you’ll get
an insider’s view of this regionally important fruit and be
treated to a special tasting, too.

AUTHENTIC RIVER CRUISING FEEL
Each boat was speciﬁcally designed for cruising its
unique environment. They come with windows in every
cabin, large open decks, and, depending on where you
are, a ﬂeet of skiﬀs for excursions.
You’ll want seconds, thirds and even pho’ths of these
Vietnamese culinary classics.

Banging it out at a Cambodian copper factory.

Deep thoughts in shallow waters aboard the Toum Tiou II.
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RIVER CRUISING › CAMBODIA, VIETNAM

The Toum Tiou II riverboat is traditional in appearance but elegant in execution.

Welcome aboard
the Toum Tiou II.
The stylish deck of theToum Tiou II.

Your cabin awaits.

Your floating abode.
Built with a traditional look, the Toum Tiou II adds a new
dimension to exploring the natural and man-made wonders of
this part of the world. Named for the “Cambodian Romeo and
Juliet,” the boat features elegant colonial décor, spacious
public areas, and a stunning sun deck.
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RIVER CRUISING › CAMBODIA, VIETNAM

Mekong River Encompassed   —
   Ho Chi Minh City to Siem Reap

SUN DECK

COVERED OPEN PLAN LOUNGE BAR

SUN DECK

Highlights

UPPER DECK
CABIN
OPEN PLAN
RESTAURANT

KITCHEN

WC
WC

CABIN
WC
WC

CABIN

CABIN
WC
WC

CABIN

BRIDGE

CABIN

›› Sail the mighty Mekong
›› Explore floating markets and villages
›› Discover Phnom Penh and get to
know the locals of Kampong Chhnang
›› Lay eyes on ancient Angkor Wat

What’s Included

LOWER DECK

CREW AREA

RIVER
CRUISING

CABIN
WC
WC

CABIN
WC
WC

CABIN
WC
WC

CABIN
WC
WC

CABIN

CABIN

CABIN

CABIN

$

Valid for Aug 17, 2020 departure. Based on main-deck
twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Vocational Training Restaurant, Siem Reap.
Welcome: Meet Your CEO and Group.
(To learn more, see page 8)

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 28

Riverboat. Cu Chi Tunnels visit (Ho Chi Minh

SERVICE LEVEL: UPGRADED
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

City). Vinh Trang Pagoda visit. Thoi Son

Island cottage industries tour. Kien An Cung

Cabins: Six upper-deck twin bed cabins with
window. Eight lower-deck twin bed cabins with
window. All with en suite bathrooms.

visit. Cyclo tour (Phnom Penh). Choeung Ek

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE

Arrival transfer. 7 nts aboard the Toum Tiou II

Capacity: 28 passengers.

Boat Layout: Large-screen TV in lounge, library,
outdoor dining, and lounge areas.

2599

FROM

TOUR CODE: AVLSZW

Your Moments: G for Good: New Hope

Toum Tiou II at a glance

10 DAYS — HO CHI MINH CITY
TO SIEM REAP

Angkor Wat

Siem Reap

Pagoda visit (Sa Dec). Sam Mountain sunset

VIETNAM

Kampong Chhnang
Kampong Tralach

(Killing Fields) guided tour. Tuol Sleng

Phnom Penh

Museum (S-21 Prison) guided tour. Koh

Thoi Son

Chen island visit. Vihara and pagoda visit

CAMBO DI A

(Kampong Tralach). Kampong Chhnang visit.

Sa Dec

Chau Doc

Chnok Tru floating village visit. Farewell

Cai Be/
Vinh Long

cocktail and Captain’s Dinner. Sunrise tour of

Ho Chi
Minh City

Angkor Wat. All transport to/from included
activities and between destinations.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

ACCOMMODATIONS Aboard the Toum Tiou

Teak mystique
Should you ﬁnd it diﬃcult to leave your cabin,
don’t be alarmed. The feeling is completely
normal. The Toum Tiou II is a comfortable place
to stay, with central air and Cambodian teak
accents that lend it an elegant appeal.

A great meal always nearby
The kitchen of the Toum Tiou II is famed for its
cuisine, prepared right on the ship by a staﬀ of
expert cooks. Meals are a nice blend of Asian
and Western fare, and you’re always welcome
to a cup of coﬀee or tea on the house.

A bicycle built for you
Part of the experience of riverboat cruising is
having the chance to disembark and stretch
your legs somewhere new every day. We’ve
brought along a collection of bikes for you to
use free of charge to make exploring even
more pleasant.

II Riverboat (7 nts), hotels (2 nts).

Ripple Score

TRANSPORT Toum Tiou II Riverboat, private

52

vehicles, walking GROUP LEADER Chief

Experience Officer (CEO) throughout, local guides. MEALS 9 breakfasts, 6 lunches, 5 dinners.
Allow USD75-100 for meals not included. Drinks and tips on board not included.

ITINERARY
Experience Cambodia and Vietnam from a truly different perspective – the waters of the mighty
Mekong River. Sail for eight days aboard a classic riverboat from Ho Chi Minh City to Siem Reap.
Discover Phnom Penh, roam the famous floating markets of Cai Bei, and explore the stilt village of
Chnok Tru. There’s an incredible (and incredibly beautiful) view of Southeast Asia that’s waiting for you.
DAY 1 HO CHI MINH CITY Arrive at any time. Arrival transfer included. DAY 2 HO CHI MINH CITY/MY
THO Visit the Cu Chi Tunnels before embarking in the evening. Enjoy a welcome drink and briefing
aboard the riverboat. (1B, 1D) DAY 3 MY THO/CAI BE/VINH LONG/SA DEC Visit Vinh Trang Pagoda
with a tour of My Tho town en route. Continue on to Cai Be. Visit the floating market. Opt to cycle the
small paths through local communities on the island and visit a rice popping cottage industry. Continue
by local boat to Vinh Long to meet the vessel. Evening sail to Sa Dec. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 4 SA DEC/
CHAU DOC Visit the Kien An Cung Pagoda and take the time to stroll through the market along the
river. View the old colonial houses by the delta. (1B, 1L) DAY 5 VINH XUONG/PHNOM PENH Cross
the border into Cambodia and continue on to Phnom Penh. Enjoy an evening in the capital city, starting
with a cyclo tour to see the city. (1B, 1L) DAY 6 PHNOM PENH Visit the sobering S21 Museum and
the Killing Fields with a local guide. (1B, 1L) DAY 7 KOH CHEN/KAMPONG TRALACH Wander
through the town of Koh Chen on an island in the river. Visit silver and copper workshops and meet a
Khmer Rouge survivor eager to tell his story. Continue to Kampong Tralach. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 8
KAMPONG CHHNANG/CHNOK TRU Sail on to Kampong Chhnang, one of the largest fishing ports on
the Tonle Sap River. Enjoy lunch back on the boat en route to Chnok Tru. Visit one of the largest
floating villages on the river. Enjoy an evening cocktail and the Captain’s farewell dinner. (1B, 1L, 1D)
DAY 9 CHNOK TRU/SIEM REAP Enjoy a slow morning crossing Tonle Sap Lake. Arrive at the pier near
Siem Reap and bid farewell to the boat. Visit the G Adventures-supported New Hope project for lunch
and to learn more about the important work being done here. (1B, 1D) DAY 10 SIEM REAP Rise early
to catch the sunrise at the Angkor Wat temple complex. Explore for a couple of hours before returning
to the hotel for breakfast and checkout. Head back to the complex and continue exploring. Return to
the hotel at midday where the tour ends. All onward travel must be booked after 3pm. (1B)

|

Guaranteed Departures		
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
Wicker and wonderful scenery makes for an ideal setting to
chat with travelmates.
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RIVER CRUISING › FRANCE

Burgundy canal cruising

She might be the best Danièle you’ve ever met.

What pairs best with red? Water.
Practically tailor-made for pleasure cruising, the network of rivers
and centuries-old canals that crisscross Burgundy, France’s fabled
wine-producing département, are simply the best way to explore
central France on the sly. Life unfolds at a different pace in this
pastoral part of the world, and nowhere is that more obvious than
from the deck of a piloted canal barge (or péniche) that doubles as
your floating hotel.

This wine features notes of stone fruit, citrus, and
endless adventure.
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Taste — and touch — Beaune’s best.

This little traveller went to the market.

Sunrise about the steeples of the Chalon Cathedral.

The G Diﬀerence

Winding through the Beaune region’s vines on two wheels.

The Burgundy canal barge makes the most
of the intricate waterways that crisscross the
region, delivering you to tiny villages and idyllic
landscapes you’d never see from the road.
Plus, there’s great wine and food to be had just
about everywhere. Your mouth has already
packed its bags. Join it, along with all of this:
WINE, ALL THE TIME
As one of France’s main wine-producing regions,
Burgundy is practically a holy site for oenophiles. Enjoy
complimentary wine on board (included in the price of
your tour) or step oﬀ the canal boat to taste the area’s
rich and varied wines. Don’t forget to investigate its
legions of underground wine cellars, and explore the
many vineyards along the way.

QUAINTNESS GALORE
You’ve seen them on postcards and in travel magazines
forever, now’s your chance to explore the little towns
and villages that dot France’s winemaking region. Each
one is unique and has its own special charm, especially
when you come across them by river barge.

CYCLE OF LIFE
Sure, the bucolic scenery is nice to look at, but it’s even
better when you get out and explore it yourself. In Côte
de Beaune, you’ll head ashore, hop on a complimentary
bicycle, and pedal through the vineyards with frequent
stops for wine-based refreshment along the route.
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RIVER CRUISING › FRANCE

Welcome
aboard the Danièle.

A fancy French restaurant, right on the boat.

Views and flavours
to endlessly savour.
This charming little boat is tailor-made for
a region as picturesque as Burgundy.
Cozy and adept, the Danièle has room for
a maximum of 22 passengers, keeping the
experience intimate and relaxed throughout.

River adventures are made all the more adventurous
with a travel companion at your twin bedside.

The modern design of the Danièle bar.
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RIVER CRUISING › FRANCE

Burgundy River
Cruise Adventure

UPPER DECK

RIVER
CRUISING

SUN DECK

Highlights

MAIN DECK

KITCHEN

DINING

LOUNGE

TERRACE

JACUZZI

BAR

LOWER DECK
WC

WC
CABIN

WC
CABIN

WC
CABIN

WC
CABIN

WC

CABIN

CABIN
WC

CABIN
WC

CABIS
WC

CABIN
WC

3449

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 3, 2020 departure. Based on main-deck
twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.

TOUR CODE: EFLEDN

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

What’s Included

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22

and Group. Foodie: Cremant de Bourgogne

SERVICE LEVEL: UPGRADED

Wine Tour, Rully. Vougeot Wine Tasting and
Cellar Tour, Vougeot. (To learn more, see

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

page 8)

Danièle at a glance

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet Your CEO

CABIN
CABIN

WC

8 DAYS — DIJON TO DIJON

›› Cruise up the canals of Burgundy
aboard the Danièle
›› Sip local wines and sample
regional dishes
›› Cycle through villages and vineyards
›› Relax in the onboard Jacuzzi as the
scenery glides by

Dijon

Wine, beer and non-alcoholic drinks included
on board. 6 nts aboard the Danièle canal

Capacity: 22 passengers.

Petit-Ouges

barge. Cycling in the vineyards of Côte de

Cabins: 11 lower-deck twin bed cabins, all with en suite
bathrooms, air conditioning, TV, and large windows.
Boat Layout:
Spacious lounge with bar, dining area, sun deck with
loungers and parasols, hot tub, onboard Wi-Fi, bicycles
available for passenger use.

Beaune and Côte de Nuits. Wine tours/

FRA NCE

tastings and cellar visits for Cremant de

Saint-Jeande-Losne

Bourgogne and Vougeot. Visits to

Chagny

Saint-Jean-de-Losne and Petit-Ouges. All
transport to/from included activities and

Paris

between destinations. Use of bicycles during
shore excursions. ACCOMMODATIONS

F RANCE

Aboard the Danièle canal barge (6 nts), hotel

Chalon-sur-Saone
Saint-Legersur-Dheune

(1 nt). TRANSPORT Private vehicles, Danièle
canal barge, bicycle, walking. GROUP

Ripple Score

LEADER CEO (Chief Experience Officer)

100

throughout. MEALS 7 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners. Allow USD260-340 for meals not

included. Tips on board not included. Beer, wine and non-alcoholic drinks on board are included

throughout the whole trip. All other alcoholic drinks would be at an additional individual expense.

ITINERARY
Blessed with some of the most gorgeous countryside in Europe, if not the world (not to mention
perhaps the best wine around), Burgundy is a place everyone should explore at least once. And the
best way to do it is from the deck of an ambling river barge. Visit small villages and first-rate wineries,
bike through forests and vineyards on a provided bicycle, and soak up the glorious sunshine, all with
the help of a charming little hotel that goes where you go. You won’t get a better glimpse of Burgundy’s

Burgundy wine tastes mighty ﬁne while relaxing in the Danièle’s lounge.

pastoral pleasures than this.
DAY 1 DIJON Arrive at any time. DAY 2 DIJON/SAINT-LÉGER-SUR-DHEUNE Enjoy Dijon. Opt to visit
the Ducal Palace, the local market or go for a mustard tasting. In the afternoon, travel to Saint-Léger
and embark the Danièle. (1B, 1D) DAY 3 SAINT-LÉGER/SANTENAY/CHAGNY Enjoy a quiet morning

Relaxation incarnate
The riverboat is more than a mere means of conveyance; it’s
your home for the duration of your tour. And goodness, what a
nice home it is! When you’re not ashore, curl up on the deck
and catch some rays or slip into the on-board hot tub.
Adventure should always be this laid-back.

on board before a 5km (3 mi) walk in the vineyards of Santenay where you can opt to indulge in a wine
tasting. (1B, 1L) DAY 4 CHAGNY/CHALON-SUR-SAÔNE Cycle along the vineyards of Côte de
Beaune, and enjoy a wine tasting before joining the barge in Chalon-sur-Saône. (1B) DAY 5
CHALON-SUR-SAÔNE/SAINT-JEAN-DE-LOSNE Enjoy a morning cruise along the Saône River. (1B,
1L) DAY 6 SAINT-JEAN-DE-LOSNE/PETIT-OUGES Cruise along the canal during the morning before
taking a walk along the Burgundy Canal. After lunch, relax as the barge makes its way to Petit-Ouges.
(1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 7 PETIT-OUGES/DIJON Depart Petit-Ouges for a full-day cycling tour through the
Côte de Nuits region along the Route des Grands Crus, lined with lovely vineyards and some of the

Great views, inside and out

most picturesque villages in the region. Enjoy a wine tasting in the quaint village of Vougeot before

The Danièle’s communal spaces are one of the boat’s major
highlights. Unwind with a refreshing drink at the spacious bar,
lounge it up on the sundeck, and swap stories on the barbecue
deck. The toughest part of your downtime will be deciding
where to spend it.

meeting the barge in Dijon. (1B, 1D) DAY 8 DIJON After breakfast, catch the group transfer to the train
station in Dijon. The tour ends on arrival at about 10am. (1B)

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
				4

■■■

Mellow vélo

J

Cruising Burgundy by canal boat is one of the best ways to see
this part of the world. The next best? By bike, of course! We’ve
stowed a selection of touring vélos (bicycles) on the boat that
you’re free to use whenever the mood strikes.
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HEAD SOUTHWARD
Begin your tour in Longecourt-en-Plaine, instead of Saint-Léger-sur-Dheune,
for a Burgundy river adventure that travels southbound. See EFLEDS online.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Welcome to sailing.

Sailing takes me away to where I’ve always heard it could.

Wherever there’s water, there’s us.
You may not have your own private yacht waiting to spirit you away
to distant shores. But we do. Plenty of ‘em. (And a couple of
catamarans, too.) Climb aboard and explore the Greek Islands, the
Adriatic, the Andaman Sea, the Caribbean, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, and
other colourful places with a small group of fellow adventurers and a
skipper who knows your destination’s every isolated cove, pristine
beach, and secluded coastal village. Billions of years ago, we
emerged from the sea. Isn’t it time you went back?
Life’s a beach, especially when you get there
on a traditional Sri Lankan legombo sailboat.

SAILING › MULTI-COUNTRY

Diving deeper in the Maldives.

EUROPE

High seas by way of sailing yachts
Whether it’s exploring the undiscovered bays of
Croatia and Montenegro’s Dalmatian Coast, sailing
past the whitewashed villages of Greece, or taking in
the iconic cityscape of Venice’s canals, seeing the
ancient shores of Europe via nimble sailing boats is
an unforgettable journey.
See pages 114−127

Catching sight of the shoreline in Croatia.

THE CARIBBEAN

Explore pirate coves and hidden lands
Break away from the typical tourist tracks and
witness the Caribbean the way seafaring explorers
have for centuries. Experiencing island life from the
deck of a comfortable catamaran ought to be on
everyone’s must-do list.
See pages 128−135
SRI LANKA & THE MALDIVES

Float your way to paradise
Our adventures in this remote locale are suitably
bold: exploring volcanic atolls, snorkelling the
turquoise waters, admiring coral reefs teeming with
tropical ﬁsh of every hue, and loads of time for lazing
it up on blazing-white beaches.
See pages 140−143
Hot stuﬀ, coming through.

SOUTHEAST ASIA

Escape the resorts via catamaran
After sailing the glittering Andaman Sea and Bali
seas, you’ll know why Thai sailors go to sleep each
night wearing the hugest grins. And with our
exclusive catamaran sailing program being the best
of its kind in Thailand and Indonesia, you will, too.
See pages 144−147

The G Diﬀerence
Your yacht or catamaran doubles as your hotel,
which means you’ll only have to unpack once.
That gives you more time to do what you came
to do — island-hop and have a blast. Here’s how:
LOW COST, HIGH VALUE
By combining transport and hotel into one handsome
vessel, we can aﬀord to keep costs low. No need for
expensive day tours and ferries; our tours are ﬂexible
enough to ensure you get the most bang for your budget.

INNOVATIVE ITINERARIES
Your skipper always has a sail plan, but it’s not
hard-and-fast. Flexible itineraries allow us to set out for
the best beaches and remote little places other
travellers — and even some locals — won’t have heard of.

WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU SAIL
Unlike other operators, our ﬂeet is comprised of
exclusive boats of similar make and size. What does this
mean to you? You can book with the conﬁdence that the
boats you see on these pages are the ones you’ll sail.

GREAT SKIPPERS
Your skipper will share the hidden gems and help you
explore the local side of the islands and ports we visit.
Our skippers are fully licenced professional sailors with
deep knowledge of the local waters and customs.
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European sailing.

Our knowledgeable CEOs will always steer you in the right direction.

Incredible discoveries,
powered by the wind.

Sail oﬀ into the sunset in Greece.

There’s simply no better way to get the most out of Europe’s
island-speckled shorelines than from a nimble, intimate sailing
yacht. Each of our yachts has its own distinct character
reflective of the waters it traverses, but they’re all constructed
along similar lines. Take a look before you go.

SAILING › CROATIA, ITALY, MONTENEGRO, GREECE

The G Diﬀerence
Until you’ve sailed the Greek Islands, Italy, Croatia,
and Montenegro aboard a small yacht, you
haven’t really seen them. Here’s how we do it:
SMALL GROUPS
We believe that small is best when it comes to group size
on our yachts. No more than nine people will be on any
boat, including the skipper.

ADVENTURESOME DAYS
Squeeze the most adventure out of every port stop. With
no ﬁxed itineraries, you’re free to explore on your own
terms and at your own pace.

RELAXING NIGHTS
We’ve gone Hvar along the Dalmatian Coast to get here.

By night, our boats anchor in beautiful bays and
picturesque harbours. Sleep in your cabin or camp out on
the deck under a blanket of stars.

GREAT SKIPPERS

Meet your skippers
Marin, Croatia/Montenegro
If you want to learn about the
hidden corners of this
Mediterranean region, just ask
Marin (aka “Bodul Maki”). An avid
sailor since childhood — with
20,000 nm, STCW certiﬁcations,
and a Yacht Master oﬀshore
licence — some of Marin’s favourite
Croatian islands are largely
untouched, even by locals. Don’t
forget to let him show you the way.

Join your fully licenced skipper/CEO on optional
excursions around the islands. They’ll share with you the
hidden gems and explore the local side of the islands and
ports we visit.

OUR BOATS
Living space is optimized, which means that more of the
boat is open for everyone to enjoy. Cabins are allotted by
the skipper based on the gender and passenger make-up
of the group.

Nick, Greece
Nick grew up on the south coast of
England where he spent weekends
sailing his grandfather’s boat with
his friends. After a successful
career spent in the army, he
returned to his ﬁrst love: sailing.
After several seasons of skippering
in the Mediterranean and
Caribbean he is now into his
second season with G Adventures.
Jose, Croatia
Born and raised in Palma de
Mallorca, one of Europe’s sailing
meccas, Jose combined his years
in hotel management with his
passion for sailing and diving in
awesome places around the world.
He’s excited to share wonderful
and exciting seafaring experiences
with G Adventures travellers.

If only all staircases ended with views like these.

This Croatian snorkeler is taking the bait.
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SAILING › CROATIA, ITALY, MONTENEGRO, GREECE

Our
European
fleet
Modern and compact, the
hatchbacks of the seas.
Our fleet of yachts in Europe bring travellers close to
hidden gems and secluded bays large ships only
dream of reaching. Get an authentic sailing experience
aboard our eight-passenger vessels, or just relax and
watch the pros handle things.

Layout
Aboard our European yachts, every space is
designed for function and comfort. The upper
deck’s lounge oﬀers a space to enjoy the view or
learn sailing 101. Below deck, the cozy galley is
where you can share a bite with the group.

Flexibility
Nimble yachts mean if your skipper/CEO spots
the perfect secluded beach to go for a swim,
you’ll be there before you can get your suit on.
These itineraries are made with ﬂexibility in mind,
meaning you can head where the wind takes
you, and trust us, the wind has great taste.

This view could make us all bow down.

Crew
By having our skippers also be Chief Experience
Officers, the one steering the ship will also
know what type of land-locked sites the group
digs. Learn about Greek ruins or how to find due
north while sailing — your skipper/CEO is on
deck for either.

Our speedy European sailboats.

UPPER DECK

LOUNGE

Fabulous feasts await in the kitchen.

LOWER DECK
CABIN

WC

CABIN
SALOON / GALLEY

CABIN

WC

WC

CABIN

NAV

Our yachts at a glance
Capacity: Eight passengers.
Shotgun bottom bunk!

Cabins: Four twin/double bed cabins, three bathrooms,
two showers.
Boat Layout: Spacious deck, on-board fridge,
sound system.

Debrief on the days adventures in the common area.
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SAILING › CROATIA, ITALY, SLOVENIA

Sail Croatia & Italy.

What’s that ahead? Something awesome.

Rugged beauty abounds
on the Adriatic Sea.
Bookended by Venice and the ancient city of Dubrovnik — both UNESCO
World Heritage Sites — this sailing route offers travellers the chance to
moor up on undiscovered bays and isolated beaches. Step ashore and
discover the many waterside cafés and canal-side restaurants of Italy. Drink
in the sights and scents of a beautiful evening in Croatia. Come find this
underexplored paradise before word gets around.

There’s more than light at the end of
this tunnel.

SAILING › CROATIA, ITALY, SLOVENIA

Dubrovnik, home to Croatia’s coast with the most.

WHAT’S UP IN THE ADRIATIC?

Zlatni Rat
This idyllic pebbled beach on the southern
shore of Brač is constantly being reshaped
by the wind and the tides. Ask nicely and
your skipper might show you his favourite
top-secret beach.

Seafood and eat it
In Grado, watch ﬁshermen in action as they
ply their trade on these waters, then dig into
delicious feasts made from what they pulled
out of the ocean that day.

Great escapes
While you’re in the area, be sure to make
time to check out the palace of Diocletian in
Split, the purported birthplace of Marco
Polo on Korčula, and the ﬂat-out gorgeous
Mljet National Park. You’ll be glad you did.

Sails are down but spirits are higher than ever oﬀ the coast of Sušac Island, Croatia.

Outdoor fun
Mix a little exercise into your adventure and
try your hand at kayaking, cave exploration,
and hiking along the Dalmatian Coast’s
beautiful network of trails.

Dubrovnik and Split
These two cities, which are also UNESCO
World Heritage Sites, have stood watch over
the coast for centuries and are renowned for
their unique mix of Gothic, Renaissance, and
Baroque architecture.
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SAILING › CROATIA, ITALY, SLOVENIA

Sailing Italy to Croatia
Highlights

EUROPEAN
SAILING

DAY 1 VENICE Arrival day. Join the group at 4pm for a welcome meeting

10 DAYS — VENICE TO ZADAR

›› Taste Croatian wine in historic Pula
›› Visit the Slovenian sister towns of Piran and Portorož
›› Witness majestic cliffs in the sun-soaked Kvarner islands
›› Feast on fresh seafood from the Adriatic Sea
›› Lounge on secluded beaches in Dugi

and safety briefing. DAY 2 VENICE/GRADO Embark from Venice as we hug

FROM

What’s Included

the Kvarner island chain, spend the next few days touring the archipelago

the Adriatic coastline all the way to Grado. DAYS 3-4 GULF OF TRIESTE &
SLOVENIA Depart Grado as we begin the second section of our voyage
through the Gulf of Trieste. DAYS 5-6 ISTRIAN PENINSULA Traverse the
coastline of Croatia’s Istrian peninsula, with opportunities to visit seaside
towns of Rovinj and Pula. DAYS 7-9 KVARNER BAY ISLANDS As we enter

Sailing the Adriatic Coast. Fully licensed skipper. Snorkelling

as we feast on fresh seafood and lounge on the areas many secluded

3 bathrooms, 2 showers (9nts). TRANSPORT 16m (52 ft)

after breakfast.

equipment. ACCOMMODATIONS 4 twin/double bed cabins,

Mediterranean Sailing Yacht. GROUP LEADER Skipper/CEO (Chief
Experience Officer) throughout. Allow USD300-390 for meals not
included. Basic items on board will be covered by a food kitty of
about USD80 per person.

ITINERARY
With so many peaceful coves, hidden inlets, and secluded beaches to visit
in the northern Adriatic, this flexible 10-day sailing tour is the best way to
discover the region’s hidden gems. Begin in Venice then visit the ancient
basilicas and eclectic bars of Grado. Voyage through the Gulf of Trieste and
hit Koper, Slovenia’s oldest and largest coastal city, before sailing along sunsoaked islands and tranquil beaches in the Kvarner Gulf. With the comfort
of on-board conveniences and a time-efficient itinerary, this Italy-to-Croatia
sailing tour balances moments of relaxation with opportunities to discover
the unknown.

beaches. DAY 10 ZADAR Say farewell to your sailing partners, and depart

r

Valid for May 10, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: EIVZ

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 8
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

SAILING CROATIA TO ITALY

10 DAYS — ZADAR TO VENICE • TOUR CODE: EIZV

FROM

$2099

SLOVENIA

Grado

Valid for Apr 30, 2020 departure. For details, check online or with your travel agent.
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Guaranteed Departures		
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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Piran/Portorož
Pula
Cres

I TALY

Krk
Lošinj

Zadar
CR OATIA

SAILING › CROATIA

Sailing Croatia   —   Split to Dubrovnik
Highlights

›› Connect with history at Diocletian’s Palace in Split
›› Discover secluded islands and deserted beaches
›› Explore Korčula — the birthplace of Marco Polo
›› Wander the forested paradise of Mljet National Park
›› Sail into the ancient port of Dubrovnik — “the Pearl
of the Adriatic”

What’s Included

Sailing the Dalmatian Coast. Fully licensed skipper. Snorkelling
equipment. ACCOMMODATIONS 4 twin/double bed cabins,

3 bathrooms, 2 showers (7 nts). TRANSPORT 16m (52 ft) sailing

yacht. GROUP LEADER Skipper/CEO (Chief Experience Officer)

throughout. Allow USD250-325 for meals not included. Basic items

on board will be covered by a food kitty of about USD80 per person.

8 DAYS — SPLIT TO DUBROVNIK

Korčula. Dubrovnik, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, offers an insight into

FROM

Whether you’re looking for relaxed afternoons lazing on the deck of a yacht

1649

$

Croatian culture and architecture. The city boasts plenty of churches,
monasteries, fountains, and plazas to discover. Anchor in the quiet bay of
Milna, Hvar, and opt to experience the vibrant nightlife on land. DAY 8
DUBROVNIK Depart after breakfast.

Valid for Apr 25, 2020 departure.

8 DAYS — DUBROVNIK TO SPLIT • TOUR CODE: ECVD

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

FROM

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE

$1649

Valid for May 16, 2020 departure. For details, check online or with your travel agent.
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Guaranteed Departures		
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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TOUR CODE: ECVS

SAILING CROATIA   —   DUBROVNIK TO SPLIT
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ITINERARY

EUROPEAN
SAILING

in Mljet. Kayak your way through gorgeous inlets and explore the caves of
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See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 8

Number of
departures / month.

■■■■■
M
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SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE
CRO ATI A

Split

■■
N

D

Vis

or time to indulge in the nightlife, this eight-day sailing trip aims to please.

Hvar
Korcula

Dubrovnik

Discover charming villages and stunning scenery as you sail from Split to
Dubrovnik on a small yacht. Matchmaking won’t be needed to help you fall

Mljet

in love with the country, culture, or the region’s beauty during hikes to
castles and waterfalls. Toss in beach barbecue and snorkelling and you
have an incredible yet affordable island getaway.
DAY 1 SPLIT Arrival day. Join the group at 4pm for a welcome meeting and
safety briefing before beginning the sailing journey. DAYS 2-7 ADRIATIC
SEA While travelling the Dalmatian coast by sailboat, explore ancient
Roman ruins and discover secluded beaches for the perfect beach
barbecue. Hike through the national park that inspired Odysseus for years

A BETTER WORLD
THROUGH TRAVEL
We believe that every adventure begins
with a single step, and that experiencing
different lands and cultures can make
the world a better place for all of us.
We hope you feel the same.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ripple Score

35
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Sail Montenegro.

“Am I doing this right?” “Uh, sure.”

Unspoiled, uncommon,
and unforgettable.
It’s hard to believe that stunning beaches, dramatic cliffs and canyons, a
buzzing nightlife, and a rich cultural history could all fit into a paradise this
intimate. Montenegro may be small, but the opportunity for exploration
here is big. Sail along the Dalmatian Coast — one of Europe’s most dramatic —
and immerse yourself in this undiscovered Mediterranean gem.

Bay of Kotor — a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.

Your social feed is hungry for photos of this
traditional Croatian dinner.
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SAILING › CROATIA, MONTENEGRO

Montenegro Sailing   —
  Dubrovnik to Dubrovnik
Highlights

›› Spend time exploring some of the
area’s nicest beaches
›› Enjoy the seaside nightlife in Budva
›› Swim and snorkel in the crystal-clear
waters of Bigovo
›› Witness the impressive Balkan
landscapes

EUROPEAN
SAILING

8 DAYS — DUBROVNIK
TO DUBROVNIK

1699

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 23, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ECVM

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

What’s Included

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE

Sailing the Dalmatian Coast. Fully licensed

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 8

skipper. Snorkelling equipment.

SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD

ACCOMMODATIONS 4 twin/double bed

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

cabins, 3 bathrooms, 2 showers (7 nts).
TRANSPORT 15m (52 ft) sailing yacht.

Dubrovnik

GROUP LEADER Skipper/CEO (Chief
Experience Officer) throughout. Allow

CRO AT I A

MONTENEGR O

Cavtat

USD250-325 for meals not included. Basic

Tivat
Kotor

items on board will be covered by a food

Herceg Novi

kitty of about USD80 per person.

Bigovo
Budva

ITINERARY
Sail the Adriatic with this eight-day Montenegro
tour, conveniently starting and ending in
Dubrovnik. Witness the dramatic scenery and

WHAT’S UP ON THE DALMATIAN COAST?

impressive Balkan landscapes as you move
south along the Dalmatian coast, checking out

Bay of Kotor

an ancient fishing village, a UNESCO World

Ripple Score

35

Explore the well-preserved medieval towns
within this UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Heritage Site, and some of the area’s nicest

Dubrovnik

DAY 1 DUBROVNIK/CAVTAT Arrive in time for a 4pm welcome meeting and safety briefing. Spend the

The red-tiled rooftops are just a small taste of
the unique charm you’ll ﬁnd in this ancient city.

beaches for swimming, snorkelling, or simply relaxing. If you want to get some dancing in, make sure
to save some energy for Budva — known as the regional capital of nightlife — because you’ll need it!

night on Croatian waters. DAY 2 CAVTAT/HERCEG NOVI Spend a full day sailing south to Herceg
Novi, Montenegro. The best beaches in this scenic area are only accessible by boat. DAY 3 HERCEG
NOVI/BUDVA Sail to the Budva Riviera. Explore some of the most beautiful beaches in the area,
nestled beneath the cliffs of Spas Hill. Well-known as the regional capital of nightlife, there’s no
shortage of clubs along the seaside promenade. DAY 4 BUDVA/BIGOVO Enjoy a day of snorkelling

Water, water, everywhere
Sail down the coast, snorkel through the
crystal-clear waters of Bigovo, or relax on one of
Herceg Novi’s beautiful beaches. You won’t have
to look far for aquatic adventures here.

and swimming in the crystal-clear waters near the village of Bigovo. Enjoy the feel of this ancient
fishing village. DAY 5 BIGOVO/KOTOR Continue sailing to the ancient Mediterranean port of Kotor.
Part of a UNESCO World Heritage Site, enjoy the limestone cliffs overhanging this submerged river
canyon. DAY 6 KOTOR/TIVAT Enjoy the town of Tivat. Opt to visit the city, the botanical gardens or a
number of monuments, or just continue relaxing on its gorgeous sandy beaches. DAY 7 TIVAT/
DUBROVNIK Sail back to Dubrovnik and stop by the gorgeous city walls for a photo op. DAY 8
DUBROVNIK Depart at any time.

Nightlife
While Budva is one of the oldest urban
settlements on the Adriatic coast, it’s also known
as the nightlife capital of the region. Make sure
to save some energy for a night to remember.
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Dressing to match your surroundings is encouraged
but not mandatory when visiting churches in Mykonos.

Sail the
Greek
Islands.
Ancient shores, timeless
adventures.
You’ve seen the whitewashed villages and azure waters of Greece
a zillion times on postcards and travel brochures, but even the
greatest images are no match for the real thing. Exploring this
country by sea puts you in touch with a side of it you’d otherwise
miss, giving you the chance to see where history (and myth)
happened and, of course, soak up as much sun as you can.

If you thought the Naxos Hora Harbour was pretty in the day, just wait until after dark.

Cheers! Or rather, Yamas!

SAILING › GREECE

WHAT’S UP IN THE AEGEAN?

Santorini
Arguably the most famous of the Greek Islands,
Santorini has the looks to match the hype.
Marvel at the semi-submerged volcanic caldera
and the island’s stunning cliﬀs.

Naxos
Naxos doesn’t depend on travellers for its
livelihood like some of the other Greek Islands,
but it loves visitors just the same. Take an
optional walk and investigate the Venetian
architecture, ancient distilleries, and some of
Greece’s oldest churches.

Mykonos
A popular spot for jet-setters since the 1950s,
the nightlife on this Cycladic island is legendary.
Feel free to hit the town; we’ll keep the yacht in
the harbour until you get back.

Athens
Sunsets are all the more impressive in Santorini.

Don’t worry foodies, you’ll still ﬂoat if you have seconds.

Some of our Greek Islands Sailing tours include a
day in Athens at the beginning or end, allowing
you the chance to explore the archaeological
sites and museums of the mainland before you
head home.
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SAILING › GREECE

Sailing Greece   —   Santorini to Santorini
Highlights

EUROPEAN
SAILING

Homer’s tomb. Head out on an optional all-day adventure and discover the

›› Sail through the pristine waters of the Greek Islands
aboard a yacht
›› Capture the ultimate Greek snapshot on Santorini
›› Wander through whitewashed villages on Paros
›› Enjoy the party on Mykonos
›› Discover Venetian architecture on Naxos

best Naxos has to offer: the Temple of Dimitra, a microbrewery, views of

10 DAYS — SANTORINI
TO SANTORINI

Mt Zeus, and a meal at a local tavern. DAY 5 MYKONOS Arrive to Mykonos

FROM

What’s Included

Paros. Walk and hike the trails and paths of Sifnos before stopping at a

and opt to visit the local windmills and enjoy a cocktail on a veranda
overlooking Little Venice. The beaches and nightlife add excitement to this
picturesque island. DAYS 6-9 SYROS/PAROS/SIFNOS/FOLEGANDROS
Stroll through the markets of Syros, finding countless treasures and

Valid for Apr 26, 2020 departure.

must-grab deals along the way. Uncover the beauty of the Venetian ruins in

9 nts aboard a 15m (52 ft) sailing yacht. Fully licensed skipper.

local ceramic workshop. No trip is complete without wandering around the

cabins, 3 bathrooms, 3 showers. TRANSPORT 15m (52 ft) sailing

whitewashed buildings that scatter the landscape. DAY 10 SANTORINI

throughout. Allow USD300-390 for meals not included. Basic items

Snorkelling equipment. ACCOMMODATIONS 4 twin/double bed

breathtaking cliffside city of Hora or enjoying cocktails at sunset over the

yacht. GROUP LEADER Skipper/CEO (Chief Experience Officer)

Depart after breakfast.

on board will be covered by a food kitty of about USD80 per person.

Guaranteed Departures		
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

ITINERARY
A yacht adventure is the ideal way to experience what many consider the
world’s most beautiful islands in Greece. Sail aboard our 15m (52 ft) yachts,
with time for hiking, snorkelling, and relaxing. Explore ancient archaeological
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TOUR CODE: GVSS

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 8
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE
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Small Cyclades

Sifnos
Ios

sites and taverna-lined harbours, dine on fresh seafood and don’t forget to
try the Ouzo! This 10-day round trip from Santorini will give you the chance
SEA

meeting and safety briefing before beginning the journey through the
Cyclades. DAYS 2-4 IOS/SMALL CYCLADES/NAXOS Flexible itineraries
give our experienced skippers the opportunity to showcase all the hidden
gems you’re looking for. We follow the desires of the group and tailor the
sailing experience to provide each group a quality journey while on board.
While on Ios, relax on famous Magganari beach and don’t forget to visit

Amorgós

Folegandros

to explore some of the treasures of the Greek Islands.
DAY 1 SANTORINI Arrival day. Join the group at 11am for a welcome

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE

Number of
departures / month.

■■■■■
4

2049

$

A BETTER WORLD
THROUGH TRAVEL
We believe that every adventure begins
with a single step, and that experiencing
different lands and cultures can make
the world a better place for all of us. We
hope you feel the same.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Santorini

Ripple Score

29
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SAILING › GREECE

Sailing Greece   —   
Mykonos to Athens
Highlights

›› Explore the Aegean Sea
›› Enjoy the nightlife of Mykonos
›› Marvel at the Cyclades Islands
›› Discover historic ruins in Athens

Sailing Greece   —   
Mykonos to Santorini

EUROPEAN
SAILING

What’s Included

7 nts aboard a 15m (52 ft) sailing yacht,
Fully licensed skipper, Snorkelling

equipment. ACCOMMODATIONS 4 twin/

Highlights

8 DAYS — MYKONOS TO SANTORINI

›› Explore the beautiful southern
Cyclades by sailboat
›› Stop at small off-the-beaten-path
islands along the way
›› Relax on white-sand beaches
›› Stroll through villages and sample
traditional Greek food and wine

1699

FROM

items on board will be covered by a food
kitty of about USD60 per person.
See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE

TOUR CODE: GVMA

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 8
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

AEGEAN

Athens

ITINERARY

Mykonos

Syros

Kythnos

Páros

Sérifos

capital, Athens. Relax in the sun or try your hand
at sailing as your experienced skipper guides

Mykonos

SEA

Kéa

Our 15m (52 ft) exclusive yacht is the perfect

from the famous island of Mykonos to the Greek

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

ACCOMMODATIONS 4 twin/double bed

Valid for May 17, 2020 departure.

the world. This eight-day adventure takes you

SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD

licensed skipper, Snorkelling equipment.

$

way to see some of the most beautiful islands in

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 8

7 nts aboard a 15m (52 ft) sailing yacht, Fully

1649

FROM

USD240-315 for meals not included. Basic

TOUR CODE: GVMS

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

8 DAYS — MYKONOS TO ATHENS

Experience Officer) throughout. Allow

Valid for Apr 26, 2020 departure.

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet Your CEO
and Group. (To learn more, see page 8)

TRANSPORT 15m (52 ft) sailing yacht.
GROUP LEADER Skipper/CEO (Chief

$

What’s Included

double bed cabins, 3 bathrooms, 3 showers.

EUROPEAN
SAILING

MI RT OAN

SEA

Sífnos

you through deserted bays and famous
archaeological sites. You will have plenty of time

cabins, 3 bathrooms, 3 showers.

TRANSPORT 15m (52 ft) sailing yacht.

for hiking, snorkelling, exploring, and relaxing

Náxos

Páros

before digging into some local seafood.

GROUP LEADER Skipper/CEO (Chief

Ripple Score

28

Experience Officer) throughout. Allow

USD240-315 for meals not included. Basic

Íos

items on board will be covered by a food

Sailing Greece   —   
Athens to Santorini

kitty of about USD60 per person.

S E A

OF

C RE T E

ITINERARY

Santorini

Sightseeing while surrounded by vivid turquoise
waters and some of the southern Cyclade’s

Ripple Score

lesser-known islands doesn’t sound too shabby,

31

does it? Let’s add filling up on flavourful Greek
food and wine in local villages, exploring historic ruins, and relaxing on picturesque beaches, and we’ve
left shabby behind in our yacht’s wake. Straight ahead to sailing perfection captain (well, skipper).
DAY 1 MYKONOS Arrival day. Join your group at 5pm for a welcome meeting and safety briefing
before beginning the sailing journey to Santorini. Enjoy a nightcap on the boat or head out to explore
Mykonos by night. DAYS 2-6 SOUTHERN CYCLADES Flexible itineraries give our experienced
skippers the opportunity to showcase all the hidden gems you’re looking for. We follow the desires of
the group and cater the sailing experience to provide each group a quality journey while on board.
While in the Southern Cyclades, stroll through the “most elegant square in Greece” in Syros. Head out
on an optional all-day adventure and discover the best Naxos has to offer: the Temple of Dimitra, a
microbrewery, views of Mt Zeus, and a fresh meal at a local tavern. Uncover the beauty of the Venetian
ruins in Paros before going cave exploring in Antiparos. While on Ios, relax on the famous Magganari
beach and don’t forget to visit Homer’s tomb. Walk and hike through the trails and paths of Sifnos
before stopping at a local ceramic workshop. No trip is complete without wandering around the
breathtaking cliffside city of Hora. Enjoy cocktails while the sun sets over the whitewashed buildings
that scatter the landscape. DAY 7 SANTORINI Arrive at Santorini Island. Enjoy the village scenes of
this volcanic, paradise island. Be sure to catch a spectacular sunset in the evening. DAY 8 SANTORINI
ISLAND Depart after breakfast.

r

double bed cabins, 3 bathrooms, 3 showers.
TRANSPORT 15m (52 ft) sailing yacht.
GROUP LEADER Skipper/CEO (Chief
Experience Officer) throughout. Allow

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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Valid for Apr 26, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: GVAS

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 8
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE
Ándros

Athens

AEGEAN

Kéa

items on board will be covered by a food
kitty of about USD120 per person.

ITINERARY

departures / month.

5			

S

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE

USD450-585 for meals not included. Basic

a myriad of flavourful cuisine and wine, or stroll

■■■■■■■■
5

$

Syros

Mykonos
Páros

Kythnos

Náxos

Sérifos
MI RT O AN

O

N

along the streets of whitewashed towns. After all
that your feet might need a rest, so prop ‘em up
on Mykonos’ beautiful beaches or relax on deck.

D

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

SEA

Tínos

SEA

Sífnos
Íos

Mílos

down at a traditional Greek restaurant to sample

Guaranteed Departures		 Number of

M

equipment. ACCOMMODATIONS 4 twin/

3149

FROM

archaeological sites or tavern-lined harbours, sit

Valid for May 17, 2020 departure. For details, check online or with your travel agent.

F

Fully licensed skipper. Snorkelling

15 DAYS — ATHENS TO SANTORINI

comfortable yacht. Walk around ancient

$1699

J

14 nts aboard a 15m (52 ft) sailing yacht.

exploring Greece’s stunning islands on board a

8 DAYS — SANTORINI TO MYKONOS • TOUR CODE: GVSM

■■■

What’s Included

There are truly no bad options when you’re

SAILING GREECE   —   SANTORINI TO MYKONOS
FROM

Highlights

›› Try your hand at sailing (or just
relax on the deck)
›› Wander through whitewashed
towns and ancient villages
›› Explore local food and wine

EUROPEAN
SAILING

SEA

O F

CRET E

Ripple Score

Santorini
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Sea, sand, and high spirits under this cabana.

Caribbean sailing

Delicious Caribbean fare awaits in
the dining area.
Boats nestled in a cove in the BVIs, awaiting their next adventure.

SAILING › MULTI-COUNTRY

The G Diﬀerence
There’s a reason why Caribbean sunsets come
to mind when you think of idyllic getaways
— and we believe there’s no better way to see
them than from a catamaran. Here’s what else
to expect:
LOCALS KNOW
Skip the preamble and dive right into the joyous regional
culture with the help of a Skipper/CEO who knows what’s
where and how to get there.

GET AWAY FROM EVERYDAY RESORTS
We put a diﬀerent spin on “all-inclusive” by getting you
out of the walled resorts and into the countryside to
meet the people who live here.

SECLUDED DESTINATIONS
Our regular stomping grounds are far enough oﬀ the
beaten path that you won’t be ﬁghting crowds of tourists
for that one perfect slice of beach.

Incredible landscapes on every shoreline.

Surf, sun, and fun by the ton.
Comprised of more than 7,000 islands, the Caribbean is a
region defined by its differences as much as its commonalities.
Cuba’s got rumba and razzle-dazzle with a homespun, attitudefree charm, the British Virgin Islands exude a laid-back calm
punctuated with the occasional pirate chantey, while St Lucia’s
verdant peaks and the Grenadines’ dreamy beachside vibes
call to travellers looking for a side of the Caribbean that’s a little
less well-travelled. Culture, relaxation, nightlife, and adventure
await in every secluded bay and undiscovered barrio here, and
your skipper/CEO holds the treasure map.

Spectacular sunsets in the Caribbean.
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Sail the
British
Virgin
Islands.
Paradise, palm
trees, and peace.
The British Virgin Islands have called to
mariners for centuries, and their allure has
never wavered. Why? Maybe it’s the balmy
weather or the gorgeous mountains that
tumble down into seemingly endless
beaches. Maybe it’s the appeal of the tiny,
deserted islands that can only be accessed
by boat or the out-of-the-way snorkelling
spots that feel all your own. Come discover
them for yourself.
Grab a bite in the galley.

WHAT’S UP IN THE BVIS?

Small groups, big adventures

Do it your way

A handsome 14m (47 ft) of double-hulled swiftness,
our BVI catamaran handles just like a yacht in case
you decide to take a turn at the helm. There’s only
room for eight on board, which means a higher
incredibleness-per-traveller ratio than ought to be
legally allowed.

Whether you opt to hit the clubs, hike the
mountains, laze it up on the beach, or try your hand
at sailing, your days (and nights) are as full as you
decide to make them.

Cast of characters
Rest and relaxation is made easy when
sailing in the BVIs.

There’s something about the Caribbean that brings
out the best (and weirdest) in people. These islands
are ﬁlled with unusual characters, and your CEO will
help you meet them all.

It’s comeback season
The BVIs were among the Caribbean islands
aﬀected by Hurricane Irma in September 2017.
While there may be some minor itinerary changes,
all necessary tourist infrastructure on the BVIs is
operational, and the islands themselves are as
hospitable — and beautiful — as ever.
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SAILING › BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

Sailing the British Virgin
Islands   —   Tortola to Tortola
Highlights

CARIBBEAN
SAILING

7 DAYS — SCRUB ISLAND
TO SCRUB ISLAND

›› Sail on a catamaran through the
beautiful turquoise waters of the
British Virgin Islands
›› Snorkel in deep caves and
along reefs
›› Anchor and jump aboard a
floating bar
›› Hike to secluded spots
›› Relax in the evenings and enjoy the
sunset and the Caribbean sounds

1899

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 5, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: CIVT

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 8
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD

What’s Included

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Sailing the British Virgin Islands. Fully

licensed skipper. Snorkelling equipment.
Bath and beach towels.

ANEGADA

ACCOMMODATIONS Four double bed

Step aboard a Zodiac to see the BVIs up close.

cabins, with ensuite bathrooms and air

conditioning. (6 nts). TRANSPORT 14m

J O ST
VA N
DYKE

(47 ft) sailing catamaran GROUP LEADER

Scrub
Island
Marina

TO RTO LA

VIR GIN
G OR DA

Skipper/CEO (Chief Experience Officer)

throughout. Allow USD315-410 for meals not
included. Basic items on board will be

US A

covered by a food kitty of about USD80

British
Virgin
Islands

BRITIS H
VIRG IN
IS LA ND S

per person.

ITINERARY
CABIN

WC

WC

CABIN

CREW CABIN

The British Virgin Islands are among the world’s
most popular sailing destinations and you only

Ripple Score

have to look around to understand why.

GALLEY

35

Laid-back and low-key, the BVIs are flat-out

COCKPIT
SALOON

SUN DECK

gorgeous to sail and explore. Hop aboard our state-of-the-art catamaran and discover secluded coves,
impossibly beautiful snorkelling spots, and breathtaking islands virtually untouched by humans. Added
bonus: your expert CEO (Chief Experience Officer) knows this place so well, you’ll discover stuff not

CABIN

WC

WC
CABIN

CREW CABIN

even the locals know.
DAY 1 TORTOLA/BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS Arrive in time for an early afternoon meeting in Scrub
Island Resort on Tortola Island before embarking on the catamaran. DAYS 2-6 BRITISH VIRGIN

BVI catamaran at a glance

ISLANDS Continue on course through the picturesque islands — a sailor’s dream. Commonly referred
to as the BVIs, the British Virgin Islands are located amongst the entire Virgin Islands, also made up of
the U.S. Virgin Islands and the Spanish Virgin Islands. Days will be spent exploring uninhabited islands
and white-sand beaches, snorkelling, or catching some rays. In the evenings, enjoy picturesque

Capacity: Eight passengers.
Cabins: Four double bed cabins, with ensuite bathrooms and
air conditioning
Boat Layout: 14m (47 ft) sailing catamaran. Covered dining
room, outdoor seating, and dining areas.

sunsets, fresh fish, and an island beach party. DAY 7 BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS/TORTOLA Following
breakfast, return to Scrub Island to disembark the boat before midday.
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Paddles up and ready for action at the Canarreos Archipelago.

Sail Cuba.
No resorts needed.
Want to see a side of Cuba that’s rarely part of the
“all-inclusives”? Our sailing program gets you out into
the countryside to meet the people who live there,
helping you experience local culture first-hand.
Better still, your ship’s chef is an expert in the local
cuisine, and knows how to whip up tasty authentic
fare from local sources.

WHAT’S UP IN THE CUBAN CARIBBEAN?

Ride in style
With room for 16 passengers and a crew of three,
our catamaran hits the sweet spot between
spacious and cozy. Stylish looks spread across
25m (82 ft) of twin-hulled dreaminess, you’ll ﬁnd
plenty of interior and exterior space to lounge
about when you’re not exploring Cuba’s shores
or diving into her crystal-clear waters.

Locals know
A lunch to munch on.

Skip the preamble and dive into Cuba’s joyous
culture with the help of a CEO who knows what’s
where and how to get there. While others are
trapped inside resorts, you’ll be experiencing the
real Cuba.

Incredible views from the dining area.

Live it up or loaf it up
Our Cuba sailing tours work great on their own
or as add-ons to other G Adventures tours within
the region. Whether you make your time at sea
adventurous or laid-back is entirely up to you.

A hideaway from the everyday
Most visitors to Cuba never get oﬀ the resort to
experience this colourful island as it truly is. Not us.
Our connected CEOs know where to take you along
for the ride, whether it’s navigating the bustling
streets and alleys of Cienfuegos or searching for an
untouched beach along the coast.

SAILING › CUBA

Sailing Cuba

CARIBBEAN
SAILING

Highlights

8 DAYS — HAVANA TO HAVANA

›› Sail on a catamaran through the
beautiful turquoise waters of the
Canarreos Archipelago
›› Stop to snorkel or share a drink
with friendly locals
›› Enjoy the slow pace of life in
the islands

1999

FROM

$

Valid for May 2, 2020 departure. Based on standard
twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.

TOUR CODE: CCVH

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

What’s Included

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet Your CEO
and Group. (To learn more, see page 8)

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Sailing through the islands of the Canarreos

The stylish Cuba catamaran.
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Archipelago in southern Cuba. Snorkelling,

Havana

kayaking, and fishing equipment. Bath and
beach towels. All transport between

C U BA

destinations and to/from included activities.

Cienfuegos

EUR12 per day Cuba Sailing Tax.

ACCOMMODATIONS Twin/double bed

Cayo
Cayo Largo
Rico

Cayo el
Rosario

cabins with shared bathrooms (7 nts).

TRANSPORT 25m (82 ft) sailing catamaran.

GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief Experience Officer) throughout, skipper, and assistant/cook.

CABIN

WC

CABIN

CABIN

WC

MEALS 7 breakfasts, 5 lunches, 7 dinners. Allow USD20-30 for meals not included. While on

CABIN

board, drinks are available for an additional charge.
GALLEY
DINING

TENDER

SALOON

SUN DECK

ITINERARY
We’ve always found it odd that they call them “all-inclusive resorts,” yet exclude the best parts.
Hop over the wall and get to know Cuba like you never have before on this unique eight-day journey

CABIN

WC

CABIN

CABIN

WC

through the islands of the Canarreos Archipelago aboard an exclusive catamaran. Snorkel the

CABIN

crystal-clear waters in search of colourful fish, relax on the beach, and dine on some of the best

Our catamaran at a glance

seafood you’ll ever have. Experience all-inclusive, G Adventures-style — we don’t leave anything out.
DAY 1 HAVANA/CIENFUEGOS Arrive in time for an afternoon welcome meeting at the joining point
hotel. Afterwards, travel to Cienfuegos and set sail, spending the night aboard the catamaran. (1D) DAY

Capacity: 16 passengers.

2 CIENFUEGOS Wake to breakfast and new surroundings on the way to the Canarreos Archipelago.

Cabins: Eight twin/double bed cabins. Cabins
have attached bathrooms with showers (shared
between two cabins).

(1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 3-7 CANARREOS ARCHIPELAGO Travel through the islands of the Canarreos

Boat Layout: Spacious deck, on-board fridge,
sound system.

arrive back into Havana around midday where the trip will end. (1B)

Archipelago and spend the next five days soaking in everything these island communities have to offer.
Discover paradise among the rustic, sparsely populated islands, go snorkelling, explore secluded
beaches, or simply relax on deck. (5B, 4L, 5D) DAY 8 HAVANA Depart Cienfuegos after breakfast and
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SAILING › ST LUCIA, ST VINCENT & THE GRENADINES

Sail St Lucia &
the Grenadines.
Paradise found.
Sugar white sands and crystal clear waters aren’t just the stuff of
dreams. This archipelago of islands brings your idyllic visions of
paradise to life. Lounge on St Lucia’s secluded bays and hidden
beaches before exploring its fascinating volcanic rock pitons.
Swim in spectacular waterfalls in St Vincent then experience how
French, Caribbean, and Creole culture come together with every
bite of the cuisine. Need more? Dive through brilliant blue waters
to explore the coral reefs of the Tobago Cays. Among all these
gems you’re bound to find your own version of paradise.

You’ve reached peak St Lucia once you’ve seen its pitons.

WHAT’S UP IN ST LUCIA & THE GRENADINES?

Explore new horizons
We’ve added St Lucia and the Grenadines
as a new destination for 2020, a ﬁrst among
adventure tour operators. None of our other
group sailing tours stop here so you’ll be
one of the ﬁrst G Adventures travellers to
experience this incredible location.

Bottom’s up!
Learn how sugarcane is turned into rum by
visiting the rum distilleries of St Lucia and
St Vincent. In between tastings, hear about
the region’s long history and traditions in
rum making.

Under the sea
Head under the water to explore an incredible
world of marine life. St Lucia and the Grenadines
have some of the Caribbean’s best diving and
snorkelling.

That’s one way to get your toes wet.

SAILING › ST LUCIA, ST VINCENT & THE GRENADINES
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NEW
TOUR

Sailing St Lucia
& The Grenadines
Highlights

CARIBBEAN
SAILING

8 DAYS — RODNEY BAY
TO RODNEY BAY

›› Sail through the picturesque
Windward Islands
›› Explore the lush green hillsides and
picturesque pitons of St Lucia
›› Swim in crystal blue waters
›› Dig into delicious Creole and
Caribbean cuisine

2499

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 5, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: CSVG

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

What’s Included

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE

Sailing the Windward Islands. Fully licensed

skipper. Snorkelling, kayaking, and stand-up

paddle boarding equipment. Bath and beach

towels. Air conditioned catamaran. Water, tea

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 8
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

and coffee. ACCOMMODATIONS Four

Venture into the deep blue (and green) on a St Lucia sailing adventure.

double cabins, with ensuite bathrooms and

Rodney Bay

air conditioning. (7 nts). TRANSPORT 14m
(47 ft) sailing catamaran GROUP LEADER

ST

LUCIA

Skipper/CEO (Chief Experience Officer)
throughout, assistant/cook. MEALS

ST

VINCENT

6 breakfasts, 6 lunches, 7 dinners. Allow
USD90-120 for meals not included.
CABIN

WC

WC

CABIN

CREW CABIN

Bequia
D OMINICA N
REP UBLIC

Tobago Cays

ITINERARY
Go beyond the resorts and seek a better way for
fun in the sun on a eight-day sailing through

GALLEY
COCKPIT
SALOON

SUN DECK

VENEZUELA

St Lucia and the Grenadines. Hop from hidden
coves to secluded beaches with time in between for snorkelling (some of the Caribbean’s best sites are
here) and tasty Creole cuisine. And since you’re staying in a comfortable air conditioned catamaran,
the amenities of your home-away-from-home are never far from wherever adventure takes you.

CABIN

WC

WC
CABIN

CREW CABIN

DAY 1 RODNEY BAY Meet your skipper, then head out on shore with your new crew for dinner. (1D)
DAYS 2-7 SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES Spend six days sailing through the picturesque

St Lucia catamaran at a glance

islands commonly referred to as the Windward Islands. Explore the crystal blue waters and lush green
hillsides of St. Lucia, Tobago Cays, Admiralty Bay, Bequia, and St. Vincent. (6B, 6L, 6D) DAY 8
RODNEY BAY Return to Rodney Bay and disembark in the morning.
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Guaranteed Departures		 Number of

Capacity: Eight passengers.
Cabins: Four double bed cabins, two bathrooms, two showers.
Boat Layout: 14m (47 ft) sailing catamaran. Covered dining
room, outdoor seating, and dining areas
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Welcome to Asia sailing.

Put your ﬂippers up and enjoy the view.

The experience will ﬁll your heart; the food with ﬁll your belly.

You’re just steps away from an incredible sailing adventure.

SAILING › THAILAND, INDONESIA, MALDIVES, SRI LANKA

The G Diﬀerence
Asia is such an amazing place to explore that
you’ll want to devote your full attention to it.
Here’s what we’ll be taking care of while you
enjoy yourself:
EXPERT SKIPPERS AND CREW
Having a fully licenced skipper, cook, AND a dedicated
CEO on board means each member has the time and
freedom to do what they do best. In your CEO’s case,
that’s making your trip the best it can be.

LOCAL FOOD ON TAP
Asian takeout at home is great. Asian food prepared fresh
in the glorious waters of Asia? That’s something else. Using
fresh ingredients, your personal chef will whip up delicious
feasts for you every day while you explore the islands.

ESCAPE THE RESORTS
Asia is a crowded place, but our sailing program oﬀers
a great way to intimately explore secluded bays and
out-of-the-way islands far away from the maddening
crowds.

DYNAMIC ITINERARIES
We oﬀer full week-long sailing adventures and shorter
four-day marine-based add-ons that can be combined
with our land-based Asia trips. Don’t miss out; do both!

REMOTE ACCESS
Balinese sarongs: Bright, colourful, and made with love.

Flexible itineraries allow us to seek out the snorkelling
spots and out-of-the-way islands even the locals don’t
know about.

All smiles on these sands.

Wherever there’s water, there’s us.
Secluded temples and bustling markets, tiny villages and sprawling
cities, ancient history and cutting-edge modernity, teeming crowds
and places so remote you won’t find another human being around for
miles. See an entirely different way of life among Thailand’s limestone
karsts, the Maldives’ isolated islands, Bali’s sunny coasts, or Sri Lanka’s
beaches, where stilt fisherman await today’s catch. Get on one of our
vessels and explore Asia in a way you’ve never imagined — by sailing
through it.
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SAILING › THAILAND, INDONESIA, MALDIVES, SRI LANKA

Our
Asia fleet
The best boats for
your adventure.
Asia’s not a tiny place — but even small distances here
can feel like entering new worlds. That’s why we have
multiple ship styles to suit our different sailing routes.
Get to know your potential floating chariot with our
comparison chart.
Sri Lanka’s beaches deliver views worthy of desktop wallpapers.

Thailand catamaran
Lots of space, inside and out
› Two deluxe cabins on the main deck,
with panoramic windows
› Interior and exterior common areas for
dining, relaxing, and sleeping under
the stars
› Informal Thai cooking classes while your
delicious meals are being prepared in
the ship’s galley
› Includes most meals, one double and
one single kayak

A sunset to remember.
Service Level

Standard

Capacity

18 passengers

Cabins

› Two deluxe double cabins, and seven
double/twin cabins, all with A/C and en
suite bathrooms

Group Leader

CEO, Skipper and chef

(CEO) / Crew

Our ﬂeet gets you closer to the
islands of the Maldives.

For tours, see page 144-145

SAILING › THAILAND, INDONESIA, MALDIVES, SRI LANKA

Indonesia catamaran

Maldives dhoni

Upgraded dhoni

Sri Lanka catamaran

Sleek and classy

Modern and traditional

Refurbished in 2018

Comfort and style

› Interior and exterior common areas for
dining and relaxing
› Outside deck space, including mats,
which can be used for sleeping under
the stars
› Informal cooking classes with
onboard chef
› Includes all meals, snorkelling
equipment, and one double kayak

› Modernized “traditional” dhoni
› Covered dining area, and multiple
sundecks for lounging
› Freshly prepared Maldivian seafood
on board
› Includes all meals, snorkelling
equipment, and basic fishing gear

› Larger than our traditional dhoni with
up to 14 passengers
› Sundeck, bar library and dining area,
and television and DVD
› Freshly prepared Maldivian seafood
on board
› Includes all meals, snorkelling
equipment, and basic fishing gear

› Interior and exterior common areas for
relaxing, and a covered dining area
› Spacious upper sun deck, great for
watching marine life, or chilling
› International and local dishes
prepared fresh onboard
› Includes all meals, snorkelling
equipment, one double kayak, and
a stand-up paddleboard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

12 passengers

10 passengers

14 passengers

12 or 8 passengers

› Four double/twin cabins, and two twin
cabins with bunk beds, all with en suite
bathrooms

› Three upper deck twin-share
(bunks) cabins
› One main deck double bed cabin
› Four lower deck twin-share
(lower berths) cabins
› All cabins have air conditioning
and private bathrooms

› Four en suite cabins with bunk beds.
Two en suite cabins with double beds
and separate single beds. One en suite
cabin with a double bed.

› Four double/twin cabins, two bunk
bed cabins (ASVM, ASVE), all with
ensuite bathrooms

CEO, Skipper and chef

CEO, Skipper and 3 crew

CEO, Captain and 4 crew

CEO, Skipper and chef

For tours, see page 146-147

For tours, see page 142-143

For tours, see page 142-143

For tours, see page 140-141
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UPPER DECK - 8 PASSENGER BOAT

Staying aﬂoat in Sri Lanka.

Sail Sri Lanka.
Beaches, Buddhas,
and beauty everywhere.
When you’re able to pry your eyes away from the jaw-dropping
beaches, you’ll notice something sleepy and magical while
sailing along the coast of Sri Lanka. Up north find less travellers
and modernity among the places you’ll visit, while the east
boasts remote untouched jungle beaches and whale watching.
Further south, see the historic port city of Galle, and the
300−year-old fort that still stands there. From fishing villages
hauling in the daily catch to UNESCO World Heritage Sites
that satisfy your inner archaeologist, that off-the-beaten-path
feeling is alive and well here.

SUN DECK

MAIN DECK

SUN DECK

GALLEY

DINNING

LOWER DECK
WC

WC
CABIN

CABIN

CABIN

CABIN
WC

CREW CABIN

CREW CABIN

WC

Our catamaran at a glance
Capacity: Eight passengers (ASVT, ASVC) or
12 passengers (ASVM, ASVE).
Cabins: Six/four double/twin cabins, all with
en suite bathrooms.
Boat Layout: 16m (53 ft) sailing catamaran.
Outdoor covered dining area, and upper sun deck.
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SAILING › SRI LANKA

Sailing Sri Lanka   —   East Coast
Highlights

›› Explore Koneswaram Temple in
Dutch Bay
›› Enjoy a beach barbecue
›› Visit Vakari Lagoon
›› Stand-up paddleboard or relax along
stunning beaches

What’s Included

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet Your CEO
and Group, Negombo. (To learn more, see
page 8)

Sailing Sri Lanka’s east coast. Visits to

Sailing Sri Lanka   —
  South Coast
Highlights

SRI LANKA
SAILING

›› Stop in the port city of Galle — home
to a historic fort
›› Look for dolphins and whales along
the way
›› Stop by isolated beaches for
kayaking or swimming
›› Dig into a beach barbecue

What’s Included

1999

FROM

$

Valid for Jun 21, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ASVT

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 8
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Kuchchaveli and Passikudah beaches.

Watching for whales and dolphins from the

Pigeon Island

Kuchchaveli
Trincomalee

and stand-up paddleboarding equipment.

Ilanativu

Return transfers between Negombo and

SRI

LANKA

Trincomalee. All transport between

1999

FROM

$

Sallitivu

destinations and to/from included activities.

S RI

ACCOMMODATIONS 4 double/twin bed
cabins (6 nts). TRANSPORT 16m (53 ft)

Valid for Apr 5, 2020 departure.

LA N K A

Passikudah

Negombo

sailing catamaran, private minivan. GROUP

TOUR CODE: ASVM

Negombo

LEADER Chief Experience Officer (CEO)

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE

throughout, skipper, assistant/cook. MEALS
6 breakfasts, 5 lunches, 6 dinners. Allow
USD35-45 for meals not included.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 12

Sailing Sri Lanka’s south coast. Visits to

7 DAYS — NEGOMBO TO NEGOMBO

boat. Beach barbecue. Snorkelling, kayaking,

7 DAYS — MIRISSA TO MIRISSA

SRI LANKA
SAILING

Ripple Score

100

SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD

Weligama Bay and Galle. Spot whales and

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

dolphins from the boat. Beach barbecue.

Snorkelling, kayaking, and stand-up paddle

boarding equipment. ACCOMMODATIONS

S RI

6 double/twin bed cabins (6 nts).

L A N KA

TRANSPORT 16m (53 ft) sailing catamaran.

Sailing Sri Lanka   —   North Coast

Talalla

GROUP LEADER Chief Experience Officer
(CEO) throughout, skipper, assistant/cook.
Allow USD35-45 for meals not included.

Kudawella

Weligama
Bay

ITINERARY

Kalametiya

Mirissa

Galle

MEALS 6 breakfasts, 5 lunches, 6 dinners.

Discover the culture and wild, natural beauty of
Sri Lanka on a seven-day sailing with the perfect

Ripple Score

mix of chill-out time and exploration. Sail along

100

the southern coast of Sri Lanka, stopping along
the way at the old trading fort of Galle, remote beach towns, and the fishing village of Kudawella. When
your landlocked feet get a little tired, there’s plenty of time for swimming, surfing, and enjoying the
beach. Whether through your sunglasses or goggles, you’ve never seen Sri Lanka quite like this.
DAY 1 MIRISSA Arrive at Mirissa to meet the group and skipper for a welcome meeting. Set sail, relax
on board, and get to know the other travellers. Enjoy a sunset dinner near Snake Island. (1D) DAY 2
WELIGAMA BAY/KUDAWELLA Cruise along the southern coast to Kudawella, enjoying the scenery
and visiting isolated beaches to swim, stand up paddle board (SUP), or kayak. Keep your eyes peeled
for dolphins and whales along the way. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 3 KUDAWELLA/KALAMETIYA Continue up
the coast to Kalametiya and explore the lagoon. In the afternoon, opt to visit the Kalametiya village and
sanctuary, or soak up the sun on the beach. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 4 KALAMETIYA/TALALLA BEACH Visit
the small surf beach of Hirikatiya for a surf or swim, then continue on Sri Lanka’s southern coast to
Talalla Beach. Keep a lookout for marine life along the way. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 5 TALALLA BEACH/
RUMASSALA Watch for whales and dolphins on the way to Rumassala, then spend the afternoon
relaxing on Jungle Beach or hike up to the Japanese Peace Pagoda with sweeping views over the
Galle Bay. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 6 RUMASSALA/WELIGAMA BAY Spend the morning exploring Galle and
the Dutch Fort, then sail back to Weligama Bay. Enjoy a barbecue on the beach with your group. (1B,
1L, 1D) DAY 7 MIRISSA Sail back to the Mirissa Harbour and disembark. Tour ends on arrival. (1B)
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Guaranteed Departures		 Number of
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
4

4

J

F

5

Highlights

›› Visit small fishing villages
›› Relax on deserted beaches
›› Experience Delft Island’s unique
Dutch history
›› Indulge in a traditional lunch in a
Tamil home
›› A flexible itinerary catering to the
group’s interests

What’s Included

Sailing Sri Lanka’s north coast. Visits to

Nagadeepa Viharaya and Nagapooshani
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1999

FROM

$

Valid for Mar 7, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ASVC

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 8
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

seafood lunch. Jaffna city tour with traditional

Eluvativu

lunch in a Tamil home. Visit to Hammenheil

Nainativu

Fort. Visit to Adam’s Bridge. Explore the coral

Jaffna

reef off Kakerativu Island. Snorkelling,

Kakerativu Island

equipment. Return train journey from

Adam’s Bridge

kayaking, and stand-up paddleboarding
Colombo to Jaffna. Transfer from Jaffna to
Kurikkaduwan Jetty. All transport between

I N D I A

destinations and to/from included activities.

ACCOMMODATIONS Standard hotel (2 nts),

sailing catamaran (5 nts). TRANSPORT Train,
16m (53 ft) sailing catamaran, private

minivan. GROUP LEADER Chief Experience
Officer (CEO), skipper/CEO, crew. MEALS

departures / month.

8 DAYS — COLOMBO TO COLOMBO

Amman Temples. Delft Island tour with local

7 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 5 dinners. Allow
USD70-95 for meals not included.

3								

M

SRI LANKA
SAILING

D

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

S R I

SRI

LANK A

Jaffna

LA N K A

Colombo

Colombo
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SAILING › MALDIVES

Cruise the
Maldives.
Set sail for
stunning beauty.
Before the serene beaches and tranquil
lagoons, the first thing you’ll notice about
the Maldives is the colour. This blissful
Indian Ocean archipelago dazzles the eye
with crystal-clear waters, cobalt-blue skies,
blazingly white beaches, and coral reefs
teeming with tropical fish of every hue.
Cruise aboard a traditional or upgraded
dhoni fishing boat, exploring volcanic atolls,
and snorkelling the turquoise waters, with
loads of time devoted solely to lazing it up.
We like our waters clear, our beaches sandy, and our decks cozy.

Traditional dhoni boats
WHAT’S UP IN THE MALDIVES?

Fresh fare, everywhere
As you’d expect from an island nation 400km
(249 mi) away from the mainland, Maldivian
seafood is top notch. Your dhoni comes with its
very own onboard chef who will prepare delicious
meals in the local style for you every day.
Double-cabin interiors with two beds
(so they’re twice as nice).

Put your ﬁns together
The Maldives is on the list of every scuba diver
and avid snorkeller for a good reason. Vividly
coloured schools of ﬁsh and coral reefs teeming
with life are easy to explore in crystal clear waters.
Forget wiggling into a wetsuit, the water’s so
warm here you won’t need one!

Our ﬂeet features two styles of dhonis: one is a
more traditional ﬁshing boat essential to Maldivian
identity, and the other is newly refurbished with
more room to ﬁt up to 14 travellers. All boats come
ready with snorkelling equipment, basic ﬁshing
gear, and room to lounge as you take in the
stunning views.

Tunes that can’t be beat
Known as boduberu, or big drum, this is a
traditional performance you won’t soon forget.
Locals sit in a big circle, playing their drums
and singing together.
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SAILING › MALDIVES

Maldives Dhoni Cruise
Highlights

MALDIVES
CRUISE

7 DAYS — MALÉ TO MALÉ

›› Cruise through some of the world’s
most beautiful islands
›› Uncover isolated beaches
›› Explore small fishing villages
›› Swim and snorkel the vibrant coral
reefs of the Indian Ocean
›› Savour local cuisine

2099

FROM

$

Valid for May 4, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: AFMS

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

What’s Included

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 8, AVG 8

Arrival transfer. Fulidhoo Island visit and

Bodu Beru performance. Felidhu Island visit.
Bodu Mora Island visit. Snorkelling

SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE
Malé Atoll (Kaafu Atoll)

equipment. Beach time in the Maldives.

Join the ride on our Maldives dhoni.

Malé

Seven days aboard a traditional dhoni boat.

ACCOMMODATIONS Traditional dhoni boat
(6 nts). TRANSPORT Traditional dhoni boat.

South Malé Atoll (Kaafu Atoll)

GROUP LEADER Skipper/CEO (Chief
Experience Officer), crew. MEALS

6 breakfasts, 6 lunches, 6 dinners. Allow

UPPER DECK – TRADITIONAL DHONI

Fulidhoo

INDIA

USD35-45 for meals not included.

Felidhu Atoll
(Vaavu Atoll)

Felidhu

SRI LANKA

Malé

ITINERARY
LOUNGE

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE

Bodu Mora

MALDIVE ISLANDS

White sands, blue skies, and crystal-clear waters
— cruise the extraordinary islands of the
Maldives by traditional dhoni. Experience the

Ripple Score

turquoise lagoons and perfect beaches that

MAIN DECK

100

make these islands famous. Learn the local way and snorkel amongst the spectacular corals of the
Indian Ocean. Every day offers relaxing sea breezes and countless photo opportunities. Indulge
LOUNGE

BRIDGE

SUN DECK

DINING

yourself in this tropical paradise.
DAY 1 MALÉ Arrive by 10:30am and transfer to the boat. Have lunch on board, settle in, and set sail on
a voyage of discovery. (1L, 1D) DAYS 2-6 THE ATOLLS Spend the next five days cruising around the
South Malé and Felidhu atolls, disembarking to visit islands and sandbars along the way. On Fulidhu,

LOWER DECK

mingle with locals and experience a traditional drumming performance. Bodu Moro Island is home to
CABIN

CABIN

WC
WC
CABIN

idyllic uninhabited beaches — the perfect photo op. At night, moor at small beaches or peaceful

CREW

harbours. Aboard the dhoni, spend free time as you please. Lounge on the sundecks and take in the

WC
CABIN

CREW

WC

views, relax with a good book, or socialize with fellow travellers as you enjoy delicious local seafood, all
prepared by the crew on board. Off the boat, opt to swim and enjoy snorkelling about twice a day
amongst the spectacular marine life of the Maldives. The shallow islands and amazing coral reefs make

Our dhoni’s at a glance
TRADITIONAL

UPGRADED

Capacity: 10 passengers.

Capacity: 14 passengers.

Cabins: Four twin/double bed
cabins, all with en suite
bathrooms.
Boat Layout: 11m (37 ft) sailing
dhoni. Covered dining room, and
large sundecks with outdoor
sitting areas.

Cabins: Four cabins with bunk
beds. Two cabins with double
beds and separate single beds.
One cabin with a double bed, ,
all with en suite bathrooms.
Boat Layout: The 27−metre
(88−foot) dhoni features a bar,
dining area, library, sun deck,
and television with DVD player.

it a key feeding ground for many species of tropical fish. Keep an eye out for turtles, reef sharks,
stingrays, and octopuses. (5B, 5L, 5D) DAY 7 MALÉ In the morning, make the short crossing to Malé.
The tour ends on arrival at approximately 9am. (1B)
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Guaranteed Departures		 Number of
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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WANT A LITTLE MORE SPACE?
Book with our upgraded dhoni to have more room to relax on deck.
Maldives Dhoni Explorer
7 Days | Tour Code: AFMB

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

FROM

2199

$

Valid for Jun 21, 2020 departure
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Sail Thailand.

Spectacular views are but a sail away on board our catamarans.

WHAT’S UP IN THE ANDAMAN SEA?

Authentically delicious

Our kayaks will take you closer to Thailand’s coast.

Island-hopping
across the Andaman.
Most countries would be satisfied with just a
single stretch of dazzling coastline. Not Thailand.
They’ve got over 3,000km (1,862 mi) of it. After
you’ve spent a few days here, hopping from island
to impossibly beautiful island on an exclusive
catamaran with us, you’ll have seen more of it
than you ever thought possible.

You know the excitement you
get when you get Thai delivered
at home? Now imagine it was
prepared for you with fresh
ingredients by a personal Thai
chef while you ﬂoated along the
Andaman Sea. Hungry yet?

Beach bums unite
There’s a reason that most
people think of beaches when
they think of Thailand, and that’s
because they’ve got some of the
best in the world. (They ﬁlmed
“The Beach” there. ‘Nuﬀ said.)
Whatever your beach style is,
you’ll ﬁnd something that suits it.

Getting oﬀ the grid
Part of the beauty of exploring
via catamaran is you’ll have
access to some of the most
secluded islands, beaches, and
caves that the big crowds won’t.

Best of both worlds
Having a beach to yourself is
cool and all but you’ll probably
want to visit some of the hot
spots like Ko Phi Phi and Phuket,
too. We’ll get you to them, as well
as a bunch of lesser-known
islands with just as much to oﬀer.

SAILING › THAILAND

Sailing Thailand   —   
Phuket to Phuket

UPPER DECK

Highlights

›› Relax on the deck of the catamaran
in the stunning southern Thai islands
›› Eat delicious Thai cuisine
›› Lounge on beautiful beaches
›› Swim and snorkel in quiet bays

SUNDECK

MAIN DECK

What’s Included

Sailing the Andaman Islands of Thailand.
WC

James Bond Island visit. Railay Beach visit.

DINING

Snorkelling in Monkey Bay. Phang Nga Bay

CABIN

stop. Island visits included Krabi Islands,

GALLEY

Ko Phi Phi Don, Southern Phuket Islands,

WC

CABIN

Ko Yao Yai, and Ko Khai Nai. Snorkelling

145

ASIA SAILING

7 DAYS — PHUKET TO PHUKET

1999

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 4, 2020 departure. Based on standard
twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.

TOUR CODE: ATSA

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Ripple Score

equipment and two kayaks.

33

ACCOMMODATIONS 2 deluxe double

cabins, 7 standard twin/double cabins, all en suite cabins with air conditioning (6 nts).
WC

WC

CABIN

WC

LOWER DECK
CABIN

TRANSPORT 25m (82 ft) sailing catamaran. GROUP LEADER Chief Experience Officer (CEO)
throughout, skipper, assistant/cook. MEALS 6 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 4 dinners. Allow

CABIN

USD20-30 for meals not included.

CABIN

WC

WC

CABIN

WC

CABIN

WC

Sailing Thailand   —  
Ko Phi Phi to Phuket
CABIN

Highlights

Our catamaran at a glance
Capacity: 18 passengers.
Cabins: Two deluxe double cabins with panoramic
view, seven twin/double bed cabins with all en suite
bathrooms.
Boat Layout: 25m (82 ft) sailing catamaran. Covered
dining room, outdoor covered sitting and dining areas.

›› Explore Thailand’s scenic
southern islands
›› Savour tasty Thai dishes
›› Unwind on idyllic beaches
›› Dive into blue waters

ASIA SAILING

4 DAYS — KO PHI PHI LE TO PHUKET

1029

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 7, 2020 departure. Based on standard
twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.

What’s Included

TOUR CODE: ATSH

Bay excursion. Island visits to Ko Phi Phi Don

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE

Sail the Andaman Islands of Thailand. Maya
and Le, Ko Raja Noi, and Ko Yao Yai.

Snorkelling equipment and two kayaks.
ACCOMMODATIONS 2 deluxe double

cabins, 7 standard twin/double cabins, all

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Ripple Score

en-suite cabins with air conditioning (3 nts).

32

TRANSPORT 25m (82 ft) sailing catamaran.

GROUP LEADER Chief Experience Officer (CEO) throughout, skipper, assistant/cook.
MEALS 3 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners. Allow USD20-30 for meals not included.

Sailing Thailand   —   
Phuket to Ko Phi Phi
Highlights

›› Snorkel in crystal-clear water
›› Sail through southern Thai islands
›› Feast on tantalizing Thai cuisine
›› Relax on secluded beaches

Rise and skylight sunshine!

What’s Included

Sail the Andaman Islands of Thailand. James

T H A I L A N D

Bond Island visit. Railay Beach visit. Ko Ha

Thailand sailing
ATSA
ATSH
ATSK

Phang Nga Bay

Phuket

Railay Beach

Yai visit. Snorkelling in Monkey Bay. Island
visits included Krabi Islands, Ko Phi Phi,

and Northern Phuket Islands. Snorkelling
equipment and two kayaks.

Ko Yao Yai
Ko Phi Phi

ACCOMMODATIONS 2 deluxe double

cabins, 7 standard twin/double cabins, all

ASIA SAILING

4 DAYS — PHUKET TO KO PHI PHI LE

1029

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 4, 2020 departure. Based on standard
twin cabin. For other cabins, check online.

TOUR CODE: ATSK

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Ripple Score

en suite cabins with air conditioning (3 nts).

Ko Racha Noi
Ko Ha Yai

34

TRANSPORT 25m (82 ft) sailing catamaran. GROUP LEADER Chief Experience Officer (CEO)
throughout, skipper, assistant/cook. MEALS 3 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners. Allow
USD20-30 for meals not included.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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SAILING › INDONESIA

Travel fantasies come to life aboard our catamarans.

Sail Indonesia.
A true taste of paradise.
Indonesia is home to more than 13,000 islands. We can’t get you
to all of them, but we’ll show you as many of the pristine beaches,
temples, and jungles as we can. Teeming with cultural and natural
highlights, you’ll spend your time off the catamaran snorkelling,
kayaking, hiking, and chilling at beachfront bars. Get yourself onto
a catamaran and into paradise.
Double cabin interior.

SAILING › INDONESIA

WC
CABIN

WC

147

WC

CABIN

CABIN

CREW CABIN

CABIN

CREW CABIN

GALLEY

COCKPIT

CABIN

CABIN
WC

WC

WC

Our catamaran at a glance
Capacity: 12 passengers.
Cabins: Four double cabins, two twin cabins with
bunk beds, all with en suite bathrooms.
Boat Layout: Spacious deck, on-board fridge,
sound system

Sailing Indonesia   —   
Bali & Lombok
Highlights

INDONESIA
SAILING

7 DAYS — SANUR TO SANUR

›› Snorkel at Nusa Penida
›› Sail to the three most famous Gilis
›› Explore the lesser known Gilis
›› Spot sea turtles

1999

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 5, 2020 departure.

What’s Included

TOUR CODE: AEVB

Sailing Bali, Lombok, and the Gili Islands.

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Snorkelling around the Gili Islands.

See back foldout.

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE

Lembongan Island visit. Snorkelling

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 12

equipment. ACCOMMODATIONS 6 double/

SERVICE LEVEL: STANDARD

twin bed cabins (6 nts). TRANSPORT 17m

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

(57 ft) sailing catamaran. GROUP LEADER

Chief Experience Officer (CEO) throughout,

Views to dine for aboard the Bali Dream 2.

skipper, assistant/cook. MEALS 6 breakfasts,

Gili Trawangan

BALI

Nusa
Lembongan

6 lunches, 6 dinners. Allow USD15-20 for
meals not included.

LOMB OK

Sanur

ITINERARY

Gili Nanggu/Sudak
Gili Gede
Nusa Penida

The impossibly beautiful coastlines of Bali and

WHAT’S UP IN THE BALI SEA?

Lombok have to be seen to be believed — no
postcard can do them justice. And the best way

Three Gilis are better than one
Just oﬀ the northwest coast of Lombok are three small
islands, known as the Gili Islands. There are miles and
miles of white sandy beaches within Gili Air, Gili Meno,
and Gili Trawangan, and you’ll get to visit all three.

Ripple Score

to see them? From the deck of a catamaran, of

27

course. This seven-day sailing adventure through paradise incarnate will introduce you to the fabulous
Gili Islands in a weeklong blur of snorkelling excursions, kayaking tours, beachfront bars, yoga
sessions, and all the mellowing-out you can handle. Your catamaran is staffed by a skilled and
knowledgeable crew and skipper who can adjust the day’s itinerary according to the whims of the
group, too. This isn’t our adventure, after all — it’s yours. Come and get it.
DAY 1 SANUR/NUSA LEMBONGAN Arrive at Serangan Village in the morning to meet the group and

Turtle paradise

skipper for a welcome meeting. Set sail, relax on board, and get to know the other travellers. (1L, 1D)

The Gilis are not only known as an ideal getaway
destination, but also as a safe haven for turtles.
These beloved creatures can be spotted while
snorkelling, diving, and visiting conservations.

DAY 2 NUSA LEMBONGAN/LOMBOK ISLAND Continue sailing to the beautiful islands next to
Lombok, starting with the three most famous Gilis — Air, Meno, and Trawangan. Moor near Gili
Trawangan for the night. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 3-5 LOMBOK ISLAND Explore the beaches and islands
on the west coast of Lombok, including Gili Trawangan, Gili Sudak, Gili Nanggu, and Gili Gede. (3B, 3L,
3D) DAY 6 LOMBOK ISLAND/NUSA PENIDA Cruise to Nusa Penida in the morning. Upon arrival, opt
for snorkelling, or a Nusa Penida Island Explorer Tour. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 7 NUSA PENIDA/SANUR Sail
back to Serangan Village and disembark. Tour ends on arrival. (1B)

Activities aplenty
With a kayak on board and loads of options for
snorkelling, swimming, surﬁng, massages, and yoga,
you’ll have no problem ﬁlling your days with adventure.

|
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
By booking or participating in a tour and any related products
or services (a “Tour”) with G Adventures Inc., a Barbados
company (“G Adventures” or the “Tour Operator”), you
(“you”) agree to these Terms & Conditions (the “Terms”). Your
booking contract may be with G Adventures Inc., a Canadian
company incorporated in Ontario (“G Adventures Canada”)
and authorized sales agent of the Tour Operator, as indicated
on your invoice, however, your Tour will be operated by the
Tour Operator. G Adventures Canada is registered with TICO
(Member No. 50009280).
For additional terms that apply to certain G Adventures Tours or
travel styles please see:
• Family Tours -- 29(A)
• 18-to-Thirtysomethings Tours -- 29(B)
• Expedition -- 29(C)
• National Geographic Journeys with G Adventures and
National Geographic Family Journeys -- 29(D)
• TailorMade – 29(E)
Conditions of Carriage: If your Tour includes carriage by sea,
the Conditions of Carriage available at www.gadventures.com/
terms-conditions/conditions-of-carriage/ also apply to your
Tour, are expressly incorporated into these Terms and form part
of your booking contract with the Tour Operator.
By booking a Tour you acknowledge that you have read,
understand and agree to be bound by these Terms. If you make
a booking on behalf of other participants, you guarantee that
you have the authority to accept and do accept these Terms on
behalf of the other participants in your party.

1. THE BOOKING CONTRACT

Your booking is confirmed and a contract exists when the Tour
Operator or your travel agent issues a written confirmation after
receipt of the applicable deposit amount. Please check your
confirmation carefully and report any incorrect or incomplete
information to the Tour Operator or authorized agent
immediately. Please ensure that names are exactly as stated
in the relevant passport.
You must be at least 18 years of age to make a booking. You
agree to provide full, complete and accurate information to
the Tour Operator.

2. BOOKING ON BEHALF OF OTHERS

By booking on behalf of other participants, you are deemed to
be the designated contact person for every participant included
on that booking. This means that you are responsible for
making all payments due in connection with your Tour booking,
notifying the Tour Operator or your travel agent if any changes
or cancellations are required and keeping your party informed.
By booking on behalf of another person or persons, you
represent and warrant that you have obtained all required
consents. You are responsible for verifying that any information
you provide on behalf of another participant is complete and
accurate and the Tour Operator will under no circumstances be
liable for any errors or omissions in the information provided to
complete a booking.

3. REQUIRED MEDICAL INFORMATION

You must provide any medical information reasonably
requested by the Tour Operator and may be required to
complete the Tour Operator’s medical information form (the
“Medical Form”), available on the Tour Operator’s website at:
http://www.gadventures.com/medical_form.
Medical Forms are mandatory for certain Tours. If you have
any pre-existing medical conditions which may impact your
ability to travel, participate in a Tour, travel to remote areas
without access to medical facilities or may adversely affect the
experience of others on your Tour, you must return a Medical
Form, signed by a licensed and practicing physician to the
Tour Operator prior to or at the time of final payment for the
applicable booking.
You agree to complete the Medical Form honestly and to
disclose all relevant medical information accurately and fully.
The Tour Operator will maintain the information in accordance
with the Tour Operator’s Privacy Policy available at:
https://www.gadventures.com/terms-conditions/privacy/.
The Tour Operator reserves the right to request further
information or professional medical opinions where necessary,
as determined in its discretion, for your safety or the safe
operation of a Tour.
The Tour Operator reserves the right to deny you permission to
travel or participate in any aspect of a Tour at any time and at
your own risk and expense where the Tour Operator determines
that your physical or mental condition renders you unfit for
travel or you represent a danger to yourself or others.
Pregnancy is considered a medical condition and must be
disclosed to the Tour Operator at the time of booking. The Tour
Operator may refuse to carry women who are over 24 weeks
pregnant. The Tour Operator may refuse to carry anyone with
certain medical conditions if reasonable accommodation or
alternatives cannot be arranged.
In the event that you do not complete the required Medical
Form or provide medical information reasonably required by the
Tour Operator for any reason by the deadline indicated above,
the Tour Operator reserves the right to cancel your booking and
all applicable cancellation fees will apply.
You are responsible for assessing whether a Tour is suitable
for you. You should consult your physician to confirm your
fitness for travel and participation in any planned activities.
You should seek your physician’s advice on vaccinations and
medical precautions. The Tour Operator does not provide
medical advice. It is your responsibility to assess the risks and
requirements of each aspect of the Tour based on your own
unique circumstances, limitations, fitness level and medical
requirements.
Travel with the Tour Operator may involve visiting remote or
developing regions, where medical care may not be easily
accessible and medical facilities may not meet the standards
of those found in your home country. The condition of medical
facilities in the countries you may visit on your Tour varies
and the Tour Operator makes no representations and gives no
warranties in relation to the availability or standard of medical
facilities in those regions.

4. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

Any special requirements must be disclosed to the Tour
Operator at the time of booking. The Tour Operator will use
reasonable efforts to accommodate special requirements or
requests but this is not always possible given the nature of
the destinations visited and availability of options outside a
planned itinerary. Certain activities may be inaccessible to you

if your mobility is limited in any way. All food allergies and
dietary restrictions must be disclosed to the Tour Operator at
the time of booking but the Tour Operator cannot guarantee
that dietary needs or restrictions can be accommodated. Any
special requests or requirements do not form part of these
Terms or the contract between you and the Tour Operator and
the Tour Operator is not liable for any failure to accommodate
or fulfill such requests.

5. AGE REQUIREMENTS

Anyone under the age of 18 on the date of first travel is
considered to be a minor. Minors must always be accompanied
by an adult. One adult may accompany up to two minors.
Unless otherwise indicated in the Tour description or by the
Tour Operator, the minimum age for minors travelling on any
Tour is 12 years old.
All bookings with a minor are subject to review and approval
by the Tour Operator. If the consent of a parent, guardian or
any other person is required by applicable law for any minor
to travel, the accompanying adult is responsible for securing
all consents, documentation and ensuring that they and the
minor(s) meet all legal requirements to travel, to enter into
and depart from applicable countries and regions. The Tour
Operator will not be responsible for any fees, damages, or
losses incurred as a result of any failure to secure necessary
consents, permits, and approvals.
Each adult on a booking with a minor or minor(s) is jointly and
severally responsible for the behavior, wellbeing, supervision
and monitoring of such minor(s), and jointly and severally
accepts these Terms for and on behalf of any minor(s) on their
booking, including all assumptions of risk and limitations of
liability. The Tour Operator does not provide care services
for minors and expressly disclaims any responsibility for
chaperoning or controlling any minor(s).

6. MANDATORY INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS

You must have travel insurance with a minimum medical,
evacuation and repatriation coverage of US$200,000
covering all applicable dates of travel with the Tour
Operator. This insurance must cover personal injury and
emergency medical expenses. On the first day of each Tour,
a representative of the Tour Operator will verify that you have
sufficient insurance in place. You are strongly recommended to
extend your coverage to include cancellation, curtailment, and
all other expenses that may arise as a result of loss, damage,
injury, delay or inconvenience while traveling. You acknowledge
that insurance coverage is not included in the cost of any Tour
offered by the Tour Operator and you are required to obtain
separate coverage at an additional cost. It is your responsibility
to ensure that you have sufficient coverage and comply with the
terms of the applicable insurance plans. You are responsible
for advising your insurer of the type of travel, destination(s)
and activities included in your booking so that the insurer may
provide appropriate coverage.

7. PRICES, SURCHARGES AND TAXES

The Tour Operator will not increase the price of your Tour after
you have paid in full. Tours are priced and advertised inclusive
of applicable taxes.
From time-to-time the Tour Operator (or G Adventures
Canada, as its agent) may offer reduced pricing on certain
products or services. Reduced pricing applies only to new
bookings. Bookings where payment of at least a deposit has
been received by the Tour Operator are not entitled to reduced
pricing.

8. VALIDITY

All dates, itineraries and prices of Tours are subject to change
at any time and the current price will be quoted and confirmed
at the time of booking, subject to any surcharges that may be
levied in accordance with these Terms.
You acknowledge that you are responsible for keeping up to
date on the specific details of your Tour and any other products
or services, including, but not limited to checking the Tour
Operator’s website at least 72 hours prior to departure as minor
changes may have been made after the time of booking.

9. DEPOSITS

At the time of booking, a non-refundable deposit in the amount
specified in the chart below, as applicable, per person per Tour
is due to the Tour Operator. If the booking is made 60 days
or less prior to departure, full payment is due at the time of
booking. The non-refundable deposit should be sent to the Tour
Operator or authorized agent, as applicable.
18-to-Thirty Somethings
Classic
Active
Family
Local Living
Marine
National Geographic Journeys
Rail
Expedition

CAD
250
350
350
350
350
350
350
350
1000

For certain products or services offered by the Tour Operator,
including TailorMade (see 29(E) below), alternative deposit
terms apply. Deposits paid for TailorMade will not be held as a
Lifetime Deposit. See Section 29(E) of these Terms for further
details.
Certain products or services offered by the Tour Operator may
require you to make full payment at the time of booking. The
Tour Operator will advise you of any such requirements prior to
confirmation of the applicable booking.
Lifetime Deposits: If you cancel your booking, and that
cancellation is not a result of nonpayment or any other breach
of these Terms, the deposit amount will be held as a “Lifetime
Deposit” with the Tour Operator, subject to these Terms.
Lifetime Deposits have no expiry and may be applied towards
payment of a deposit on any other Tour offered by the Tour
Operator. The Lifetime Deposit is transferable and may be
transferred by you to another individual of your choosing by
providing notice to the Tour Operator in writing.
For the avoidance of doubt, only the deposit amount will form
part of the Lifetime Deposit. The Lifetime Deposit has no cash
value. Only one Lifetime Deposit may be applied per person per
product booked. A Lifetime Deposit must be applied to a new
Tour booking that is of equal or greater value to the cancelled
Tour for which the Lifetime Deposit was originally received.
A Lifetime Deposit may not be applied to the same or similar
dates of travel.

10. DETAILS REQUIRED FOR BOOKING

As a condition of booking, you must provide the information
requested by the Tour Operator along with final payment. If you

fail to supply information required by the Tour Operator for air
tickets, permits, or other inclusions, you will also be liable for
any costs, fees or losses including failure to obtain or provide
that inclusion. In the event that you fail to supply information
required by the Tour Operator, the Tour Operator also reserves
the right to treat your booking (or the relevant component of
your booking) as cancelled and levy any cancellation fees
deemed reasonable by the Tour Operator, in its sole discretion.
The information required by the Tour Operator will vary by Tour
and will be communicated to you or to the Tour Operator’s
authorized agent during the booking process. The Tour
Operator will not be held responsible for any fees you incur as
a result of errors, omissions, inaccuracies, late, misplaced or
otherwise incomplete information you have provided.

11. AIRFARE

Tour prices do not include international or other airfare unless
expressly mentioned in the Tour’s descriptions. The Tour
Operator will quote the best price available for the travel dates
requested at the time the quote is prepared. Quotes provide an
estimate only and are not a firm price commitment by the Tour
Operator or the applicable air carrier(s).
The Tour Operator acts only as a sales agent for the applicable
air carrier and the air carrier terms and conditions apply to the
purchase and use of the air travel ticket. Please consult the
air carrier’s applicable terms and conditions and conditions
of carriage for complete information including applicable
cancellation terms. The Tour Operator is not responsible for
changes in air itineraries or flight times and does not provide
advice or alerts regarding air travel tickets, flight status or
delays.

12. FINAL PAYMENT & ACCEPTANCE OF BOOKING

The confirmation sent by the Tour Operator or your travel
agent will contain details of final payment required for any
booking. Payment of the balance of the price for any products
or services booked (excluding Expedition -- see 29(C) below
and TailorMade – see 29(E) below) is due 60 days before
the departure date of the first product or service included
in the applicable booking. If full payment is not received by
the applicable due date, the Tour Operator may, at its sole
discretion, change the rate payable for the booking, or treat the
booking as cancelled and retain the deposit paid on booking
as a cancellation fee. If a booking is made less than 60 days
before the departure date of the first product included in the
applicable booking, then the full amount must be paid at the
time of booking. If, for any product or service booked, payment
terms differ from those outlined in this section, the applicable
terms will be communicated to you prior to booking and will
also be detailed on the applicable invoice.
The Tour Operator is not responsible for any charges levied by
third parties or financial institutions and payable by you as a
result of credit card or other payment transactions and will not
refund or return any fees charged by third parties or financial
institutions in connection with payments made by you to the
Tour Operator.

13. CANCELLATION BY THE PARTICIPANT

You may cancel your booking by notifying the Tour Operator.
Cancellation fees, if any, will be determined with reference to
the date on which notice of cancellation is received by the Tour
Operator and are expressed as a percentage of the total price
paid for the cancelled Tour, product or service (excluding any
insurance products).
Cancellation of a Tour:
(a) Cancellation received 60 days or more before departure of
first product or service in relevant booking: Lifetime Deposit will
be held by the Tour Operator in accordance with these Terms,
the remainder of the payments made to the Tour Operator in
respect of the cancelled product will be refunded.
(b) Cancellation received 30-59 days before departure of first
product or service in relevant booking: Lifetime Deposit will be
held by the Tour Operator in accordance with these Terms, an
amount equal to 50% of the remainder of the payments made
to the Tour Operator in respect of the cancelled Tour will be
refunded.
(c) Cancellation less than 30 days before departure of first
product or service in relevant booking: Lifetime Deposit will be
held by the Tour Operator in accordance with these Terms, and
no further refund will be payable.
For certain products or services offered by the Tour Operator,
including bookings on or related to the Expedition (see
29(C) below) and TailorMade (see 29(E) below), alternative
cancellation terms may apply. The Tour Operator will advise
you of any such requirements prior to confirmation of the
applicable booking.
Cancellation of Arrival Transfers, Pre and Post Night
Accommodations, My Own Room and optional activities
booked directly with the Tour Operator:
(a) Cancellation 31 days or more before departure: you will
receive a full refund in respect of cancelled Arrival Transfers,
Pre and Post Night Accommodations, My Own Room and
optional activities.
(b) Cancellation 30 days or less before departure: No refund will
be payable in respect of any cancelled Arrival Transfers, Pre
and Post Night Accommodations, My Own Room and optional
activities.

14. GUARANTEED DEPARTURES & CANCELLATION OF
A TOUR BY THE TOUR OPERATOR

A departure date for a Tour offered by the Tour Operator will
become a guaranteed departure when at least one booking
secured by a valid deposit has been made on that departure.
The Tour Operator guarantees that all scheduled Tour
departures booked and secured with a valid deposit will
depart as indicated on the applicable confirmation, subject to
reasonable itinerary changes as described in these Terms or
good faith health and safety concerns. This guarantee is not
applicable in the case of Force Majeure. Up to date Tour and
itinerary information is available on the Tour Operator’s website
or by contacting the Tour Operator. Brochures and other printed
materials displaying Tour information and departure dates are
subject to change may not be relied upon for purposes of
this guarantee.
If a Tour is cancelled by the Tour Operator before the date
of departure for reasons other than Force Majeure and the
cancellation is not caused by your fault or negligence, you will
have the choice of accepting from the Tour Operator:
(a) a substitute Tour of equivalent or superior value; or
(b) a substitute Tour of lesser value if no Tour of equivalent or
superior value is reasonably available and to recover from the
Tour Operator the difference in price between the price of the
Tour originally purchased and the substitute Tour; or
(c) a full refund of all monies paid for the cancelled Tour.

The Tour Operator is not responsible for any incidental
expenses or consequential losses that you incur as a result
of the cancelled booking including visas, vaccinations, nonrefundable flights or rail, non refundable car parking or other
fees, loss of earnings, or loss of enjoyment, the Tour Operator
reserves the right to issue a full refund in lieu of the choices
above, in its sole discretion. Where a significant element of a
Tour as described cannot be provided after departure, the Tour
Operator will make suitable alternative arrangements where
possible. If it is not possible to provide a suitable alternative
or if you reasonably reject any suitable alternatives, the Tour
Operator may provide you with a refund for unused products or
services as determined in its discretion.

15. TRAVEL DOCUMENTS

It is your responsibility to obtain and to have in your possession
all the required documentation and identification required for
entry, departure and travel to each country or region. This
includes a valid passport and all travel documents required
by the relevant governmental authorities including all visas,
permits and certificates (including but not limited to vaccination
or medical certificates) and insurance policies. You must have
a passport that is valid 6 months after the last date of travel
with the Tour Operator as set out on your itinerary. You accept
full responsibility for obtaining all such documents, visas
and permits prior to the start of the Tour, and you are solely
responsible for the full amount of costs incurred as a result of
missing or defective documentation. You agree that you are
responsible for the full amount of any loss or expense incurred
by the Tour Operator that is a direct result of your failure to
secure or be in possession of proper travel documentation. The
Tour Operator does not provide advice on travel documents
and makes no representations or warrantees as to the accuracy
or completeness of any information provided on visas,
vaccinations, climate, clothing, baggage, or special equipment
and you agree that the Tour Operator is not responsible for any
errors or omissions in this information.

16. FLEXIBILITY & UNUSED SERVICES

You acknowledge that the nature of adventure travel requires
flexibility and that you will permit reasonable alterations to
products, services or itineraries by the Tour Operator. The
route, schedules, accommodations, activities, amenities and
mode of transportation are subject to change without notice
due to unforeseeable circumstances or events outside the
control of the Tour Operator (including but not limited to Force
Majeure, illness, mechanical breakdown, flight cancellations,
strikes, political events and entry or border difficulties). No
reimbursements, discounts or refunds will be issued for
services that are missed or unused after departure due to no
fault of the Tour Operator, including your removal from a Tour
because of your negligence or breach of these Terms.

17. CHANGES

Changes made by the Tour Operator: The Tour Operator may
modify your itinerary where reasonably required in its sole
discretion. If the Tour Operator makes a change affecting at
least one in three full days of the itinerary or which materially
affects the character of a product or service in its entirety (a
“Material Change”), the Tour Operator will provide notice to
you as soon as reasonably possible, provided that there is
sufficient time to do so before departure. If a Material Change is
made more than 14 days before departure, you may choose to:
i) accept the Material Change and proceed with the amended
product or service;
ii) book another product or service of equal or greater value,
if available (you will be responsible for paying any difference
in price); or
iii) book another product or service of lesser value, if available
(with a refund payable to you for the difference in price); or
iv) cancel the amended product or service and receive a full
refund for the land-only portion of the applicable product or
service (a refund is not available for other products or services
booked which are not subject to a Material Change).
You must notify the Tour Operator of your choice within
7 days of receiving notice or you will be deemed to accept the
amended itinerary.
Once a Tour has departed, itinerary changes may be necessary
as a result of unforeseen circumstances, operational concerns,
or concerns for your health, safety, enjoyment or comfort.
Any changes are at the discretion of the Tour Operator.
You acknowledge that you must have reasonable financial
resources to cover incidental expenses during all travel with
the Tour Operator, whether or not such expenses arise from
a change of itinerary, and the Tour Operator is not liable for
your failure to prepare adequately for travel and unforeseen
circumstances which may arise during travel. The Tour
Operator will not be liable for any indirect and or consequential
losses associated with any changes to a booking or itinerary.
Changes made by you: You are responsible for ensuring that
information provided to the Tour Operator is accurate and upto-date. Any changes to your name on any booking are subject
to the Tour Operator’s approval. Any changes to a booking
depend on availability and are subject to the Tour Operator’s
approval and these Terms. Any extra costs incurred for making
the change will be charged to you along with an administrative
fee. Cancellation of any Tour, product or service included in a
booking will not be considered a change for purposes of this
section and will be governed by the applicable cancellation
terms. No changes are permitted to any booking within 10 days
of departure of the first product or service on the applicable
booking.

18. ACCEPTANCE OF RISK

You acknowledge that adventure travel and the products and
services offered by the Tour Operator may involve a significant
amount of risk to your health and safety. By traveling with the
Tour Operator you acknowledge that you have considered
any potential risks to health and safety. You hereby assume
responsibility for all such risks and release the Tour Operator
from all claims and causes of action arising from any losses,
damages or injuries or death resulting from risks inherent in
travel, including adventure travel specifically, visiting foreign
destinations, and participating in adventurous activities such
as those included in Tour itineraries or otherwise offered by
the Tour Operator. The Tour Operator requires that you confirm
your assumption of this responsibility by completing the
participation waiver (the “Waiver”) prior to departing on your
tour. The Waiver is available at https://www.gadventures.com/
terms-conditions/participation-waiver/
You acknowledge that the degree and nature of personal
risk involved depends on the products or services booked
and the location(s) in which a product or service operates,
and that there may be a significant degree of personal risk
involved in participating, particularly participating in physical
activities, travel to remote locations, carriage by watercraft,
participation in “extreme sports” or other high-risk activities,
or travel to countries with developing infrastructure. Standards
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of hygiene, accommodation and transport in certain countries
where Tours take place are often lower than the standards you
may reasonably expect in your home country or region. You
agree that the Tour Operator is not responsible for providing
information or guidance with respect to local customs, weather
conditions, specific safety concerns, physical challenges or
laws in effect in any locations where a Tour, product or service
is operated. You acknowledge you have considered the
potential risks, dangers and challenges and your own personal
capabilities and needs, and you expressly assume the risks
associated with travel under such conditions.
You must at all times strictly comply with all applicable laws
and regulations of all countries and regions. Should you fail to
comply with the above or commit any illegal act when on Tour
or, if in the opinion of the Tour Operator (acting reasonably),
your behavior is causing or is likely to cause danger, distress or
material annoyance to others, the Tour Operator may terminate
your travel arrangements on any product or service immediately
at your expense and without any liability on the Tour Operator’s
part. You will not be entitled to any refund for unused or missed
services or costs incurred as a result of termination of your
travel arrangements, including, without limitation, return travel,
accommodations, meals, and incidentals.
You are responsible for any costs (including repair, replacement
and cleaning fees) incurred by the Tour Operator or the Tour
Operator’s suppliers for property damage, destruction or theft
caused by you while on a Tour. You agree to immediately
report any pre-existing damage to a representative of the
Tour Operator and staff of the accommodation, transportation
service, or facility as soon as possible upon discovery.
You agree to take all prudent measures in relation to your own
safety while on Tour including, but not limited to, the proper
use of safety devices (including seatbelts, harnesses, flotation
devices and helmets) and obeying all posted signs and oral or
written warnings regarding health and safety. Neither the Tour
Operator nor its Third Party Suppliers (as defined herein) are
liable for loss or damages caused by your failure to comply with
safety instructions or warnings.
You agree to bring any complaints to the Tour Operator as
soon as possible in order to provide the Tour Operator with
the opportunity to properly address such complaint. You agree
to inform your tour leader, another representative of the Tour
Operator or the Tour Operator’s customer service department
directly. The Tour Operator assumes no liability for complaints
that are not properly brought to the attention of the Tour
Operator and cannot resolve or attempt to resolve complaints
until proper notice is provided. Any complaint made after the
completion of a Tour must be received in writing by the Tour
Operator within 30 days of the last day of travel of the booking
in question.

19. THE TOUR OPERATOR IS NOT LIABLE
FOR THIRD PARTY SUPPLIERS

T h e To u r O p e r a t o r m a k e s a r r a n g e m e n t s w i t h
accommodation providers, activity providers, airlines,
cruise lines, coach companies, transfer operators, shore
excursion operators, tour and local guides, and other
independent parties (“Third Party Suppliers”) to provide
you with some or all of the components of your booking.
Third Party Suppliers may also engage the services of local
operators and sub-contractors. Although the Tour Operator
takes all reasonable care in selecting Third Party Suppliers,
the Tour Operator is unable to control Third Party Suppliers,
does not supervise Third Party Suppliers and therefore cannot
be responsible for their acts or omissions. Any services
provided by Third Party Suppliers are subject to the terms and
conditions imposed by these Third Party Suppliers and their
liability is limited by their tariffs, conditions of carriage, tickets
and vouchers and international conventions and agreements
that govern the provision of their services. These may limit or
exclude liability of the Third Party Supplier. You acknowledge
that Third Party Suppliers operate in compliance with the
applicable laws of the countries in which they operate and the
Tour Operator does not warrant that any Third Party Supplier
is in compliance with the laws of your country of residence or
any other jurisdiction.
The Tour Operator is not liable and will not assume
responsibility for any claims, losses, damages, costs or
expenses arising out of inconvenience, loss of enjoyment,
upset, disappointment, distress or frustration, whether
physical or mental, resulting from the act or omission of
any party other than the Tour Operator and its employees.
The Tour Operator is not liable for the acts or omissions,
whether negligent or otherwise, of Third Party Suppliers or any
independent contractors.

20. OPTIONAL EXTRAS

“Optional Extras” refers to any activity, transportation, meal,
product or service not expressly included in the Tour itinerary
or price of the Tour and which does not form part of the Tour.
You agree that any assistance given by the Tour Operator’s
representative(s) in arranging, selecting, or booking, any
Optional Extras is purely at your request and the Tour Operator
makes no warranties and expressly disclaims any liability
whatsoever arising from participation in Optional Extras or
any information provided by any representative of the Tour
Operator regarding any Optional Extras. You release the Tour
Operator from all claims and causes of action arising from any
damages, loss of enjoyment, inconvenience, or injuries related
to or arising from participation in or booking of Optional Extras.
You acknowledge and agree that any liability for loss,
damages, death, personal injury, illness, emotional distress,
mental suffering or psychological injury or loss of or damage
to property associated with Optional Extras is the sole
responsibility of the third party providing that service or activity.

21. LIABILITY

The Tour Operator and its parents, subsidiaries and their
respective employees, affiliates, officers, directors, successors,
representatives, and assigns shall not be held liable for (A)
any damage to, or loss of, property or injury to, or death of,
persons occasioned directly or indirectly by an act or omission
of any other provider, including but not limited to any defect
in any aircraft, watercraft, or vehicle operated or provided
by such other provider; and (B) any loss or damage due to
delay, cancellation, or disruption in any manner caused by the
laws, regulations, acts or failures to act, demands, orders, or
interpositions of any government or any subdivision or agent
thereof, or by acts of God, strikes, fire, flood, war, rebellion,
terrorism, insurrection, sickness, quarantine, epidemics, theft,
or any other cause(s) beyond their control. You waive any claim
against the Tour Operator for any such loss, damage, injury,
or death.
In the event that any loss, death, injury or illness is caused by
the negligent acts or omissions of the Tour Operator or of the
Third Party Suppliers of any services which form part of the

booking contract then the Tour Operator limits its liability, where
applicable by all applicable international conventions.
Carriage of passengers and their luggage by sea is governed by
the Athens Convention relating to the Carriage of Passengers
and their Luggage by Sea (PAL), as amended (the “Athens
Convention”) which is expressly incorporated into these Terms
and any liability of the Tour Operator and the Carrier (as that
term is defined in the Athens Convention) for death or personal
injury or for loss or damage to luggage arising out of carriage
by sea will be determined solely in accordance with this
Convention. The Athens Convention limits the Carrier’s liability
for death or personal injury or loss or damage to luggage and
makes special provision for valuables. It presumes that luggage
has been delivered undamaged to the Guest unless written
notice is given to the Tour Operator and/or the Carrier:
(a) in the case of apparent damage, before or at the time of
disembarkation or redelivery; or
(b) in the case of damage which is not apparent or of loss,
within 15 days from the date of disembarkation or redelivery or
from the time when such redelivery should have taken place.
Any damage payable by the Tour Operator up to the
Athens Convention limits will be reduced in proportion to
any contributory negligence by you and by the maximum
deductible specified in Article 8 (4) of the Athens Convention.
Copies of the Athens Convention are available from the Tour
Operator on request.
In so far as the Tour Operator may be liable to you in respect
of claims arising out of carriage by sea, the Tour Operator is
entitled to all the rights, defenses, immunities and limitations
available, respectively, to the actual carrier and under the
relevant Conventions, and nothing in these Terms will be
deemed as a surrender thereof. To the extent that any provision
in these Terms is made null and void by the Athens Convention
or any legislation compulsorily applicable or is otherwise
unenforceable, it shall be void to that extent but not further.
The Tour Operator’s liability will not at any time exceed that of
the carrier under its Conditions of Carriage and applicable or
incorporated conventions or other legislation. Any liability in
respect of death and personal injury and loss of and damage to
luggage which the Tour Operator may incur, whether under the
contract with you in accordance with these Terms or otherwise,
will always be subject to the limits of liability contained in the
Athens Convention for death or personal injury.

28. AMENDMENTS

The Tour Operator reserves the right to update or alter these
Terms at any time, and will post the amended Terms on the Tour
Operator’s website at gadventures.com/terms-conditions/. Any
amendment will take effect 10 days after being posted to the
Tour Operator’s website. An up to date copy of these Terms, as
amended, may be accessed at any time on the Tour Operator’s
website and will be sent to you upon written request to the Tour
Operator. You are deemed to have accepted any amendments
to these Terms on the date that is 10 days after their posting on
the Tour Operator’s website. The Tour Operator recommends
that you refer to the Terms prior to travel to familiarize
themselves with the most up-to-date version available.

29. ADDITIONAL TERMS APPLICABLE
TO CERTAIN TRAVEL STYLES
(A) FAMILY TOURS
The following terms and conditions will only apply if you are
booking or traveling on Family Tours with the Tour Operator:

National Geographic shall not be held liable for (A) any damage
to, or loss of, property or injury to, or death of, persons
occasioned directly or indirectly by an act or omission of
any other provider, including but not limited to any defect
in any aircraft, watercraft, or vehicle operated or provided
by such other provider; and (B) any loss or damage due to
delay, cancellation, or disruption in any manner caused by the
laws, regulations, acts or failures to act, demands, orders, or
interpositions of any government or any subdivision or agent
thereof, or by acts of God, strikes, fire, flood, war, rebellion,
terrorism, insurrection, sickness, quarantine, epidemics, theft,
or any other cause(s) beyond their control. You waive any claim
against National Geographic for any such loss, damage, injury,
or death.

(B) 18-to-THIRTYSOMETHINGS TOURS
The following terms and conditions will only apply if you are
booking or traveling on 18-to-Thirtysomethings Tours with
the Tour Operator:

The following terms and conditions will only apply if you are
booking or traveling on a National Geographic Family Journeys
Tour:

To travel on a “18-to-Thirtysomethings” Tour, you must be at
least 18 years of age as of the date of first travel and comply
with any other age restrictions as may be promulgated from
time to time by G Adventures.
(C) M.S. EXPEDITION
The following terms and conditions will only apply if you are
booking or traveling on Expedition Tours with G Adventures:
Medical Form for Expedition Tours: The Tour Operator’s
Medical Form is mandatory for all Expedition Tours. You must
return your Medical Form signed by a licensed and practicing
physician to the Tour Operator prior to or at the time of final
payment for the applicable booking.

For claims not involving personal injury, death or illness or
which are not subject to the Conventions referred to above,
any liability the Tour Operator may incur for the negligent acts
or omissions of its suppliers will be limited to a maximum of
the price which you paid for the applicable Tour, not including
insurance premiums and administration charges. Where this
relates to loss or damage to luggage and other personal
possessions then the Tour Operator liability will not exceed
$1,000 CAD. The Tour Operator will not at any time be liable
for any loss of or damage to valuables of any nature. You agree
that you will be precluded from making a double recovery by
making the same claims and seeking recovery against the Tour
Operator and its suppliers, contractors or other third parties.

Payment and Cancellation: Payment for the full amount due
for any Expedition Tour is due 120 days before the departure
date of the first product of service on your booking. If full
payment is not received by the due date, the Tour Operator may
change the rate payable or may treat the booking as cancelled
and may, in its sole discretion, retain the deposit paid on
booking as a cancellation fee. If a Tour is booked less than 120
days before the departure date of the first scheduled departure
on your itinerary where an Expedition Tour is included, then the
full amount is payable at the time of booking. If payment terms
differ from those outlined in this section, the applicable terms
will be communicated to you prior to booking and will also be
detailed on your invoice.

22. FORCE MAJEURE

You may cancel your booking by notifying the Tour Operator.
Cancellation fees, if any, will be determined with reference to
the date on which notice of cancellation is received by the Tour
Operator and are expressed as a percentage of the total price
paid for the cancelled Tour, product or service (excluding any
insurance products).

23. IMAGES AND MARKETING

You agree that, while participating in any Tour, images, photos
or videos may be taken by other participants, the Tour Operator
or its representatives that may contain or feature you or your
likeness. You consent to any such pictures being taken and
grant a perpetual, royalty-free, worldwide, irrevocable license to
the Tour Operator, its contractors, sub-contractors and assigns,
to reproduce for any purpose whatsoever (including marketing,
promotions and the creation of promotional materials by or with
sub-licensees), in any medium whatsoever, whether currently
known or hereinafter devised, without any further obligation or
compensation payable to you.

24. PRIVACY POLICY

The Tour Operator must collect your personal information to
deliver the Tour and any products or services booked. The Tour
Operator collects, uses and discloses only that information
reasonably required to enable the Tour Operator and its Third
Party Suppliers to provide the particular Tour, products and/
or services that you have requested as described in the Tour
Operator’s Privacy Policy, which can be accessed any time at
http://www.gadventures.com/terms-conditions/privacy/ and
is expressly incorporated into these Terms. By submitting any
personal information to the Tour Operator, you indicate your
acceptance of the Tour Operator’s Privacy Policy.

25. SEVERABILITY

If any provision of these Terms is so broad as to be
unenforceable, such provision will be interpreted to be only
so broad as is enforceable. The invalidity or unenforceability
of any provision hereof will in no way affect the validity or
enforceability of any other provision.

26. CONTRACT PARTIES & SUCCESSORS

These Terms will inure to the benefit of and be binding upon
the parties and their respective heirs, legal and personal
representatives, executors, estate trustees, successors and
assigns.

27. APPLICABLE LAW

The Contract and these Terms are subject to the laws of
Ontario, Canada and you submit to the exclusive jurisdiction
of the courts located in Toronto, Ontario, Canada for the
resolution of any dispute under these Terms or concerning any
Tour, product or service.

NGP, ITS PARENTS, SUBSIDIARIES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE
EMPLOYEES, AFFILIATES, OFFICERS, DIRECTORS,
SUCCESSORS, REPRESENTATIVES AND ASSIGNES
(COLLECTIVELY DEFINED AS “NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC”)
ARE NOT LIABLE AND WILL NOT ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY
FOR ANY CLAIMS, LOSSES, DAMAGES, COSTS OR
EXPENSES ARISING OUT OF INCONVENIENCE, LOSS
OF ENJOYMENT, UPSET, DISAPPOINTMENT, DISTRESS
OR FRUSTRATION, WHETHER PHYSICAL OR MENTAL,
RESULTING FROM THE ACT OR OMISSION OF ANY PARTY.

Family Tour Requirements: In order to book a Tour designated
as a “Family Tour” by the Tour Operator, you must be travelling
as part of a “Family Unit”. A “Family Unit” is a group of two
or more persons travelling and booking together, where at
least one person is a minor in the care of at least one of the
accompanying adults. One minor may accompany one or more
adults for the purposes of being considered a Family Unit.
The Tour Operator reserves the right to cancel the booking of
anyone travelling or planning to travel on a Family Tour who, in
the Tour Operator’s sole discretion, do not properly constitute
a Family Unit in accordance with this section or otherwise does
not meet the Tour Operator’s requirements for participation
in a Family Tour.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary elsewhere in these
Terms, the Tour Operator will not in any circumstances be
liable to you for any loss or anticipated loss of profit, loss of
enjoyment, loss of revenue, loss of use, loss of contract or other
opportunity nor for any other consequential or indirect loss or
damage of a similar nature.

The Tour Operator will not be liable in any way for death, bodily
injury, illness, damage, delay or other loss or detriment to
person or property, or financial costs both direct and indirect
incurred, or for the Tour Operator failure to commence, perform
or complete any duty owed to you if such death, delay, bodily
injury (including emotional distress or injury), illness, damage or
other loss or detriment to person or property is caused by Act
of God, war or war like operations, mechanical breakdowns,
terrorist activities or threat thereof, civil commotions, labor
difficulties, interference by authorities, political disturbance,
howsoever and where so ever any of the same may arise or
be caused, riot, insurrection and government restraint, fire,
extreme weather or any other cause whatsoever beyond the
reasonable control of the Tour Operator; or an event which the
Tour Operator or the Third Party Supplier of services, even with
all due care, could not foresee any and all of which, individually
and collectively, constitute “Force Majeure”.

By booking or traveling on a Tour, you certify that you do not
have any mental, physical, or other condition that would create
a hazard for yourself or other participants. NGP and the Tour
Operator reserve the right in their sole discretion to accept,
decline or remove any person on a Tour. NGP and the Tour
Operator reserve the right, without penalty, to make changes in
the published itinerary whenever, in their judgment, they deem
it necessary for your comfort, convenience, or safety and in
accordance with these Terms.

Cancellation Terms for Expedition Trips:
(a) Cancellation 90 days or more before first departure on
relevant booking: Lifetime Deposit will be held by the Tour
Operator in accordance with these Terms and the remainder
of the payments to the Tour Operator for the cancelled Tour
will be refunded.
(b) Cancellation 60-89 days before first departure on relevant
booking: Lifetime Deposit will be held by the Tour Operator in
accordance with these Terms and an amount equal to 50% of
the remainder of the payments made to the Tour Operator for
the cancelled Tour will be refunded.
(c) Cancellation less than 60 days before first departure on
relevant booking: Lifetime Deposit will be held by the Tour
Operator in accordance with these Terms and no further refund
will be payable.
Cancellation of Pre and Post Cruise Accommodations,
Add-On Packages, Kayaking, Camping, and Theme Packs:
(a) Cancellation 60 days or more before first departure on
relevant booking: All payments made to the Tour Operator
will be refunded.
(b) Cancellation less than 60 days before first departure on
relevant booking: no refund is payable.
Expedition Service Providers:
The Vessel used in Expedition Tours carries onboard service
providers, which may include medical staff, spa personnel, or
entertainers who operate as independent contractors. Their
services and products are charged as Optional Extras and
they contract directly with you to provide any products and
services you request. Neither the Tour Operator nor the Carrier
is responsible for these Optional Extras and will not be liable for
the acts or omissions of these service providers.
Shore excursions on Expedition Tours (“Shore Excursions”)
are subject to their own set of terms and conditions, separate
and apart from these Terms, and may be reserved after an
Expedition Tour has been booked and confirmed. It is your
responsibility to ensure that you are fit to participate in Shore
Excursions.
(D) NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC JOURNEYS WITH
G ADVENTURES AND NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
FAMILY JOURNEYS
The following terms and conditions will only apply if you are
booking or traveling on a National Geographic Journeys
with G Adventures or a National Geographic Family
Journeys Tour:

In order to book a National Geographic Family Journeys Tour,
you must be travelling as part of a “Family Unit”. A “Family
Unit” is a group of two or more persons travelling and booking
together, where at least one person is a minor in the care of
at least one of the accompanying adults. One minor may
accompany one or more adults for the purposes of being
considered a Family Unit. The Tour Operator reserves the right
to cancel the booking of anyone travelling or planning to travel
on a National Geographic Family Journeys Tour who, in the
Tour Operator’s sole discretion, do not properly constitute a
Family Unit in accordance with this section or otherwise does
not meet the Tour Operator’s requirements for participation in a
National Geographic Family Journeys Tour.
(E) TAILORMADE
The following terms and conditions will only apply if you
are booking or travelling on TailorMade Tours with the Tour
Operator:
Price Validity: Upon receipt of your TailorMade booking
request the Tour Operator will provide you with a quote for the
chosen Tour. Prices quoted for all TailorMade Tours are valid
until the date indicated on the quote, after which time the Tour
Operator reserves the right to provide you with a revised quote.
Any modifications to a TailorMade itinerary, including dates or
number of people travelling, will be subject to a revised quote.
Payment and Cancellation: Payment for the full amount due
for any TailorMade Tours is due 90 days before the departure
date of the first product of service on your booking. If full
payment is not received by the due date, the Tour Operator
may issue a new quote, including a change to the rate payable
or may treat the booking as cancelled and may, in its sole
discretion, retain the deposit paid on booking as a cancellation
fee. If a Tour is booked less than 90 days before the departure
date of the first product or service on your itinerary where
TailorMade is included, then the full amount is payable at the
time of booking.
In addition to the deposit, certain elements of your TailorMade
Tour may be subject to higher or different charges (including
different cancellation charges). These charges will be
applicable solely when required by our suppliers. If this
situation arises, the Tour Operator reserves the right to ask you
to make payment of the requested sum within a certain period
and prior to balance due date. These terms, if applicable, will
be communicated to you prior to booking and will also be
detailed on your invoice.
You may cancel your booking by notifying the Tour Operator.
Cancellation fees, if any, will be determined with reference to
the date on which notice of cancellation is received by the Tour
Operator and are expressed as a percentage of the total price
paid for the cancelled Tour, product or service (excluding any
insurance or air products).
Deposit Terms for TailorMade:
At the time of booking, a non-refundable deposit in the amount
of 30% of the Tour price, per person per Tour is due to the
Tour Operator. If the booking is made 90 days or less prior
to departure, full payment is due at the time of booking. The
non-refundable deposit should be sent to the Tour Operator or
authorized agent, as applicable. Deposits paid in respect of a
TailorMade trip will not be held as a Lifetime Deposit.
A Lifetime Deposit held on file with the Tour Operator may
be applied toward the 30% deposit required for TailorMade,
however, in the event of a cancellation that results in the loss
of deposit the Lifetime Deposit applied will not be refunded
or reinstated.
Cancellation Terms for TailorMade:
(a) Cancellation 90 days or more before first departure
on relevant booking: 30% deposit will be held by the Tour
Operator in accordance with these Terms and the remainder
of the payments to the Tour Operator for the cancelled Tour
will be refunded.
(b) Cancellation 60-89 days before first departure on relevant
booking: An amount equal to 50% of the Tour price of the
cancelled Tour will be refunded.
(c) Cancellation less than 60 days before first departure on
relevant booking: No refund will be payable.

National Geographic Partners, LLC (for purposes of
these Terms, collectively “NGP”) will provide educational
enrichment as outlined in its catalog and on its website
(nationalgeographicjour neys.com) and has licensed
G Adventures to organize and administer National Geographic
Journeys tours. The Tour Operator is solely responsible for
arranging and providing all the services and accommodations
offered to you in connection with the Tour.
CAEN1901
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TailorMade

Angkor Wat’s ancient history comes alive with a G Adventures CEO by your side.
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Every bite’s a delight in Sarapiqui, Costa Rica.

Create your own private adventure from
a selection of unique itineraries that can
be tailored to exactly what you like and
how you want to see the world.

TailorMade features

› Pick from our selection of customizable tours in 11 destinations
› Travel by yourself, with a friend or a group
› Choose your pace, tour length, and date
› Make the tour yours by customizing activities, your preferred
method of transportation, and where you stay
› Be your own guide or let one of our skilled Chief Experience
Oﬃcers (CEOs) lead the way
› For groups of eight or more some exceptions may apply
Learn more about how TailorMade works.
Visit gadventures.com/tailormade
We herd you like spotting elephants in South Africa’s
Kruger National Park.
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Looking for some of Quito’s best art? Take to the streets!

Day Tours
A day in the life of our world.
When it comes to small group travel, we like to think bigger. That’s why
every experience you’ll have with us offers more meaning — each is created
to bring you closer to our world.
And on a G Adventures Day Tour, it’s no different.
Designed to be one-day-or-less introductions to our world, we’ve created
and curated Day Tours to bring you the very best of our planet — whether
or not it’s part of a multi-day tour.
Start your trip off on the right foot by adding one before your tour, or
extend your journey by taking one at the very end. And when you want the
G Adventures experience without committing to a multi-day trip, book
one on its own. It’s time to experience our world, one day at a time.

Choose from seven unique
types of Day Tours:
City Highlights
Skip straight to local best-ofs, and see some
you’ve never even heard of.

Food & Wine
Discovery starts with your taste buds on these
culinary-based tours.

Hiking & Cycling
Stay oﬀ the sidewalk and see another side to
these incredible destinations.

History & Culture
Uncover what they skimmed over in school —
no textbooks required.

Nature & Wildlife
Experience the best of Mother Nature,
camera in tow.

Shopping & Shows
Tours that bring you to your feet, whether it’s
to browse market stalls or watch local live
entertainment.

River Cruises
It doesn’t get any fresher, or more local, than market eats when you’re in Bangkok.

Slow it down and learn about life on our world’s
most beautiful waterways.
To learn more visit gadventures.com/day-tours.

Black tie optional, penguin suits mandatory in Cape Town.
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Having the
time of your life,
made easy.

In India, airport transfers are done by Women on Wheels, a G Adventuressupported program that employs women from resource-poor communities.

We’ll take care of your whole
trip and then some.
There’s more to a G Adventures tour than just the itinerary. We have little
ways you can personalize and enhance your once-in-a-lifetime experience.
From erasing your map-reading stress to helping you get the right coverage
for any “oops” situation, we’ve got you covered with the click of a button or
quick chat on the phone. By taking care of these things before you go,
conveniently all in one place, you get some extra peace of mind. Plus, you
can stay in your bunny slippers.
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Flights?
We can book
those, too.
Why book with us?
COMPETITIVE RATES
We work with more than 80 airlines
worldwide so we can ﬁnd you the right
ﬂight for the right price.

CONVENIENCE
Trip, ﬂights, and insurance. Book it all with
G Adventures and save yourself time and
the hassle. Our dedicated experts are
always ready to lend a hand. If you need
extra nights booked at hotels or lastminute assistance, we can help.

COLLECT POINTS?
Just give us your frequent ﬂyer information
when you book and the points are yours.

UPGRADES
We can book ﬂights that work for you — whether they match your tour
dates, let you extend your stay, or even take you to a diﬀerent city.

Personalize your tour

Don’t be shy. Need that extra legroom?
Really want to treat yourself to premium or
business class? Just ask.
Book your ﬂight with your tour online,
or call us 24/7.

Throughout these pages, you’ll ﬁnd our tips for extra activities you can
pre-book. No duds. No risky harnesses. No disappointments — because
every suggestion is approved by G Adventures. From hot-air balloon
rides to local cooking classes, there’s a lot out there. Just look for
“Personalize your tour” to make your adventure feel a little more yours.

Extend your stay
There’s lots to see on all of our itineraries. But if you want an extra day to
explore Bangkok before your tour kicks oﬀ, or another night to unwind in
Lima at the end, you can book your pre- and post-trip accommodation
at your start or end hotel. More free time, less packing.

Arrival transfer
Who wants to have to ﬂag down taxis or wrangle local transit after a
six-hour ﬂight? We can help arrange your airport transfer in destination
so you can get to your hotel easily and get exploring sooner.

Travel insurance
If there’s one thing any sage traveller will recommend, it’s to purchase
travel insurance. We can ﬁnd you the best coverage for your tour
requirements and budget. Get just what you need by booking with us
before you go.
Looking to get more out of your Antarctic adventure?
Sign up for kayaking ahead of your departure.

Unforgettable sunsets at Wadi Rum, Jordan.

Small group
travel makes your
world bigger.
Discover more when you’re on
a tour that’s right for you.

The ultimate trekking challenge: Kilimanjaro.

All G Adventures tours share a common love of adventure, but
life-altering experiences come in a variety of flavours. To help you
find your best fit faster, we bring common themes together into
Travel Styles and special collections. No matter what kind of
traveller you are, we’ve got an adventure that’ll fit you just right.
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Exploring the rainforest around Pacuare River in Costa Rica.

Classic
Looking for that sweet spot between
independent backpacking and organized
group tours? Congratulations; you found it.
Classic tours combine the support and
security of group travel, unbeatable
variety, and the ﬂexibility to go oﬀ-script
when fate says, “Hey, let’s do this.”

Marine

National Geographic Journeys
National Geographic Journeys with
G Adventures takes you deeper into the
cultures of the world’s greatest places for
meaningful encounters, interactions with
knowledgeable local guides, and the
freedom to roam, all within the structure
and security of travelling in a small group.

National Geographic
Family Journeys
Your family can now discover the world
together, on the new National Geographic
Family Journeys with G Adventures
collection of trips. Featuring itineraries
with pre-trip and on-trip activities inspired
by National Geographic’s expertise in
photography and storytelling, wildlife,
culture, history, and geography, these trips
let families connect with the world and
each other.

There’s adventure aplenty out there
beyond the shore, but unless you’ve got
gills or ﬂippers, you’ll need a ship to ﬁnd
them. Marine tours are designed for
travellers of all stripes, from experienced
cruisers and sailors to landlubbers who’ve
never set foot on a boat. And they go just
about everywhere there’s water. If you can
ﬂoat there, you can go there.

18−to-Thirtysomethings
Youth is a limited-time oﬀer. Get more out
of yours with our 18−to-Thirtysomethings
tours — fast-paced and aﬀordable
adventures designed for young travellers.
Explore the world by day, stay up all night,
and do it all again tomorrow someplace
new with friends you’ll want to hang on to
forever. You’ve got the rest of your life to
take it slow. Live fast now.

Active
Active adventures get you closer to the
destination by letting you hike, bike, and
multisport your way through it. We provide
the equipment, the experts, and the
opportunity, you provide the energy. On
your mark. Get set. Go Active.

Rail
Before we took to the skies, we rode the
rails. The steam locomotive connected the
world like no technology that came before
it, linking isolated communities to the big
cities. The magic of train travel hasn’t
diminished with time, yet most of us have
forgotten it. Climb aboard and see your
world in a new way all over again.

Family
Open up the world of adventure travel for
kids ages six and up by letting them
experience their planet on their own terms.
Everything is new and exciting when
you’re a kid; travel with yours and discover
your world for the ﬁrst time all over again.

Local Living
Always dreamed of getting deep inside
one of the world’s greatest or most
out-there destinations? You can now.
Unpack once on a Local Living tour and go
undercover in some of the world’s most
interesting places in search of life as it’s
lived every day.

Wellness
Travel connects us — to our planet, to its
people, and to ourselves. Wellness travel
was created to recharge the body and
nourish the mind. Our new Wellness tours
oﬀer the perfect balance of awe-inspiring
destinations, rejuvenating activities, and
healthy food experiences, helping you
return home feeling even better than
when you left.
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Index
Sunsets are best enjoyed from the deck of your catamaran.

Expedition Cruising

CODE

DAYS

COUNTRIES VISITED

32
34
36
38
40
44
46
48
52
52
54
54
56
56
58
58
58
58
58

XVCASX
XVAESX
XVQCSX
XVSHSX
XVGFSX
XVRPNX
XVRDNX
XVAHNX
XVTLNX
XCTENX
XVLTNX
XCETNX
XVLLNX
XCELNX

11
13
14
21
22
8
11
15
13
16
13
16
15
18

Antarctica, Argentina
Antarctica, Argentina
Antarctica, Argentina
Antarctica, Argentina, Falkland islands
Antarctica, Argentina, Falkland islands, Uruguay, South Georgia
Arctic, Norway, Svalbard
Arctic, Norway, Svalbard
Arctic, Iceland, Greenland, Norway, Svalbard
Arctic, Norway, Scotland
Arctic, Norway, Scotland
Arctic, Norway, Scotland
Arctic, Norway, Scotland
Arctic, Norway, Scotland, Svalbard
Arctic, Norway, Scotland, Svalbard

SEV10RB
SEV08RB
SEV10RA
SEV08RA
SEVL07YB
SEV07YB
SEV10YA
SEV17YA
SEVL07NB
SEV07NB
SEV10NA
SEV10NB
SEVL07MA
SEV07MA
SEV10MB
SEV10MA
SEV07DA
SEV08DA
SEV10DB
SEV17DA
SEVL07LB
SEV07LB
SEV10LA
SEV17LA
SPH07MB
SED07MB
SPA10MA

10
8
10
8
7
7
10
17
7
7
10
10
7
7
10
10
7
7
10
17
7
7
10
17
27
14
21

Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador, Peru
Ecuador, Peru
Ecuador, Peru

Antarctica Classic
Antarctica Classic in Depth
Quest for the Antarctic Circle
Spirit of Shackleton
Falklands, South Georgia & Antarctica
Realm of the Polar Bear
Realm of the Polar Bear in Depth
Arctic Highlights
Cruise the Norwegian Fjords
Cruise the Norwegian Fjords with Scottish Highlands
Explore the Norwegian Fjords
Explore the Norwegian Fjords and Scottish Highlands
Norwegian Arctic Encompassed
Norwegian Arctic and Scottish Highlands Encompassed
Antarctica camping
Antarctica kayaking
Arctic kayaking
Antarctica ﬂight and hotel add-on
Tierra del Fuego National Park visit

Galápagos Cruising
71
71
71
71
75
75
75
75
79
79
79
79
85
85
85
85
89
89
89
89
93
93
93
93
94
94
95

Galápagos — West and Central Islands aboard the Reina Silvia Voyager
Galápagos — West and Central Islands aboard the Reina Silvia Voyager (Cruise Only)
Galápagos — Central and East Islands aboard the Reina Silvia Voyager
Galápagos — Central and East Islands aboard the Reina Silvia Voyager (Cruise Only)
Galápagos Land & Sea — Central & South Islands aboard the Yolita
Galápagos — South & East Islands aboard the Yolita
Galápagos — North, West & Central Islands aboard the Yolita
Complete Galápagos — Yolita
Galápagos Land & Sea — Central Islands aboard the Monserrat
Galápagos — South & East Islands aboard the Monserrat
Galápagos — West, Central and East Islands aboard the Monserrat
Galápagos — Central, South & East Islands aboard the Monserrat
Galápagos Land & Sea — Central Islands aboard the Xavier III
Galápagos — South Islands aboard the Xavier III
Galápagos — Central & East Islands aboard the Xavier III
Galápagos — South & Central Islands aboard the Xavier III
Galápagos — North & Central Islands aboard the Eden
Galápagos — South & East Islands aboard the Eden
Galápagos — East, Central, & West Islands aboard the Eden
Complete Galápagos — Eden
Galápagos Land & Sea — North & Central aboard Estrella del Mar
Galápagos — South & Central Islands aboard the Estrella del Mar
Galápagos — West, Central & East Islands aboard the Estrella del Mar
Complete Galápagos — Estrella del Mar
Absolute Peru & Galápagos Central Islands
Galápagos Central Islands & Inca Discovery
Amazon to the Andes & Galápagos South & Central Islands

This is just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to the adventures you’ll be having on the G Expedition.

River Cruising

CODE

DAYS

COUNTRIES VISITED

102
103
103
107
111

SP5AR
PVIIA
SPLAR
AVLSZW
EFLEDN

7
9
14
10
8

Peru
Peru
Peru
Vietnam, Cambodia
France

EIVZ
ECVS
ECVM
GVSS
GVMS
GVMA
GVAS
CIVT
CCVH
CSVG
ASVM
ASVT
ASVC
AFMS
AFMB
ATSA
ATSH
ATSK
AEVB

10
8
8
10
8
8
15
7
8
8
7
7
8
7
7
7
4
4
7

Italy, Croatia, Slovenia
Croatia
Croatia, Montenegro
Greece
Greece
Greece
Greece
British Virgin Islands
Cuba
Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka
Maldives
Maldives
Thailand
Thailand
Thailand
Indonesia

Amazon Riverboat Adventure
Amazon Riverboat Adventure In Depth
Amazon Riverboat & Machu Picchu Adventure
Mekong River Encompassed — Ho Chi Minh City to Siem Reap
Burgundy River Cruise Adventure

Sailing
120
121
123
126
127
127
127
131
133
135
141
141
141
143
143
145
145
145
147

Sailing Italy to Croatia
Sailing Croatia — Split to Dubrovnik
Montenegro Sailing — Dubrovnik to Dubrovnik
Sailing Greece — Santorini to Santorini
Sailing Greece — Mykonos to Santorini
Sailing Greece — Mykonos to Athens
Sailing Greece — Athens to Santorini
Sailing the British Virgin Islands — Tortola to Tortola
Sailing Cuba
Sailing St Lucia & The Grenadines
Sailing Sri Lanka — South Coast
Sailing Sri Lanka — East Coast
Sailing Sri Lanka — North Coast
Maldives Dhoni Cruise
Maldives Dhoni Explorer
Sailing Thailand — Phuket to Phuket
Sailing Thailand — Ko Phi Phi to Phuket
Sailing Thailand — Phuket to Ko Phi Phi
Sailing Indonesia — Bali & Lombok

Top sellers

Antarctica Classic
11 days • From $7999 • See page 32

Amazon Riverboat Adventure
7 days • From $2099 • See page 102

Sailing Thailand — Phuket to Phuket
7 days • From $1999 • See page 145

Spirit of Shackleton
21 days • From $19599 • See page 38

Galapágos aboard the Monserrat
7 days • From $3659 • See page 79

Realm of the Polar Bear
8 days • From $4999 • See page 44

Sailing Greece — Santorini to Santorini
10 days • From $2049 • See page 126

Maldives Dhoni Cruise
7 days • From $2099 • See page 143

Let’s connect.
Connect with your group before you leave home, and get that ready-to-go feeling.
Chat with your fellow travellers before, during, and after your trip, and prepare
with packing lists, offline maps, and more. The G Adventures App lets you take care
of the small stuff so you can feel ready to take on our big world.
Get to know your group.

See what’s to come.

Chat with your fellow travellers before,
during, and after the trip — without having
to share your personal information. And on
tour, use the chat feature to connect with
your CEO too.

Get excited for your upcoming trip with
day-by-day breakdowns of your itinerary,
including optional add-ons.

Leave the paperwork at home.
Conﬁrm details, like passport numbers and
visas, ahead of time so you can leave more
time for the fun stuﬀ.

Don’t forget your toothbrush.
Packing lists, available for every tour, help
make sure you’re ready to go wherever
you’re travelling.

Download today from your phone’s app store. For the latest features, visit gadventures.com/app.

MORE HANDY FEATURES:

› Weather forecast
› Exchange rate calculator
› Offline maps
› Visa requirements
› Share photos and videos
with your group

Tour page reference
We stuff a lot of information
into our tour pages so you’ll
know as much about your tour
as possible. While browsing this
brochure, check this foldout
for quick explanations of our
terms and ratings.
1

2

3

4

5
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EXPEDITION›› ANTARCTICA, ARGENTINA

TOP
SELLER

A quick at-a-glance summary of highlights you’ll
experience on this tour.

Antarctica Classic
1

Included Your Moments (see page 8), meals,
accommodations, and modes of transport.
A day-by-day breakdown of what you’ll be doing
on your tour. For full itineraries, visit our website or
ask your travel agent.

2

Look here for suggestions on how to personalize
your adventure with add-on options.

Highlights

privateer, Sir Francis Drake. Take in daily lectures from the expedition team

11 DAYS — USHUAIA TO USHUAIA

›› Set foot on Antarctica — the world’s least-visited continent
›› Watch majestic albatross soar by the ship while crossing
the Drake Passage
›› Opt to brave the chill of a polar plunge
›› Witness immense icebergs and magnificent glaciers
›› Have your questions answered by Antarctica experts

and keep an eye out for the first sightings of icebergs, whales, and

FROM

What’s Included

minke whales in the cold Antarctic waters. During the voyage, learn

9 nts aboard the G Expedition. 1 nt hotel in Ushuaia. Arrival and

ANTARCTIC PENINSULA/SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS Experience some
of the most unique wildlife viewing and inspiring scenery in the world as you
set foot on the Antarctic continent. Attempt two shore landings per day
(weather permitting) and observe gentoo, chinstrap, and Adélie penguin
rookeries; Weddell, crabeater, and leopard seals; and orca, humpback, and
about the peninsula’s remarkable history. (4B, 4L, 4D) DAYS 9-10
DRAKE PASSAGE Begin the journey north to the home port of Ushuaia.

for USA sizes 4 - 16. Expedition parka. ACCOMMODATIONS

staff. Keep your eyes open on the observation deck for some last-minute

twin-share cabins, or suites (all with en suite bathrooms and porthole

G Expedition after breakfast. (1B)

team. Lectures and educational programs. Waterproof boots supplied

Review the highlights of the Antarctic experience with the lecturers and

Twin-share hotel (1 nt), aboard the G Expedition in quad-, triple-,

whale sightings. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAY 11 USHUAIA Disembark the

berths and are ocean-facing. Suites have one queen-size bed.

TRANSPORT G Expedition, Zodiac, private bus, walking. GROUP
LEADER One expedition team member per 10 guests. MEALS

10 breakfasts, 8 lunches, 9 dinners. Allow USD25-35 for meals not
included. Drinks and tips on board not included.

3

albatrosses following in the G Expedition’s wake. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 5-8

departure transfers. Zodiac excursions with our expert expedition

or window, 9 nts). Please note that all cabins consist of twin-size

We guarantee all of our departures for every
single tour. Once you’ve booked, paid, and
received confirmation, your tour is locked-in to
run. The bar chart indicates how frequently
itineraries run monthly.

EXPEDITION
CRUISING

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

on a true adventure to a world of immense scale and visual splendour.
Passing huge icebergs in the flat calm of a polar morning will reshape the
way you look at your world. Encounter huge whales, enormous rookeries of

splendors first-hand – the sounds of heaving ice and the stars await.

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

|

USHUAIA Enjoy a free morning in Ushuaia. Do any last-minute shopping,
explore the town, or visit the surrounding countryside. Embarkation on the
G Expedition begins in the afternoon at the port in Ushuaia. Enjoy the
evening sailing through the Beagle Channel. (1B, 1D) DAYS 3-4 DRAKE
PASSAGE The adventure begins with an 800km (500 mi) crossing of the

Expedition cruising: Tours bound for the Arctic,
Antarctica, and Norway aboard the G Expedition.

5

Galápagos cruising: Tours aboard our ﬂeet of
small ships in the Galápagos Islands.
River cruising: Adventures down some of the
world’s most amazing rivers and canals.
Sailing: Exotic at-sea adventures all over the world
aboard small yachts and catamarans.

7

How many days a tour runs as well as where it
picks you up and drops you oﬀ.

8

The starting price of your adventure, excluding
any options, add-ons, or extras. The “My own
room” option. This indicates the additional price
you’ll pay to get your own room throughout the
tour. (Some exceptions may apply.)

9

Use this code to find out more details online or
from your travel agent.

10 Map and route. Starting point is indicated with
an “S” and the end with an “E.”

11 Indicates you will visit a G for Good project on
this tour.

12 The Ripple Score lets you know the local impact

of your trip by showing you a percentage of how
often we’ve chosen a local business or service to
create this tour.

13

passage named in honour of the 16th-century English sea captain and

See back foldout.

9

TRAVEL STYLE: MARINE
TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 134

13

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Drake
Passage

ANTARCTI C
CI RCLE

10

Antarctic Peninsula &
South Shetland Islands

ANTARCTI CA

and the Antarctic Peninsula.

Enjoy the sights and sounds of the world’s most southerly city. DAY 2

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

This tour has four
special departures.

Jan 02 - Jan 12 • March 13 - March 23 • Nov 21 - Dec 01
Dec 11 - Dec 21

expedition will introduce you to the magic of the South Shetland Islands
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TOUR CODE: XVCASX

view. See Personalize your tour on page 58.

penguins, and stunning landscapes few have ever witnessed. This 11-day

Each of our Marine adventures are organized by
program. In this brochure, you’ll find:

Valid for Mar 13, 2020 departure.

See Personalize your tour on page 58.

DAY 1 USHUAIA Arrive in Ushuaia at any time. Arrival transfer included.
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Ushuaia

ANTARCTICA CAMPING: Spend a night ashore and see this land’s

icy landscapes aboard a kayak where you’ll get an authentic seal’s eye

The Antarctic Peninsula is anything but a world of white desolation. Join us
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ARGENTI NA

ANTARCTICA KAYAKING: See some of the world’s most impressive,

ITINERARY

$
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THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

27
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A BETTER WORLD
THROUGH TRAVEL

We believe that every adventure begins
with a single step, and that experiencing
different lands and cultures can make
the world a better place for all of us. We
hope you feel the same.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

This section contains vital information about your tour. Check here to see if you’ve found your match.
Service Level
Camping:
› Excellent value, amazing prices, quality experiences
› Camping most nights with some hotel stays to start and
throughout
› Aﬀordable public and private transport for maximum
cultural interaction
Basic:
› Excellent value, amazing prices, quality experiences
› Simple and clean hotels, guesthouses, and hostels
chosen for location and character
› Aﬀordable public and private transport for maximum
cultural interaction
› Plenty of optional activities tailored to your interests and
budget
Standard:
› Great value, reasonable prices, quality experiences
› Comfortable and varied tourist-class accommodations
chosen for location and character
› Mix of public and private transport for the best overall
experience
› All the top highlights included, plus plenty of time to
explore on your own
Upgraded:
› All the adventure you want, with a softer landing
› Handpicked, character-rich accommodations with
upgraded amenities and services
› Upgraded and private transport, including ﬂights to
maximize time
› More included meals, activities, and transfers

Tour Type
Small Group: Group tours average about 12 travellers
per departure. The maximum is usually no more than 16
(although aboard the G Expedition, it could be over 100).
Independent: Independent tours are either entire tours you
take privately or solo extensions added onto a group tour.
Local staﬀ are available on standby 24/7.
Physical Demand
1 - Easy: You’ll have to walk around on your own, climb
some stairs, and carry your own bag. Easy does it.
2 - Light: There’ll be some light walking and hiking. Suitable
for most fitness levels. Nothing too challenging.
3 - Average: Tours may include activities like hiking, biking,
rafting, or kayaking. No sweat, right?
4 - Demanding: You might encounter a few high-altitude
hikes or other more strenuous activities. Pro tip: Put down
that pastry, buster.
5 - Challenging: These tours include serious high-altitude
treks, cycling, or other heavy exercise. For superhumans
only. (Remember to pack your cape.)
G Adventures trips are generally not suitable for those with limited mobility, accessibility
needs or restrictions. Please speak with a G Adventures representative to determine if a
particular trip is suitable for you.
More information about the accommodation included in each trip is available on the
G Adventures website (gadventures.com). While we strive to provide comprehensive
descriptions, accommodation standards and ratings systems vary from country to country
and may be different from those you are familiar with. If you have questions regarding
accommodation, you can reach out a G Adventures representative at any time, 24/7.

Call us, we’re open 24/7.

1 877 390 9050
gadventures.com
Or contact your preferred travel agent.
Toronto
19 Charlotte St
Toronto, ON
Canada M5V 2H5

Vancouver
#109-1965 West 4th Ave
Vancouver, BC
Canada V6J 1M8
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G Adventures is the owner or licensee of all trademarks used herein unless otherwise indicated including G Adventures,
The Great Adventure People and related logos, Wanderers in Residence, Local Living, Lifetime Deposits, We Love Changing
People’s Lives, Lead With Service, Do the Right Thing, Embrace the Bizarre, Create Happiness & Community.
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